FAKING NEWS
Fraudulent News and the Fight for Truth
PEN America stands at the intersection of literature and human rights to protect open expression in the United States and worldwide. We champion the freedom to write, recognizing the power of the word to transform the world. Our mission is to unite writers and their allies to celebrate creative expression and defend the liberties that make it possible.

Founded in 1922, PEN America is the largest of more than 100 centers of PEN International. Our strength is in our membership—a nationwide community of more than 5,000 novelists, journalists, poets, essayists, playwrights, editors, publishers, translators, agents, and other writing professionals. For more information, visit pen.org.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Faking News: Fraudulent News and the Fight for Truth examines the rise of fraudulent news, defined here as demonstrably false information that is being presented as a factual news report with the intention to deceive the public, and the related erosion of public faith in traditional journalism. The report identifies proposed solutions at the intersection of technology, journalism, and civil society to empower news consumers with better skills and tools to help them process the torrents of information they see online.

The proliferation of false information and rising distrust in the established news media, due in part to a deliberate campaign of denigration, pose a looming crisis for American democracy and civic life. A series of factors—soaring levels of mistrust of journalism and the media, an explosion of new online news outlets, rapid changes in patterns of information consumption, sharp ideological divides that dictate which media outlets are trusted by whom, daily attacks on the press by the president of the United States and his allies, and stumbles by the media itself in an era of cutthroat competition and instantaneous transmission of information—combine to call into question existing methods for disseminating and validating the news for and by an information-hungry but skeptical public. At a time of domestic political upheaval, sharp policy divisions, and intensifying international conflicts, the spread of disinformation and the related—yet distinct—problem of distrust of the media pose a fundamental threat to the quality of our public discourse and to our political system, sound policy outcomes, and national cohesion.

At a time of domestic political upheaval, sharp policy divisions, and intensifying international conflicts, the spread of disinformation and the related—yet distinct—problem of distrust of the media pose a fundamental threat to the quality of our public discourse and to our political system, sound policy outcomes, and national cohesion.

If left unchecked, the continued spread of fraudulent news and the erosion of public trust in the news media pose a significant and multidimensional risk to American civic discourse and democracy, building gradually over time. These developments have already conspired to create a trust deficit in which many Americans credit few, if any, sources of news. This diminished trust could have far-reaching implications for American governance and society, undermining the news media’s role as the fourth estate and an important check against infringements of civil liberties. The experience of societies around the world that have grappled with these challenges in varying contexts suggests that even those implications that now seem farfetched should not be excluded from consideration. Such challenges include: the increasing apathy of a poorly informed citizenry; unending political polarization and gridlock; the undermining of the news media as a force for government accountability; a long-term risk to the viability of serious news; an inability to devise and implement fact and evidence-driven policies; the vulnerability of public discourse to manipulation by private and foreign interests; an increased risk of panic and irrational behavior among citizens and leaders; and government overreach, unfettered by a discredited news media and detached citizenry.

Faking News looks at how the spread of fraudulent news has been facilitated by Facebook, Google, and Twitter, and the ways each company is responding to the problem. The report also discusses how traditional journalism has in part contributed to the breakdown of public trust in the media—through partisan reporting, the blurring of fact and opinion, a lack of transparency in newsrooms and by an information-hungry but skeptical public. At a time of domestic political upheaval, sharp policy divisions, and intensifying international conflicts, the spread of disinformation and the related—yet distinct—problem of distrust of the media pose a fundamental threat to the quality of our public discourse and to our political system, sound policy outcomes, and national cohesion.

The report’s key findings include:

• The recognition of fraudulent news as a threat to free expression should not be employed as a justification for broad new government or corporate restrictions on speech, measures whose effects would be far more harmful to free speech.

• Technology and social media platforms have a significant role to play in curbing the spread of fraudulent news, but approaches like cutting off advertising revenue or adjusting algorithms to target fraudulent news must be strictly limited to purveyors of demonstrably false, intentionally
deceptive information and should establish an appeals mechanism for those who believe that their websites should not have been targeted in these efforts. Platforms should also instruct personnel involved in identifying purveyors of fraudulent news to err on the side of inclusion when deciding which sites to de-emphasize in algorithms or block from ad services, in order to protect robust political discourse and users’ access to information.

- For all of the major technology and social media companies, one of the best defenses against the spread of fraudulent news on their platforms is to help equip users with tools and skills to evaluate the information they see and consume. They should explore ways to feature news literacy information on their platforms, and should support, through funding and partnerships, news literacy initiatives and independent fact-checking projects.

- Technology and social media companies must be more transparent and work harder to maximize the amount of information they share (while respecting users’ privacy), so that researchers can investigate how well their approaches to curbing fraudulent news are working, fact-checkers can identify ways to improve their work and its impact, and the public can understand more about how information is presented to them on the platforms.

- News organizations can signal accountability and help assuage distrust around reporting practices and editorial decisions by ensuring that their websites provide easily accessible information outlining their standards, practices, and policies—including how they address errors, provide adequate fact-checking, and make use of a public editor or ombudsperson.

- News organizations should improve the labeling of content and graphics, especially online, to ensure that news items are visually discernible from opinion, analysis, sponsored content, and paid advertisements. Newsrooms should also establish or clarify their headline-writing standards to ensure that headlines are not misleading or overly sensational. Headlines that fail to deliver on the content they promise risk alienating readers and sowing greater distrust and suspicion of media biases.

- News literacy programs are among the most promising approaches to addressing the long-term harms posed by fraudulent news, because they hold the potential to reshape Americans’ attitude toward, and evaluation of, the news media. There will always be efforts to spread false news online as long as there is financial or political gain to be had from doing so. But if there is a concerted, widespread, systematic effort to educate people, especially younger generations, about how to be savvy and responsible news consumers, the toxic effects of fraudulent news may be substantially lessened. Public officials, educators, librarians, and the public should press for the adoption of news literacy courses as a core part of school curricula, and should make the case for their value as a benefit to the entire country and the health of our democracy.

*Faking News* sets forth a News Consumers’ Bill of Rights and Responsibilities to reflect and push forward PEN America’s view that empowered citizens are the ultimate solution to resolving the crisis of trust. PEN America views the rights contained in this draft “bill” as rooted in the free expression rights contained in U.S. and international law, which include not just the right to speak freely but also the right to impart and receive information. Changes in the media landscape require the elaboration of these rights so that citizens have the information and tools they need to receive information conscientiously with the will and ability to weigh its credibility. These rights also relate to how news audiences digest the content conveyed by media outlets and online platforms.

The power of fraudulent news lies ultimately in the minds of news consumers. Accordingly, measures to address the crisis of truth should first and foremost center on enabling and equipping people to derive, discern, and digest information in ways that guard against the influence of fraudulent news. Based on our examination of the range of approaches to fraudulent news that have been employed by governments, social media outlets and technology companies, news organizations, research institutes, and nonprofit groups, PEN America has identified six prongs of response that are critical to stemming the current crisis and averting the most dangerous harms:

**For Policymakers, Educators, Educational Institutions, and Education Leaders**

*Educate* the public and future generations by mounting a massive effort to create informed consumers of news across all platforms and mediums.
• Adopt news literacy education as a core part of school curricula.

• Conduct research on the most effective forms of news-related public education and empowerment.

• Engage teacher training programs and graduate education schools to equip teachers to teach news literacy.

• Leverage print, digital, television, and other media platforms with the reach to inform youth and citizens at large on news literacy.

For Technology and Social Media Platforms and Other News Intermediaries

EQUIP the public to distinguish fact from falsehood and to assess the credibility of information:

• Identify purveyors of fraudulent news—clearly and narrowly defined as the purveyors of demonstrably false information that is being presented as fact in an effort to deceive the public—and take steps to ensure that they are not able to sustain themselves and profit from access to advertising services on your platforms.

• Establish an appeal mechanism for owners of web pages or sites that are blocked from ad services or who suspect that their site has been de-emphasized in a platform’s algorithms, so that the grounds on which the page was blocked or deprioritized can be reviewed and, if appropriate, reversed.

• Develop additional strategies to ensure that fraudulent news is not presented to users in sections of platforms classified as “news” or that otherwise suggest that the information is credible (like Google’s “best answer” feature).

• Invest further in technologies to more quickly and comprehensively identify efforts to artificially boost content through the use of bots or other means, and flag these efforts in a manner that’s visible to users.

• Strengthen and expand partnerships with independent fact-checking organizations to feature their work, make it easily accessible to users, and collaborate to reduce duplication of effort in fact-checking particular items.

• Support news literacy initiatives through funding and partnerships.

• Develop additional ways to offer users content that may differ from their own beliefs or views, in ways that are transparent to users and sustain their control over what they see.

• Appoint independent ombudspersons to respond to concerns raised by users, the public, and policy makers, and empower them to explain publicly (and, when necessary, critique) the platform’s response to issues of public importance.

• Work in collaboration with academic researchers and civil liberties advocates to identify ways to share more information with researchers about the spread of fraudulent news on specific platforms and the efficacy of efforts to address it, consistent with appropriate privacy protections for users, and free expression rights for news media outlets.

• Allow employees to speak more openly with journalists about the challenges faced in combatting the spread of fraudulent news.

For News Outlets

EXEMPLIFY the values and tenets of credible news gathering and dissemination:

• Continue to emphasize transparency of operations as a high priority, including finding new ways to be more open with readers about the journalistic and editing processes and the handling of errors.

• Clearly label different types of content as reporting, commentary, opinion, analysis, etc.

• Establish, reinstate, and augment ombudsperson functions to underscore transparency, commitment to professionalism, and accountability to readers.

• Prioritize reporting on the harms posed by the spread of fraudulent news and the ways individuals can help.

• Engage proactively in civic and education initiatives to improve media literacy, including outlet audiences and communities.

For News Outlets, Social Media Platforms, Educators, Research Institutes, and Civil Society

ENGAGE directly with diverse groups of citizens to better understand the drivers that influence their interest and trust in the news media:

• Support and conduct research to better understand the drivers of media distrust, the strategies that can foster an appetite for a broad range of
news sources, and the skills to evaluate those sources among news consumers.

- Consider diverse readerships when covering polarizing topics or mounting campaigns to combat fraudulent news.

- Involve authoritative voices from across the political spectrum in efforts to defend press freedom and the role of truth.

- When offering fact-checking, emphasize transparency and objectivity of operations, including explanations of what is chosen to be fact-checked, the verification process, and the reasoning behind sometimes evolving conclusions.

For News Organizations and Civil Society

EXPOSE those who deliberately purvey fraudulent information or baselessly foment distrust of what is true:

- Prioritize reporting on the purveyors of fraudulent news, the methods they use to manufacture and spread it, and the approaches under way to curb its spread.

For Policymakers, News Outlets, Social Media Platforms, and Civil Society

EMPOWER individuals with a set of recognized rights that can help counter practices that interfere with informed news consumption:

- Publicly reject all efforts to denigrate the news media or undercut the legitimacy of their work and reaffirm commitment to freedom of the press.

- Explore ways to better protect journalists from being compelled to disclose sources, especially with respect to sensitive national security and criminal justice stories.

- Support efforts by diverse groups of news consumers to mobilize in defense of their own rights to receive and impart information.

- Educate news consumers to enforce their rights and fulfill their responsibilities.

- Publicly express support for press freedom and respect for journalists.

- Oppose government efforts that would impinge on free expression by penalizing online platforms for failing to remove fraudulent news from their platforms, or by otherwise requiring platforms to act as arbiters of fact.
The rise of fraudulent news and the erosion of public trust in mainstream journalism, due in part to a deliberate campaign of denigration, pose a looming crisis for American democracy and civic life. A series of factors—soaring levels of mistrust of journalism and the media, an explosion of new online news outlets, rapid changes in patterns of information consumption, sharp ideological divides that dictate which media outlets are trusted by whom, daily attacks on the press by the president of the United States and his allies, and stumbles by the media itself in an era of cutthroat competition and instantaneous transmission of information—combine to call into question existing methods for disseminating and validating the news for and by an information-hungry but skeptical public. At a time of domestic political upheaval, sharp policy divisions, and intensifying international conflicts, the spread of disinformation and the related—yet distinct—problem of distrust of the media pose a fundamental threat to the quality of our public discourse and to our political system, sound policy outcomes, and national cohesion.

PEN America, an organization dedicated to the celebration and protection of freedom of expression, construes its mission broadly to encompass the defense not just of individual rights to free speech but also of open discourse as the lifeblood of free and vibrant societies. Over the past year at PEN America, we have been alarmed and galvanized by the realization that many of the threats to expression that we have historically fought against alongside sister PEN Centers and allied organizations—in China, Russia, Myanmar, Egypt, and elsewhere—have landed at our own doorsteps.

"Over the past year at PEN America, we have been alarmed and galvanized by the realization that many of the threats to expression that we have historically fought against alongside sister PEN Centers and allied organizations—in China, Russia, Myanmar, Egypt, and elsewhere—have landed at our own doorsteps."

"The PEN Charter called “mendacious publication” was a forerunner to what was initially known as “fake news” (before the White House and others co-opted the term to refer to virtually any critical news coverage) and what PEN America, in this report, will refer to as false or fraudulent news (see the Definition section). The framers of the PEN Charter, written in the aftermath of a Second World War fueled by fascism, also realized that the first tool of the autocrat is an assault on truth and fact."

"What the PEN Charter called “mendacious publication” was a forerunner to what was initially known as “fake news” (before the White House and others co-opted the term to refer to virtually any critical news coverage) and what PEN America, in this report, will refer to as false or fraudulent news (see the Definition section). The framers of the PEN Charter, written in the aftermath of a Second World War fueled by fascism, also realized that the first tool of the autocrat is an assault on truth and fact."
of expression loses its value. In a climate where individuals expect that the information they receive is as likely to be false as true; where they fear that they won’t be believed even when they are telling the truth; and where they anticipate being dismissed by anyone not already predisposed to credit their views, free expression cedes its value. After all, free speech is in a sense the right to persuade, to galvanize, to engage in joint quests for truth alongside others, to reach new understandings, and to shape communities and societies.

Free expression, both in the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and as enshrined in international law, encompasses not just the right to speak but also the right to gather and impart information. If public discourse becomes so flooded with disinformation that listeners can no longer distinguish signal from noise and simply tune out, the ability to receive and impart information is compromised. In a vacuum of truth, speech loses its potency; it becomes just words. Accordingly, even if most forms of fraudulent news constitute protected speech that cannot—and should not—be outlawed or punished, the collective impact of such speech nonetheless poses serious risks to the open and vibrant discourse necessary for freedom of expression to survive and thrive. (It is important to note that this report does not call for legal action to restrict fraudulent news; we do not support giving the government broader power to regulate media content as a solution.)

The problem of proliferating fraudulent news is now compounded by social and political divisions that undercut the traditional ways that truth ordinarily triumphs. Investigations, exposés, studies, expert accounts, eyewitness interviews, and other tools for the elucidation and verification of contested information fall short when a significant population segment is convinced that it cannot believe anything that comes from a wide array of sources it perceives as politically or ideologically hostile. Absent viable methods to bridge divisions about what is true and false, already broad gulfs in perception and dogma widen further.

There is no silver bullet for the problems of fraudulent news and eroding public trust in news and media. Certain dimensions of the problem long predate the current political and technological era—including, for example, the blurring lines between news and opinion, the commercial imperatives that drive news coverage, and broader market forces like media concentration. Other aspects are a function of dramatic changes in the technology, platforms, and behavior patterns inaugurated by the digital age. To usher in a new era in which the American news consumer is informed, equipped, and engaged in accessing a ready stream of trusted information to guide participation in civic life will require a broad series of steps over time, involving grassroots organizations, educational institutions, research institutes, civil society, philanthropy, news and media organizations, and online platforms.

It is our hope in this report to spotlight the dimensions of the problem, call out its serious implications, and stimulate greater urgency across multiple sectors of society that have a role to play in addressing it. We do not claim to have covered all the relevant issues, nor certainly to have all the answers. We are also aware that as we undertake this work, colleagues in numerous organizations are simultaneously carrying out their own investigations and analyses. We are grateful for the chance to engage in dialogue with them as we continue to develop and refine our own contributions. The reshaping of the landscape for news and information is happening quickly and in unexpected ways. Experimentation, innovation, awareness raising, and trial and error will all be necessary before we can be confident that the challenges we face are in hand.

**SIGNS OF A CRISIS**
Markers of a crisis in the American climate for news and information are abundant. Key indicators of impending crisis include:

**Eroding Public Trust in the Media**
In a September 2016 report, Gallup, which has been polling Americans about their confidence in mass media annually since the late ’90s, announced that Americans’ trust in the media had “dropped to its lowest level in Gallup polling history.” Only 32 percent of respondents claimed to have a “great deal” or “fair amount” of trust in the media, a figure down 8 percentage points from 2015—and down more than 20 percentage points since 1997.

The United States isn’t the only nation facing a skeptical citizenry. In at least 17 countries worldwide, trust in the media has plunged to an all-time low. News consumers from Ireland to France to South Korea see the news media as politicized, dependent on social media and clickbait to dictate news agendas, and editorially compromised due to economic pressures. In the United States, according to an April 27 poll conducted by ABC News and The Washington Post, over half of Americans believe that news organizations “regularly” fabricate stories. Americans now trust the military, the scientific community, the Supreme Court, organized religion, and banks and financial institutions more than they trust the mainstream news. The only institution they trust less, according to an April 2016 study by the American Press Institute, is Congress (see chart on page 6).

**Public Confusion About Facts and Issues**
The erosion of trust in an institution as old and as layered as American democracy itself has left a chasm out of which perplexity and doubt now sprout. A few months after Gallup published its 2016 report on Americans’ falling trust in the media, the Pew Research Center released a survey revealing that 64 percent of American adults felt that fabricated news stories were sowing confusion about the “basic facts of current issues and events.” This feeling was widespread across
education levels, income brackets, and political affiliations. While a large percentage of those polled believed strongly in their own individual abilities to discern fake political news items from real ones, a majority of Americans still saw fake news as a persistent online threat.9

Adults aren’t the only ones confounded by false news. According to one Stanford study, American youth—the most technology-savvy generation ever to come of age—are demonstrating a “dismaying” inability to distinguish fake from real news. Researchers found that a majority of middle school students couldn’t spot the difference between an advertisement and a news article; that most high school students accepted photographs as tantamount to fact; and that even a majority of Stanford students couldn’t distinguish between a fringe partisan information source and a mainstream one.10

Even supposedly sophisticated news analysts and public figures are losing sight of the line between false and true news, disseminating false stories and invented data passed as “facts” to widespread audiences. In 2015, Fox News host Sean Hannity reported on air that 250,000 Syrian refugees were going to be settled in the United States,11 a number that President Trump repeated on the campaign trail—and an unfounded data point that NBC News later traced to a headline published on a satirical news website.12 During the 2016 campaign, Trump presidential campaign manager Corey Lewandowski tweeted a link to a news story headlined: “Donald Trump Protester Speaks Out: ‘I Was Paid $3,500 To Protest Trump’s Rally.’”13 The headline was bogus; Lewandowski later deleted the tweet, but only after many had seen it.

A third example involved The Guardian’s Zach Stafford, who circulated a rumor spread on social media in the days immediately following President Trump’s election that several transgender teens had committed suicide in response to the election results.14 A third example involved The Guardian’s Zach Stafford, who circulated a rumor spread on social media in the days immediately following President Trump’s election that several transgender teens had committed suicide in response to the election results.15 Stafford soon removed the post,16 and the independent fact-checker Snopes.com ruled the rumor “unproven.”17

The Spread of Fraudulent News

False news is widespread and can spread uncontrollably. The Pew Research Center has found that a third of Americans “often” see fabricated political news stories online, while nearly one in four admit to having shared them. (Fourteen percent said they shared something that they knew was fake at the time, while 16 percent said they only realized later that it was fake.)18
The spread of fraudulent news happens even more quickly and efficiently when it doesn’t have to rely on humans. A recent study from Indiana University in Bloomington tracked 400,000 claims made by fraudulent news websites and studied the way they spread through Twitter, collecting some 14 million tweets referencing the fraudulent claims. Researchers discovered that accounts that actively spread misinformation online were significantly more likely to be “social bots” (automated accounts programmed to tweet or post like humans) than people. What’s more, these bots were deliberately designed to target influential users with a higher number of followers, in order to increase the likelihood of a fraudulent news story going viral.

During the 2016 campaign, fraudulent news stories were shared and viewed on Facebook at a higher rate than stories published by mainstream news outlets. An oft-cited BuzzFeed News analysis found that in the final three months of the presidential campaign, Facebook’s top-performing fraudulent election stories generated significantly more engagement than the top stories from news outlets like The Washington Post, The New York Times, the Huffington Post, and NBC News. The 20 top-performing false election stories, published by hoax sites and partisan blogs, garnered more than 8.7 million reactions, shares, and comments, while the mainstream news media’s 20 best-performing election stories totaled under 7.4 million engagements. Some of these fraudulent headlines became instant sensations, spreading far and wide across the internet: “Pope Francis Shocks World, Endorses Donald Trump for President” picked up 960,000 Facebook engagements; “WikiLeaks Confirms Hillary Sold Weapons to ISIS” garnered 789,000.

And then there was Pizzagate, the now-infamous incident stemming from a fictitious online rumor claiming that Hillary Clinton, along with her campaign chairman, John Podesta, was running a child sex ring out of a D.C. pizza parlor. The sensational conspiracy theory, which, after the Wikileaks release of Podesta’s emails, was circulated by a number of hyper-partisan and fraudulent news outlets (including Alex Jones’s Infowars), prompted a North Carolina man to travel to the capital armed with an assault rifle and open fire in the accused pizza shop within a month of the election. No one was physically hurt, but the situation illustrated the potentially tragic real-world consequences of fraudulent news.

Fraudulent news abounded in the wake of the October 2017 shooting attack on a country music concert in Las Vegas. An array of distinct hoaxes, each apparently aimed to advance a particular political narrative relating to targets including Antifa, President Trump, and ISIS, gained traction across Google searches, YouTube, and Facebook. Fraudulent news purveyors did not waste a moment once word of the carnage broke, moving swiftly to advance self-serving theories and claims that propagated across the internet, often beating the truth to people’s inboxes, search results, and Facebook feeds.

**Frequent Attacks on the Credibility of the Media**

Today, the American who holds our nation’s highest office uses his bully pulpit to launch near-daily attacks on journalists and the American news media. PEN America’s “Trump the Truth Tracker,” which follows important developments under the Trump Administration that threaten to undermine free expression and U.S. press freedoms, has documented over 100 examples of the president or his administration denigrating the press since President Trump assumed office on January 20. These include presidential tweets decrying “fake news” and openly branding press outlets “the enemy.” In a February 2017 tweet, Trump proclaimed, “The FAKE NEWS media (failing @nytimes, @NBCNews, @ABC, @CBS, @CNN) is not my enemy, it is the enemy of the American people!” He reiterated this claim a week later in a speech to the Conservative Political Action Conference on February 24, stating: “A few days ago I called the fake news the enemy of the people. And they are. They are the enemy of the people.” Later that day, he tweeted: “FAKE NEWS media knowingly doesn’t tell the truth. A great danger to our country.”

Members of Trump’s administration have echoed his disdain for the press. On January 25, Steve Bannon, Trump’s former chief strategist and senior counselor, told New York Times reporter Michael Grynbaum, “The media should be embarrassed and humiliated and keep its mouth shut and just listen for a while,” adding: “I want you to quote this. The media here is the opposition party.”

With over 40 million Twitter followers, President Trump’s words gain global traction the moment they are published. Such frequent and blistering attacks on the news media have gone so far as to prompt serious rebuke from U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights Zeid Ra’ad al-Hussein. “To call these news organizations fake does tremendous damage,” Zeid said this past August. He continued: “I believe it could amount to incitement. At an enormous rally, referring to journalists as very, very bad people—you don’t have to stretch the imagination to see then what could happen to journalists.” Zeid was referencing a broader definition of incitement to violence than is recognized under U.S. law. However, several journalists and commentators have echoed his concerns that Trump’s constant denigration of the press may encourage physical harassment or attacks on reporters. Furthermore, a June 2017 Quinnipiac poll indicated that 52 percent of Americans surveyed believe that Trump has changed attitudes toward the news media “for the worse.”

President Trump isn’t the only one lobbying repeated attacks on the news media, nor was he the first. “Over the years, we’ve effectively brainwashed the core of our audience to distrust anything that they disagree with, and
now it’s gone too far,” said conservative radio host John Ziegler, who has become critical of the extreme partisanship promoted by pundits (of which he has been one). In their talk programs, right-wing pundits like Rush Limbaugh, Laura Ingraham, Michael Savage, and Sean Hannity frequently impugn and undermine standard news reporting, attacking the media with claims of dishonesty and being “fake.”

One Gallup poll tracked the correlation between Republican distrust in the media and the post-2001 proliferation of hyper-conservative talk radio programs after the terrorist attacks of September 11. Gallup found that as the popularity of these shows soared, Republicans’ trust in the media declined.

Polarization of Trust in Specified Media Outlets
While distrust in the mainstream media transcends party lines (a May Harvard-Harris poll found that 65 percent of American voters left and right believe there is “a lot” of fake news in the media), Republican trust in particular has plummeted over the past two decades, reaching an all-time low when last polled in 2016, when only 14 percent of Republicans claimed any confidence in the mainstream media. Rising Republican distrust of the media correlates with divergent media consumption habits among liberals and conservatives. A 2014 Pew Research Study found that conservative news consumers were far more likely to rely on a single news source than their liberal counterparts, who sought out a variety of sources. Partisan news-consumption habits played out during the 2016 campaign season, when 40 percent of Trump voters turned to Fox News as their preferred source for updates about the election. There was no equivalent single preferred source among Clinton voters, who chose a variety of outlets for their election coverage. (At 18 percent, the largest cluster of Clinton voters tuned into CNN. )

Earlier this year, the Columbia Journalism Review (CJR) published research pointing to an “asymmetric” polarization in online news sharing between Donald Trump supporters and Hillary Clinton supporters. While pro-Clinton audiences shared news stories across a relatively broad political spectrum, including The Wall Street Journal, pro-Trump audiences were significantly more likely to engage with news sourced from highly partisan outlets on the far right—many of which have been around only since the 2008 election. As the CJR researchers summarized, “Over the course of the election, this turned the right-wing media system into an internally coherent, relatively insulated knowledge community, reinforcing the shared worldview of readers and shielding them from journalism that challenged it.”

There are also concerning differences between Republicans’ and Democrats’ perceptions of the news media’s biases and freedom to maneuver. A third of Republicans perceive the mainstream media to be “too liberal,” while 12 percent of Democrats find it “too conservative.”

One NPR/PBS NewsHour/Marist poll found that 42 percent of Republicans believe that freedom of the press has expanded too much, while 32 percent of Democrats and 28 percent of independents believe that freedom of the press has become too restricted.

Proposed Solutions with Far-Reaching Implications Are Being Considered and Implemented
One indirect marker of crisis lies in the proliferation of policies and laws being pursued to counter the effects of fake news, some of which create new threats to expression. As tech companies and citizen groups across the United States debate how best to tackle the spread of fraudulent news, some nations are already implementing measures that will have far-reaching implications for individual free expression and a free press. In June, the German parliament passed a law requiring social media companies to rapidly take down certain content, including speech that a complainant says violates German defamation or hate speech laws, or face fines as high as 50 million euros if they fail to do so. Such measures raise serious free expression concerns and create an incentive for private companies to err on the side of taking content down. Online platforms play host to an ever-increasing portion of global discourse. Indeed, the broad sweep of the law may lead some companies to exclude whole categories of controversial content to avoid triggering penalties. Such laws also force social media companies to become the arbiters of what is or is not legal content, fueling a situation in which censorship becomes privatized and ever more difficult for outside parties to assess or challenge.

While the impetus for Germany’s new law comes partly from an understandable desire to stem the flow of false and hateful rhetoric that might foment violence or civic upheaval, other governments have used the specter of untrustworthy news to justify draconian efforts to suppress the media. Indeed, attacking and prosecuting journalists for spreading “false news” has long been a hallmark of repressive regimes, using laws that criminalize the dissemination of false information to persecute and jail critics and political opponents. New concerns—and heated rhetoric—about fraudulent news are providing new cover for some governments to go after the press.

Cambodian authorities recently ordered the silencing of nearly 20 radio stations seen as critical of the government, repeatedly citing President Trump’s criticism of the U.S. media as justification for the decision. In a speech referencing President Trump, Cambodian Prime Minister Hun Sen said: “His rantings are right. I would like to send a message to the president that your attack on CNN is right. American media is very bad.”

Poland has also used the spread of fraudulent news to justify a recent crackdown on the press. In 2016, Polish President Andrzej Duda (whose right-wing party has been roundly criticized for its attempts to neuter the press)
signed a law placing state-owned media under direct governmental control, claiming the move was meant to ensure that the news media remain “unbiased, objective and credible.” Where Poland’s state media once enjoyed wider editorial independence under the guidance of leaders appointed by a politically independent body, the ruling conservative government now holds the power to dismiss and appoint the executives in charge of public radio and television. President Duda has since found support from President Trump, who called him an ally in a (tweeted) rallying cry to “fight the #FakeNews,” posted after Duda’s own tweet referencing @POTUS: “Let’s FIGHT FAKE NEWS.”

**Intensified Public Debate**

Debates about fabricated news have intensified since the 2016 election, generating a national—and presidential—obsession with tracking, discussing, condemning, and arguing over fraudulent news. Google searches for the term “fake news” have skyrocketed since 2016, spiking around the November election (see graph above). At the same time, fact-checking initiatives are proliferating. There are now 43 active fact-checking outlets in the U.S. alone and a total of 126 fact-checking organizations in 49 countries around the world—a striking count given that, just three years ago, there were only 48 active fact-check initiatives worldwide. While many fact-checking teams operate within newsrooms, the growth of independent, nonpartisan fact-checking outlets spiked during the presidential campaign, and fact-checking as a practice continues to grow. Both Google and Facebook now count on fact-checking groups as one strategy in the multifront war they claim to be undertaking to stanch the spread of fraudulent news on their platforms. (Since partnering with Facebook, fact-checker PolitiFact has logged the existence of at least 201 websites responsible for publishing fraudulent news.)

Perhaps we need look no further than the White House to witness the full-scale encroachment of fraudulent news into American politics and news. During his first 100 days in office, President Trump tweeted the phrase “fake news” at least 30 times, often in reference to critical stories published by mainstream news outlets. Through his Twitter attacks, Trump has deftly refashioned the phrase “fake news” into a term to be applied to any information that is disagreeable or unwelcome to him, generating further debate about what fake news actually is. “Fascinating to watch people writing books and major articles about me and yet they know nothing about me & have zero access. #FAKE NEWS!” he tweeted in September. With a president consistently tweeting about it and citizens, news organizations, and tech companies attempting to fight back, the debate about fraudulent news will continue to dominate the headlines, spawning a kind of fraudulent news ouroboros wherein national upheaval over fraudulent news fuels the media coverage that in turn fuels the upheaval.

**IMPLICATIONS OF THE NEWS AND INFORMATION CRISIS**

If left unchecked, the continued spread of fraudulent news and the erosion of public trust in the news media pose a significant and multidimensional risk to American civic discourse and democracy, building gradually over time. These developments have already conspired to create a trust deficit in which many Americans credit few, if any, sources of news. Left unaddressed, this diminished trust will have far-reaching implications for American governance and society, undermining the news media’s role as the fourth estate and an important check against infringements of civil liberties. While not all of these implications are inevitable, and their severity hinges on a breadth of factors, it is worth explicating these potential repercussions to appraise their seriousness and mount a commensurate response. The experience of societies around the world that have grappled with these challenges in varying contexts suggests that even those implications that now seem farfetched should not be excluded from consideration.

**A Poorly Informed Citizenry**

An informed citizenry is the bedrock of democracy.
Citizens need access to accurate information in order to make sound decisions at the ballot box, protect their interests, receive societal benefits, effectively advocate for themselves, and contribute to society. As James Madison put it: A “popular government without popular information, or the means of acquiring it, is but a prologue to a farce or a tragedy; or, perhaps, both. Knowledge will forever govern ignorance; and a people who mean to be their own Governors, must arm themselves with the power which knowledge gives.” If citizens are confused about what is true, who and what to believe, and how to find answers to important questions, their role in democracy—and the democracy itself—is undermined. Citizens who lack the means to discern the truth will eventually lose interest in the quest out of a sense of futility. Their desire for civic awareness dulls in the haze of disinformation. Detached from the quest out of a sense of futility. Their desire for civic awareness dulls in the haze of disinformation. Detached and unable to marshal credible information, they lose the ability to effectively advance their own needs, interests, and values. Their worlds collapse inward, focusing on what they can control and in turn signaling to the powerful that their authoritarian instincts will be left unchecked. This is why authoritarian leaders strictly control the flow of information, prohibiting independent media outlets and information sources. They want to prevent citizens from gaining the information they need to become an effective force in shaping the future of society.

Unending Political Polarization and Gridlock
If current trends continue, Americans’ increasingly polarized political opinions and media consumption habits are likely to harden. If people are exposed only to information that originates from politically aligned sources, they will increasingly lose the ability to see issues from opposing sides, to feel empathy for those differently situated, and to conceive solutions that bridge disparate interests. Sharp political polarization, in turn, poses a host of risks for American democracy and society. When policy makers are politically split, important decisions can become impossible to make, leading to delay and dysfunction. In a deeply polarized climate, interest holders seek to entrench their wants and powers through structural changes to political procedures, voting rules, and governing institutions. Such measures fuel a sense of alienation among the voting public, who come to believe that they lack the ability to advance change at the ballot box or otherwise.

Undermining of the News Media as a Force for Government Accountability
Without media outlets that enjoy broad public trust, government accountability is compromised. Going back to the early days of the republic, the framers of the constitution recognized the essential role of journalists in exposing public corruption, analyzing political interests and motives, and spotlighting hypocrisy, dishonesty, and other forms of official malfeasance. A free press has been a wellspring feeding the vitality of American democracy, helping to weed out unscrupulous and ineffective leaders and to catalyze progress. The ability of journalists to perform this vital set of roles hinges on public trust. If investigations, exposés, and revelations are not credited by a public that has lost its sense of what to believe, the media cannot perform its watchdog function. Revelations lose their sting, and leaders are immune from accountability for even the most egregious actions. The erosion of trust in the media among even a small segment of voters can have severe political implications, with leaders retaining power and influence despite credible revelations of self-dealing, incompetence, or other forms of malfeasance.

Long-Term Risk to the Viability of Serious News
If a rising generation lacks the ability to clearly discern which news and information can be trusted, and does not ascribe value to news sources that engage in reporting, investigation, editing, verification, fact-checking, and other hallmarks of serious news, the ability of these outlets to find an audience and survive financially will be in jeopardy. News outlets are already buffeted by a breadth of economic challenges, including the downfall of print advertising with the rise of the internet, changes in consumer news-consumption habits, and heightened competition from multiplying cable and online news outlets and platforms. Some of their responses to these pressures have regrettably contributed to eroding their credibility and to their vulnerability to attack by those aiming to impugn the media’s motives and competence. There is risk of a vicious cycle in which waning public trust in the media begets ever more ardent pushes for clicks and eyeballs, privileging sensationalist forms of journalism that only feed the crisis of legitimacy.

Inability to Devise and Implement Fact and Evidence-Driven Policies
If publicly disseminated facts and information are distrusted, public policy debates are impaired. The news media plays a vital role as a purveyor and arbiter of facts that inform a wide range of policies in areas including the economy, health care, education, immigration, and foreign policy. Professional journalists amass, evaluate, and explain information obtained from data sources, politicians, and experts; parse the motives and methods of these various sources; and work to reconcile overlapping and competing information in order to discern truth. These functions are ever more essential in an era when voluminous data on every facet of society is increasingly available. Absent public
trust in the media to serve as an informed intermediary to help citizens and policy makers interpret and validate data, policy debates risk descending into unmediated campaigns for influence among lobbying groups and other interested parties. Amid untrammeled influence peddling, those who spend the most money receive the best outcomes, without regard for the public interest.

**Vulnerability of Public Discourse to Manipulation by Private and Foreign Interests**

The role of the media as a check on power, and a force for accountability, applies not only to our government but also to private actors and foreign governments. At a time of dramatic consolidation in the technology and telecommunications industries, soaring wealth inequality, unfettered private spending on political campaigns, unprecedented consumer data collection, and rapid advances in far-reaching technologies including artificial intelligence, the media’s role in holding private capital accountable is essential to combating a new era of robber barons who enjoy unbridled influence over every aspect of American life. At the same time, foreign governments have potent new tools and, in some cases, manifest willingness to intervene in American political, economic, and cultural life to further their own interests. While the news media is not equipped to act as the sole driver of accountability for either the private sector or foreign governments, its role in this regard is more powerful than that of any other actor. Absent press freedoms and widespread public outcry, widely substantiated charges of Russian attempts to interfere with the 2016 U.S. presidential election could have been suppressed by the Trump White House without regard for the long-term consequences for American democracy or U.S.-Russia relations. A news media that is hobbled by public mistrust cannot mobilize the outrage necessary to check even the most egregious abuses and attacks on the integrity of the U.S.’s political system, economy, culture, and society. Revelations that might once have been explosive could fall on deaf ears; objective and factually grounded accusations may fall to self-serving rebuttals. The result will be that those with the determination and money to advance their interests will have a major obstacle—in the form of media scrutiny—cleared out of their way.

**Risk of Panics and Irrational Behavior**

When news consumers lose their sense of what information to credit and what to dismiss, they are vulnerable to attempts to induce panic. A trusted news media plays an essential role in investigating and validating claims and information that are an impetus for action. Accurate media reports also help to prevent the public from acting on bogus information and being susceptible to deliberate manipulation. False claims regarding health and safety can lead to wasted money and ineffective and unsafe treatments; they can affect the spread of disease and the ability to curb contagions. False or incomplete information about criminal activity, terrorism, or other threats, including drugs or pandemics, can lead to witch hunts that target the innocent, infringe on civil rights, impose vast and wasteful economic costs, and inflame social divisions. The media plays an essential role in examining the factual bases of the claims that can fuel public anxieties, helping to ensure that claims in public discourse rest on a foundation of evidence and, where they do not, invalidating them and helping to restore calm. When a situation of panic does arise, the news media is vital in helping to support a society-wide response by, for example, disseminating information about what the government is doing to address the crisis. Absent widespread trust in the media, panics are more likely to happen and to be more difficult to contain.

**Challenges in Actual Emergency and Crisis Management**

In addition to the danger of irrational panics, the surge in fraudulent news can compromise our ability to respond to emergencies and crises. At times of peril, the news media plays a pivotal role in disseminating information and publicizing government directives that can mean the difference between lives saved and lost, and vast amounts of property damage avoided or sustained. In natural disasters such as hurricanes or earthquakes, pandemics or other health scares, or national security crises, the public, officials, and civil society leaders depend on the media to keep people informed, give guidance, allay fears, and manage complex response efforts. If major media outlets are distrusted, the ability of local, state, and federal governments—including first responders—to effectively mitigate and respond to catastrophic events is compromised. In the late summer of 2017, hoax stories about major hurricanes were widely disseminated online, sowing confusion about who was in the path of the storm and what they could expect. The Federal Emergency Management Agency created a rumor-busting page to help address the problem of people acting on misinformation. Families of victims of the 2013 Sandy Hook School shooting and, more recently, the Las Vegas mass murder report being traumatized by the proliferation of fake news reports denying the incidents. Further proliferation of fraudulent information and erosion of trust in news could add significant challenges to already complex and difficult emergency management efforts.

**A Plague of Cynicism**

Above all, the difficulty in distinguishing between fact and falsehood breeds cynicism. The counterweight to cynicism is idealism—confidence that certain things can be relied upon, assured, and invested in without fear of betrayal. The founding of the United States was premised on a set of ideals centered on democracy and freedom that inspired the framers of the constitution. These ideals were, without question, imperfectly implemented and,
until later amendments, excluded both enslaved people and women from their vision of democracy. Still, these principles have imbued future generations with a sense of pride in striving toward a more perfect union, a faculty to try to uphold those foundational precepts, and a belief in attaining fair and benevolent laws, policies, and social norms. If it is impossible to distinguish between those who purvey information for the purpose of personal or political gain and those who are committed to the objective and credible quest for facts and truth, people gradually can only assume that every journalist, editor, and media outlet is driven by a self-serving agenda and that none are better than any other. Over time, as has happened in authoritarian regimes, this cynicism bleeds into alienation and apathy. As the Russian-American journalist Masha Gessen reminds us, “Autocratic power requires the degradation of moral authority—not the capture of moral high ground, not the assertion of the right to judge good and evil, but the defeat of moral principles as such.”

“Pinned beneath the weight of so much uncertainty, people lose interest in government, civic life, and democratic participation because they are convinced that the whole enterprise is a veil for self-dealing, that any professed ideals are empty words.”

Government Overreach and Strongman Tactics
When trust in media is undercut and the press’s role as a watchdog is undermined, leaders who are unconstrained by their own scruples possess little incentive to behave honorably. Even for leaders with a strong sense of conscience, the presence of a robust press corps can provide valuable ballast, helping to fortify against the inclination to cut corners or make trade-offs that cannot be justified to the public. When media is deeply distrusted, the temptations of power and greed can run unchecked; leaders can take refuge in the knowledge that if they are called out, they can simply cry “fake news” to deflect the allegations.

IS FAKE NEWS A FAKE CONCERN?
There are several lines of argument that have been advanced in recent months to the effect that concerns about fraudulent news are overstated. Some commentators, inevitably, will dispute that the spread of false news and the impugning of the news media’s credibility amount to a crisis. These arguments deserve consideration.

The Cure May Be Worse Than the Disease
Some proponents of free speech have raised the concern that a sense of alarm over the spread of fraudulent news could be used to legitimize overweening efforts by governments, social media platforms, and others to curb open expression in the name of combating the proliferation of falsehoods. This is a valid concern and one to which PEN America, as an organization dedicated to protecting freedom of expression, is sensitive. While many facts are observable and verifiable, other factual debates are complex and nuanced, and lines between opinion and fact can sometimes blur easily. The prospect of empowering governments, or omnipresent social media platforms and tech companies like Facebook and Google, to arbitrate between competing claims of fact on behalf of the whole world is frightening. A thriving media ecosystem is one that is organic, where many competing narratives that aspire to accuracy vie with one another so that truth is gradually revealed. Empowering the government or mammoth corporations to subsume the role of the marketplace and discern for us what is true and false would arrogate vast power to the hands of the few. It could exclude important ideas from public discourse, manipulate debates to serve particular political or financial interests, and stymie the evolution of ideas in ways that stunt social and political progress. These concerns are partially validated by, for example, Germany’s new law imposing harsh fines for sites that fail to remove fraudulent news.

That fighting fraudulent news too aggressively can jeopardize free expression does not mean that we shouldn’t fight it at all. Just because there is no easy or optimal solution doesn’t make the rise of false news or the erosion of truth any less of a problem. In this report we set out to examine the breadth of solutions that have been tendered to address the problem of false news, focusing our recommendations on approaches that address the dangers of false news without chilling speech.

The Media Is Alive and Well
Some commentators minimize the risks of fraudulent news by pointing to signs that the outlook for the American media has improved in 2017. They note that the work of journalists and news organizations has newfound salience in a fraught political climate and that subscriptions and viewership are up. They point out that journalists are breaking major stories and providing a steady drumbeat of critical scrutiny of the workings of government, policy making, and foreign affairs. News outlets are investing and hiring. These signs of vigor, the argument goes, are reason to take comfort that the media as we know it will survive. Yet not all news organizations are hiring and expanding. Many still have not figured out a sustainable business model in the digital age. The modest signs of renewed vigor in a long-challenged news landscape do not outweigh the risks posed by false news and long-term declining trust in the media. It is far from clear that the surge in readership and viewership reflects a broadening of their audiences politically or ideologically. Rather, partisanship may be whetting the appetite of news consumers to read and hear more...
news that they credit and that comports with their belief systems. The current bounce in audience or revenues should not blind executives, editors, journalists, and concerned citizens to the risks that, over time, the stature of these outlets and the information they provide are at risk of significant diminution with far-reaching consequences.

Business as Usual

Some commentators argue that today’s deficit of trust in the media and the pitched tenor of discourse about the press’s role simply come with the territory of a politically feverish moment. Attacks on the press are, after all, protected by the First Amendment. Every president tussles with the press corps. The media gets plenty of things wrong and deserves to be called out for it. Fraudulent news stories are simply a modern successor to the old yellow press that once helped spark the Spanish American War, and a cousin of the outlandish tabloid headlines that have long sparked intrigue in supermarket checkout lines. Accordingly, some conclude, while fraudulent news may be distracting and misleading, it doesn’t rank as a major concern. While it is comforting to think that the current crisis of news may be transitory or subject to a natural correction, this is a case where past may not be prologue. Media consumption patterns are changing rapidly and irreversibly, the business model for traditional journalism is crumbling, public trust in the media has been in decline for decades, and the democratization of media and changes in the technical manner in which media is disseminated and consumed means that the American appetite for yellow journalism may be more easily fed. These factors indicate that even if the current moment’s political upheaval dissipates over time, the media landscape is unlikely to return to its status quo ante.

ADDRESSING THE CRISIS OF TRUTH

Like most complex problems, the spread of fraudulent news and rising distrust of the media are not subject to a single, much less simple, solution. Some dimensions of the problem are closely associated with the current White House and its daily attacks on the press for unfavorable stories. An end to President Trump’s daily drumbeat of mostly baseless attacks would certainly help to curb public mistrust of the media. But there are also dimensions that go far beyond one president and political moment, warranting sustained mobilization and focus to fortify the role of facts, truth, and information at the foundation of American democracy.

While much of the debate over solutions has focused on the role of government, news outlets, social media platforms, and civil society actors like fact-checking groups, the power of fraudulent news lies ultimately in the minds of the beholders—namely, news consumers. The inhabitants of a democracy must be empowered agents who consume information in intentional and sophisticated ways. Accordingly, measures to address the crisis of truth should first and foremost center on enabling and equipping people to derive, discern, and digest information in ways that gird against the influence of mendacious publication. Based on our examination of the range of approaches to fraudulent news that have been employed by governments, social media outlets, news organizations, research institutes, and nonprofit groups, PEN America has identified six prongs of response that are critical to stemming the current crisis and averting the most dangerous harms. They will be described briefly here, elucidated in the body of this report, and summarized in a set of concluding recommendations.

We have also set forth a News Consumers’ Bill of Rights and Responsibilities to reflect and push forward our view that empowered citizens are the ultimate solution to resolving the crisis of trust. We view the rights contained in this draft “bill” as rooted in the free expression rights contained in U.S. and international law, which include not just the right to speak freely but also the right to impart and receive information. Changes in the media landscape require the elaboration of these rights so that citizens have the information and tools they need to receive information conscientiously with the will and ability to weigh its credibility. These rights also relate to how news audiences digest the content conveyed by media outlets and online platforms as informed consumers rather than passive, pliant eyeballs to be monetized. If news organizations and social media platforms are serious about their claims to bear a social responsibility to impart information, enable meaningful connections, and empower citizens, upholding these rights can help them to fulfill those aspirations.

Recognizing fraudulent news as a threat to free expression should not be employed as a justification for broad new government or corporate restrictions on speech, measures whose effects would be far more harmful to free speech. Unscrupulous profiteers and political opportunists may never cease in their efforts to infect the global information flow of information to serve their purposes. The best prescription against the epidemic of fake news is to inoculate consumers by building up their ability to defend themselves.

Educate

For those who accept that the ability to follow and understand the news is vital to an informed citizenry, the need for a massive effort to expand news literacy should be self-evident. In years past, sources of news and information were finite, with the marketplace performing a powerful role in credentialing sources. With few television channels and finite numbers of newspapers, magazines, and book publishers, news had to pass muster with gatekeepers like editors, fact-checkers, broadcasters, and publishers before it was disseminated. Credentials and expertise were must-haves to even submit work for possible publication.
While every era included certain media outlets driven by sensationalism and an unconstrained drive for profits, some of their worst impulses were kept in check with legal prohibitions against slander and defamation.

For schoolchildren, the very fact that something was available to be read—in a textbook, library book, magazine, or newspaper—usually meant that multiple editors had reviewed and checked it, deeming it fit for consumption. Children could be taught to read and interpret news and information without needing an array of tools to help them discriminate among an endless array of sources, appraise the motives of writers or publishers, divine credibility from context, and make thoughtful decisions about whether and how to share information. This is not to suggest the system was anything close to perfect: privilege, power, tradition, and orthodoxy shaped an often blinkered received wisdom on many topics, excluding alternative perspectives and stories and sometimes elevating falsehood into accepted fact. But the problems of distortion inherent in any system of publication and information dissemination have metastasized along with the sources of information and news now available. The added layers of explication and analysis of news have always yielded important nuances necessary for sophisticated understanding and are ever more essential to a process that was once as simple as picking up a newspaper or tuning in to the nightly news. Gatekeeping functions once performed by news organizations are now, for a vast range of information sources, outsourced to the consumer, who receives information online in a raw, uncredentialed form and is left to decide what to make of it.

Sweeping transformations in the breadth of available information and in how it is consumed necessitate equally dramatic changes in how we prepare citizens for the information landscape they inhabit and ensure that they can navigate it in informed and intentional ways. Just as computer skills—and now coding skills—are increasingly seen as fundamental to students’ ability to succeed, so news literacy skills have become indispensable to national cohesion and competitiveness.

Expert organizations that have developed news literacy curricula and successfully piloted them in specific school districts should seek opportunities to expand those programs, training all children to understand the news and

THE SIX DIMENSIONS OF ADDRESSING THE CRISIS OF TRUTH

| For Educators, Educational Institutions, and Education Leaders | Educate the public and future generations by mounting a massive, national effort to create informed consumers of news across all platforms and mediums. |
| For Social Media Platforms and Other News Intermediaries | Equip the public with tools to distinguish fact from falsehood and to assess the credibility of information. |
| For News Outlets | Exemplify the values and tenets of credible news-gathering and dissemination. |
| For News Outlets, Social Media Platforms, Educators, Research Institutes, and Civil Society | Engage directly with diverse groups of citizens to better understand the drivers that influence their interest and trust in the news media. |
| For News Organizations and Civil Society | Expose those who deliberately purvey fraudulent information or baselessly foment distrust of what is true. |
| For News Outlets, Social Media Platforms, and Civil Society | Empower individuals with a set of recognized rights that can form the basis for a news consumers’ movement that puts the power to combat fraudulent news in the hands of individuals. |
determine what information they find believable. While scalable online tools can play an important role, they are no substitute for mandated and dedicated classroom time devoted to news education. With students spending many hours each day on the internet and social media sites where news and information are traded constantly, instruction in the basics of how to utilize and assess such inputs should be a primary focus in the classroom, accorded weight commensurate with other core courses.

Educational leaders, public officials, and foundations should champion news literacy and insist that education organizations both public and private embrace it as part of the quest for excellence. State-level efforts to mandate news literacy education are a promising step that can help to quickly achieve scale. News literacy curricula can supplement and complement the critical-thinking skills that schools seek to impart by teaching literature, social studies, math, and science. They can be integrated with other subjects so that students can use the knowledge and skills developed across the curriculum—like the ability to parse statistics, or detect bias in the use of language—to help them discern which information warrants their trust. Media outlets across print, television, video, and online should be engaged in spreading news literacy skills as a public service. But the adoption of news literacy classes and tools is only a first step: Education professionals and public servants alike must monitor the implementation of these initiatives, both to evaluate which approaches are most successful and to better understand their long-term effectiveness. The goal should be to prepare generations of students to look critically at information and its sources and know how to get their questions answered.

Equip
All corporate participants in the news and information industry have an obligation to equip consumers with adequate tools to validate information that is presented to them. News organizations need to be transparent about sources of information, reporting methods, corrections, and conflicts of interest so that consumers can evaluate what to believe. Even as the internet enables the publication of all kinds of reports that would never have passed muster in the controlled ecosystem of network news and print newspapers and magazines, it can also enable quick and easy (if not foolproof) authentication. Links to primary sources, alternative accounts, and credible fact-checking outlets can enable consumers to credit information not just because it has been offered but because it is backed up with corroborating sources that they can assess for themselves.

Google and Facebook are slowly awakening to their role as leading conduits of news for Americans and people all over the world. They are right to recognize that in an environment of information overload flowing through their channels, it is not enough to leave it solely to the consumer or the marketplace to sort and discern. Fact-checking partnerships and efforts to prevent willful purveyors of false news from profiteering on online platforms are important steps but need to be expanded. Given the fast evolution of the information landscape and the constant emergence of new methods to purvey and profit from false information, both Google and Facebook should be much more transparent about their efforts to target this problem, while recognizing the need to avoid disclosures that would enable fraudulent news opportunists to game the algorithms and evade safeguards meant to thwart them.

Powerful online platforms also need to be cognizant of their role as the digital equivalent of a town square, meaning that ideas that are excluded from circulation on these platforms can be virtually banned from public consumption. This is why the emphasis for these companies should lie in better equipping consumers to exercise their own powers of discernment, rather than in banning or punishing content. Their aim should be to strengthen the marketplace for information so that it works more effectively to sift and exclude fraudulent or false information, not to flatly prohibit it. This role of internet platforms—as private stewards of what is increasingly seen as a public good—underscores the need for transparency, accountability, and inclusive dialogue in attempting to tackle the issue of false news.

As information conduits, internet platforms play multiple roles with distinct implications. When Google puts something in its news feed, it is declaring it to be “news,” information that comes up in a Google search result, by contrast, is proffered simply as something that exists on the internet, posted by someone. It carries no promise of accuracy, a point that needs to be underscored in information literacy curricula. More complicated issues arise when Google suggests that a certain result is the “best” answer, or when Google autosuggests a particular query: Such actions may imply some degree of endorsement, though not as much as an item in the Google News aggregator. Likewise, Facebook plays a different role when it curates a news feed or a trending news section than when it simply allows account holders to post at will.

When platforms make content-neutral forums available for the posting of information by others, they should be permissive in allowing as broad an array of content as possible, largely avoiding judgments of taste or truthfulness. In this function, their role is close to that of a telephone or email service provider that does not evaluate the truthfulness or lawfulness of its customers’ conversations before allowing them to be made across the network. But when platforms publish or aggregate content for consumers through news feeds, favorites, or recommended answers to questions, their role may be more analogous to that of a publisher exercising judgment
on whether information can be trusted or is worth knowing. When a platform places its corporate imprimatur on content, it should be confident that it can stand by it.

Platforms also bear special responsibilities when they act as business partners and vendors, selling their consumer base for profit. Having asked consumers to trust them with vast amounts of personal information, platforms owe it to them to protect this information from misuse and to carry out the due diligence to ensure that their business dealings are consistent with their professed corporate values. When the business involves selling consumers’ attention and time, platforms ought to make certain they know who is doing the buying, be it a political campaign, an advocacy organization or a foreign government. When there are lapses and platforms learn after the fact that they have been infiltrated by dishonest or fraudulent advertisers or content partners, they should investigate, publicly disclose their findings, and explain how similar intrusions will be averted in the future (consistent with appropriate privacy protections for users).

When content and search algorithms privilege certain content at the expense of others, balancing the value of offering open platforms for expression with the duty to avoid knowingly presenting intentionally deceitful information becomes tricky. It seems relatively straightforward to say that Google should not accept ads from Holocaust denial publications but that such publications—as vicious as they are—should not be excluded entirely from being retrieved through a purposeful search query, for example by a scholar who studies Holocaust denial theories. But it is harder to determine when and to what extent such information should turn up in searches when it isn’t specifically sought out—when a user is googling the Holocaust rather than Holocaust denial. Should Google and Facebook make Holocaust denial information hard to find for all save those deliberately seeking it out? If so, then what about other controversial ideas, such as Russian propaganda, climate change denial, or creationism? While we don’t have definitive answers to these dilemmas, greater public debate and transparency can help the public understand how to find the information they seek, as well as the importance of engaging with information they may unintentionally encounter.

Exemplify

Legitimate news organizations embrace various standards of journalistic and editorial integrity—news that is reported, checked, proffered free from conflicts of interest, and, if necessary, corrected for accuracy. Yet a broad array of pressures can compromise their ability to fulfill these promises. In an environment in which the credibility of news is contested on a daily basis and the trust and faith of future generations of news consumers hangs in the balance, news organizations need to reexamine how they can best exemplify the news standards they proclaim.

One challenge news organizations face is the porousness of what constitutes news. While we might agree that reported stories on breaking political or policy developments, crimes, or extreme weather undoubtedly constitute news, much of what appears in news outlets today bears only passing resemblance to that. Cable news networks devote endless hours to what might be dubbed “talk television”—a counterpart to talk radio in which anchors and guests ruminate on current affairs. Such discussions often include reporters as participants. Sometimes such reporters share information from their reporting, but just as often they volunteer analysis or opinions based on their expert knowledge of stories they are covering. Cable panels of talking heads often include a mix of reporters from mainstream news outlets alongside opinion writers, representatives of right- or left-leaning media organizations, and affiliates of political campaigns or parties. With six or more participants side by side on a panel or in aligned boxes on screen, it can be virtually impossible for viewers to understand whether panelists are speaking as reporters or as commentators, and whether they are officially representing their news outlet, much less how to evaluate the veracity of various claims and assertions.

While such a mix can make for lively television, it is not hard to understand why a skeptical consumer tuning in to “the news” would be confused about what to believe. Networks should draw clearer lines between reported news, analysis, commentary, and discussion, distinguishing between speakers and segments of shows to make clear what is and isn’t reported news. The increasing participation of news reporters as cable news commentators reflects the effort of news organizations to promote star reporters as individual “brands” who can help attract consumers and enhance the visibility, prestige, and influence of the media outlets that employ them. Whereas most major news outlets allow their reporters to accept speaking engagements, on television or otherwise, they are not necessarily transparent about company policies regarding compensation and the manner of appearance. NPR has clear employee speaking standards posted to their website (“If you wouldn’t report it on NPR, don’t say it in public elsewhere”) but they also allow employees to receive honorariums.6 The New York Times lists nothing about speaking appearances in its publicly facing “Guidelines on Integrity,”7 and The Washington Post makes only a passing mention (“no speaking engagements without permission from department heads”). If reporters are going to offer their personal opinions or receive outside payment for their expertise, the nature of their participation in the discussion should be spelled out clearly and distinguished from their role and work as a reporter.

Another challenge posed by the effort to build up the visibility and influence of journalists relates to their personal participation in social media. While journalists are well-placed to offer informed commentary on events
they cover and are, of course, entitled to their own opinions, news reporters should avoid offering commentary that can call into question their objectivity in covering the news. The temptation to offer colorful, pithy, and timely commentary poised to go viral can sometimes override the sense of restraint required to maintain journalistic credibility. Such posts can feed criticisms that news reporting is colored by bias and should not be believed. News organizations should provide guidelines and examples that help enable journalists to maintain a consistent professional voice in their participation in publicly available social media platforms.

All news outlets are not created equal. The editorial judgment exercised at BuzzFeed need not match exactly that at The New York Times. But when outlets make borderline calls on issues of sourcing or verification, they should be transparent about their decisions, the steps taken to verify the information, and ongoing efforts to attain incontrovertible facts.

With faith in mainstream journalism on the line, now is not the time for news outlets to cut back on fact-checking, reader ombudspersons, public editors, or other mechanisms that ensure accountability to readers and the truth. Errors, even when corrected, fuel critics hungry for evidence that real news is actually fake. The competitive media landscape fuels the drive for speed, scoops, and clicks, sometimes at the expense of accuracy and adherence to established procedures. In the current climate, one big media scandal could be a near-mortal blow, undercutting the ability of the whole news sector to win the trust of a rising generation of skeptical consumers. Media outlets should take steps to expand transparency in how stories are reported and how contradictions or corrections are being dealt with. While accountability—including disciplinary measures for staff that fall short of standards—is appropriate, it should be accompanied by openness about the nature of errors and steps being taken to prevent them.

**Engage**

Because an informed news consumer is the most important force in helping to overcome a crisis of fraudulent news and media distrust, the efforts of news organizations and platforms to behave responsibly amid these challenges must include active outreach to diverse groups of consumers to understand how they receive and process news. To the extent that interest in the truth is being sidelined, overridden, or thwarted among certain populations, we need to understand why in order to formulate an effective response.

The crisis of truth is not one that can be solved by shoring up the support of liberals for the media outlets they already know and love. It requires outreach, dialogue, and an exploration of the breadth of attitudes toward media and information that lead Americans to choose how and where to tune in and what to believe. Just as political and civic organizations are pushing themselves to move beyond their traditional bases and better understand how to reach racially, geographically, politically, and ideologically diverse constituencies, so should news and information outlets.

While serving a core constituency of consumers may make good business sense, it risks betraying the social purpose of news outlets to inform the public at large. It also fails to address the danger that a population segment that feels
disenfranchised by mainstream news has the potential to influence the polity writ large in ways that could imperil the mainstream media’s viability.

While hiring conservative columnists and aggregating diverse viewpoints culled from other sources may be helpful in building a more ideologically diverse audience, news and information outlets should not assume this is enough. More research, from a variety of perspectives, is required to help the public at large better understand new patterns of news consumption and how to prevent our fast-changing news ecosystem from buckling beneath the weight of polarization and mistrust. News outlets and internet platforms should reach out to diverse consumers through surveys, focus groups, interviews, and dialogue to better comprehend what they tune into and why, what they look for in news outlets, and what builds and undermines their trust. Because part of the role of both news outlets and online platforms should entail exposing consumers to a breadth of views and ideas, outlets should explore what it will take to coax consumers outside the information bubbles that they inhabit and how to present alternative perspectives in ways that can break through.

Expose

The surge of fraudulent news is not innocent. Profit seekers, political opportunists, and power mongers have adopted sophisticated tactics to manipulate the flow of information and deceive consumers, hiding behind free speech protections. They will keep it up as long as they can get away with it. Self-serving actors need to be exposed, their motives and tactics laid bare for the public to understand. Revelations concerning, for example, how the Pizzagate disinformation or Russian propaganda spread during the 2016 campaign have provided essential information to help reveal the dimensions of the crisis. Google and Facebook have critical roles to play in helping to unearth those who game the system and should make information on malfeasance available to journalists and researchers who can unpack fraudulent tactics and find out who is behind them. Neither trade secrets nor user privacy are valid grounds to protect those who deliberately exploit the American public through campaigns based on deliberately false information. When consumers are asked to put their trust in a platform, they must know that those who abuse that trust at their expense will be exposed and held accountable. News organizations should devote resources to investigating the shadowy networks that propagate fraudulent news and the ways consumers can be deceived and manipulated. This includes the surging trend of privately funded newsgathering, supported by foundations and, in some instances corporations or individuals. It also includes scrutinizing the studies, reports and data that can underlie the news headlines but can be subject to manipulation by interest-holders seeking to sway public opinion. Funders and advertisers who power unscrupulous news outlets and sources should be out in the open. Exposing the myriad forces behind the looming crisis of fraudulent news and distrust in the media will be time consuming and expensive, but it is essential.

Empower

Ultimately, all these measures aim to build an empowered constituency of news consumers—cutting across geographies, ideologies, and political persuasions. Consumer habits, viewing patterns, and attitudes will shape whether the fraudulent news epidemic spreads uncontrolled or can be quarantined and cured. Empowered news consumers have the right to receive credible information, to know who is behind the information being provided, and to be aware of conflicts of interest, errors, and other forms of misinformation. They need to know what they can and should expect from news organizations themselves and from the platforms that serve as primary conduits for news. They need to know how to assert these rights and to challenge infringements on them. They need to value these rights and make informed choices to consume information from outlets that understand and respect the role and rights of the news consumer.

Empowered news consumers also have certain responsibilities. The free-wheeling culture of the internet and social media makes all of us purveyors of information. While we may disavow the idea that information that we share, forward, or tweet reflects our opinions or constitutes a mark of validation, such associations are impossible to avoid entirely. News consumers need to weigh information before they credit or share it, preventing themselves from serving as unwitting conduits for deceit and disinformation.

These rights and responsibilities are further elaborated in the PEN America News Consumers’ Bill of Rights and Responsibilities. That is intended as a living document that helps articulate and implement measures to empower news consumers as the primary force in defense of facts and truth in public discourse. It is our hope that they will help foster a movement of news consumers who band together to apply a critical eye to the news outlets, platforms, advertisers, and corporate interests plying them with information through every imaginable channel. An organized consumer campaign to demand that news sources live up to their responsibilities, provide research and data about who is purveying and profiting from deceptive news, and to advocate on behalf of news audiences as new technologies, algorithms, and products are introduced is the best way to inoculate the public against the dangers of fake news without impairing individual rights to expression. The role of such a movement would not be to inculcate faith in the truth, but rather to instill skepticism, curiosity, and agency that can propel news consumers to protect themselves.
DEFINING FRAUDULENT NEWS

The suggestion that in order to understand a problem, it is necessary to define it, is particularly the case for “fake news,” a term that has been appropriated by various actors—including, notably, President Trump—for the purpose of discrediting negative press coverage. For this report, PEN America is focusing on what we are labeling as “fraudulent news,” defined as: Demonstrably false information that is being presented as a factual news report with the intention to deceive the public.

For the purposes of this report, fraudulent news does not refer to good-faith mistakes, news reports that may be considered to reflect a particular bias or worldview, or editorial decisions to focus more on one particular issue than another.

The majority of fraudulent news content (whether text, video, audio, or photographic) falls into one of three categories:

**Fraudulent news for profit:** Stories written, financed, or disseminated by people who are motivated by financial incentives, particularly a desire to profit from online advertising services.

**Fraudulent news for political motives:** Stories written, financed, or disseminated by private citizens individually or as part of movements or organizations, with the goal of supporting a political candidate, party, or ideology.

**Government-sponsored misinformation:** Stories written, financed, or disseminated by a state actor, or by groups formally or informally affiliated with a state actor.

The lines between these categories are fluid: Mercenary vendors of fraudulent news, for example, might also take fraudulent stories created by those with a political agenda and re-post them to their own websites. But these different disseminators of fraudulent news each have their own unique motivations for doing so.

A fourth category of fraudulent news, similar to but distinct from fraudulent news produced for political motives, is **Conspiracy Theories**—fraudulent news stories that appear to be genuinely believed by those who create the stories in the first place. Examples include such false stories as the canard about NASA’s 1969 moon landing being faked, but may also have a politically tinged aspect, such as the suggestion that the terrorist attacks of 9/11 were orchestrated by the U.S. government.

For the purposes of this report, PEN America does not consider the following categories to constitute fraudulent news:

**Satire:** Commentary or criticism of society and politics that employs sarcasm, humor, or deliberate exaggeration. While satirical news stories are sometimes mistaken for legitimate news, satire does not inherently constitute fraudulent news.

**Mistakes:** Stories that assert information, in good faith, that turns out to be incorrect or fraudulent. Today, such mistaken allegations can travel far further than their retractions. People posting on social media, whether they are amateur commentators or professional journalists, often make allegations without fact-checking, and these allegations can go viral. Similarly, journalists occasionally make mistakes that are later retracted or corrected through established processes at their media outlets, though often the mistaken reporting lives on. It is important to note that today such journalistic errors frequently take on outsize importance as they are used by those hostile to the mainstream media as evidence that it is the real “fake news.”

**Hyper-partisan news and commentary:** News stories that are not entirely false but that slant or distort facts to an extreme degree. Such news stories are often motivated by support for a political party or ideology.

**Clickbait or misleading headlines:** Headlines that are written to provoke a strong reaction, prompting the viewer to click on or share a link. The click may lead to a fraudulent news story, hyperpartisan reporting, or a legitimate news article that is less provocative than the headline suggests.

Clickbait and sensationalist reporting are broader problems that affect trust in the press and complicate efforts to foster informed democratic debate based on factual information. This report’s focus on fraudulent news should not be seen as a dismissal of those concerns. But here, clickbait or misleading headlines, like hyper-partisan reporting, fall into the category of fraudulent news only when they intentionally present demonstrably false information as true.

Perhaps the biggest grey area for fraudulent news is when a news story is presented in a way that is so misleading that it unerringly leads the reader to a false conclusion, even absent any false statement of fact. Hyper-partisan news and clickbait operate within this grey zone, where misleading can shade ever more darkly into fraudulent. When does misrepresenting the views of others constitute hardball politics or sensationalist reporting—distasteful, but on some level implicitly accepted as in-bounds in the world of politics or of tabloid journalism—and when does it become so fraudulent as to merit the moniker of fraudulent news?

Reasonable people can disagree on the answer to this question. For the purposes of this report, PEN America defines fraudulent news as stated above and focuses primarily on stories that fit that definition. Some examples of misleading news are presented when they are instructive.
RELEVANT DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL LAW

Freedom of expression is protected both by the U.S. Constitution and under international law. Within the United States, the First Amendment provides:

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of grievances.

The First Amendment prohibits the federal and, through the Fourteenth Amendment, state governments from restricting Americans’ free speech. The First Amendment similarly protects freedom of the press, which is defined expansively: The Supreme Court has defined “the press” as “every sort of publication which affords a vehicle of information and opinion.”

Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), to which the United States is a state party, includes within its concept of freedom of expression the “freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds.”

International law, including Article 19 of the ICCPR (“Any advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence shall be prohibited by law”) is more permissive in terms of prohibiting hate speech than the U.S. Constitution, allowing restrictions on, for example, incitement to hatred and discrimination. Under U.S. law, by contrast, the only form of incitement that can be restricted is incitement to imminent violence or lawless action. When it comes to free expression, the First Amendment is generally recognized as offering the greatest degree of protection of any country in the world against government interference with speech on the basis of its content. This is, in part, because of past American experiences with government interference with speech: From the 1798 Sedition Act that outlawed criticism of the federal government if “false,” to the Red Scares of the early to mid-20th century, to Comstockian campaigns against “obscenity” and attacks by federal, state, and local governments on social reformers, including suffragettes, advocates for the poor, labor organizers, and, especially, civil rights leaders, U.S. history has led to a modern understanding of the First Amendment that permits reasonable restrictions on speech with respect to its time, place, and manner but is uniquely skeptical of the government’s ability to fairly and consistently call winners and losers through content- or viewpoint-based restrictions.

The First Amendment is a cornerstone of American law, politics, and culture. In Palko v. Connecticut, a landmark 1937 Supreme Court decision, Justice Cardozo’s majority opinion referred to free expression as “the matrix, the indispensable condition of nearly every other form of freedom.” The court has repeatedly affirmed the First Amendment’s protection of hateful and offensive speech, even by extremist groups such as the American Nazi Party and the Ku Klux Klan. In 2011 case overturning a jury verdict against the Westboro Baptist Church for holding offensive, virulently anti-LGBTQ protests outside the funeral of a soldier killed in Iraq, the Court underscored the centrality of protecting unpopular views, even in their most noxious forms:

Speech is powerful. It can stir people to action, move them to tears of both joy and sorrow, and—as it did here—inflict great pain. On the facts before us, we cannot react to that pain by punishing the speaker. As a Nation we have chosen a different course—to protect even hurtful speech on public issues to ensure that we do not stifle public debate.

The Supreme Court has carved out several narrowly defined exceptions to First Amendment protection, including fighting words, true threats, obscenity, and defamation. The Supreme Court has also permitted restrictions on speech judged likely to incite imminent violence.

In contrast, the Supreme Court has consistently interpreted the First Amendment as offering significant protection to those who utter statements that later turn out to be false. The extent to which the shield of First Amendment protection extends to deliberate false speech is not fully settled. However, while the Supreme Court has repeatedly placed a low value on knowingly false statements of fact, it has declined to endorse the argument that even knowingly false statements stand outside of First Amendment protection.

The right to speak falsely in the United States is, certainly, legally circumscribed in several ways. Several categories of false statements, most notably defamation, may constitute tortious behavior, for which a person who has been harmed may bring suit. Defamation, the communication of a false statement that harms the reputation of another, is a category under which much of fraudulent news—when involving claims regarding a specific person—may potentially qualify.
Private companies—including social media companies, online service providers, and others—are able to act on their own initiative to “censor” or otherwise restrict speech by those who use their services or platforms.

A finding of defamation against a public figure—a category that includes public officials as well as celebrities and, in some cases, those who have simply weighed in publicly on contemporary issues—requires that the defendant acted with “actual malice,” in other words, knowledge that the statement was false or made with reckless disregard for the truth. Notably, the case that established the “actual malice” requirement—New York Times Co. v. Sullivan93—is widely acknowledged as one of the landmark cases guaranteeing a robust free press in the United States.94

The “actual malice” standard insulates media outlets (or individuals) from facing possible bankruptcy as the result of mistakes that may inevitably occur in any long-standing enterprise, and helping to prevent powerful private parties from exercising a ‘lawyer’s veto’ over unflattering editorial opinions. (The standard for the finding of such fault is normally lower for a non-public figure, requiring only negligence on the part of the publisher.)95

It should also be noted that the legal opportunity to bring, and prevail in, a defamation claim will in many cases actually have very limited utility against purveyors of fraudulent news. Fraudulent news publishers are often fly-by-night operations where the person responsible for false claims may be difficult to locate or effectively sue. As this report will examine, many such publishers may be located outside of the United States, raising a whole set of legal, jurisdictional, and practical obstacles to bringing a defamation suit. Additionally, the person suffering the harm is responsible for pressing a defamation claim, placing the burden on the victim of fraudulent reports. This burden may be particularly large when the victim is a public figure who may be subjected to a volume of fraudulent news.

Other categories of unlawful knowingly false statements—such as fraud, perjury, or impersonation of a public official—may be criminally punished.96 The Supreme Court has noted that “in virtually all of these instances” where knowingly false speech is criminalized, “limitations of context, requirements of proof of injury, and the like, narrow the statute to a subset of lies where specific harm is more likely to occur.”97 This focus on specific and tangible harm contrasts with general and diffuse harm to society.

Justice Kennedy of the Supreme Court, in his examination of the problem of false speech, lays out the rationale for why false speech that creates a general harm is better addressed through societal solutions than through the power of the law: “The remedy for speech that is false is speech that is true. This is the ordinary course in a free society. The response to the unreasoned is the rational; to the uninformed, the enlightened; to the straight-out lie, the simple truth . . . Society has the right and civic duty to engage in open, dynamic, rational discourse. These ends are not well served when the government seeks to orchestrate public discussion through content-based mandates.”98

The First Amendment serves to restrict government interference with our rights. Any government attempt to compel private technology companies to restrict or censor the speech hosted on their platforms would be subject to First Amendment scrutiny to determine its constitutionality. Any regulation to preclude “fake news,” were it not to qualify as one of the categories of speech receiving diminished protection, would most likely be interpreted as an attempt to regulate speech based on its content, for which courts would apply “strict scrutiny.”99 Under such a test, the law must be justified by a “compelling government interest”; the law must be “narrowly tailored” to achieve such an interest; and the law must be the “least restrictive means” for achieving such interest. In practice, the attempted government regulation of speech based on its content is almost never accepted as constitutional.100

The First Amendment does not—in all but the most limited circumstances—preclude private parties from restricting speech. Thus, private companies—including social media companies, online service providers, and others—are legally permitted to act on their own initiative to “censor” or otherwise restrict speech by those who use their services or platforms. For the Facebooks, Twitts, and Googles of the world, the organizations’ commercial relationships with its users, as well as its Codes of Conduct for how it will self-regulate as an organization, constitute the framework for its ability or responsibility to impede speech. Thus, when users argue that a company has “censored” them, they are using the term more generally than as a legal concept. However, just because these private restrictions are not legally prohibited, certainly does not mean they are free from danger from a free speech standpoint, as this report will further discuss.
News consumers have a right to expect that professional journalists’ first obligation will be to seek the truth;

News consumers have a right to expect that responsible media outlets will develop ethical guidelines for their journalists, will make these guidelines publicly available and take steps to foster and monitor adherence to the guidelines;

News consumers have a right to expect that news outlets will have transparent, easy-to-find procedures in place to quickly and prominently correct mistakes in reporting;

News consumers have a right to expect that reports will be properly sourced, and quotes will be verbatim or paraphrased with fealty to the original;

News consumers have a right to expect that sources will be identified to the maximum extent possible, and if not, news organizations will explain why not, such as national security or criminal justice reporting;

News consumers have the right to expect that when an outlet publishes a story, that story has been independently verified by the outlet unless otherwise stated, that the source of the story has been given proper attribution, and that nothing has been published based purely on rumor;

News consumers have a right to be notified of potential conflicts of interest, and a right to expect these journalists and media outlets avoid financial or personal conflicts;

News consumers have the right to expect that news reports, analyses, opinion, and editorial commentary—written or verbal—will be prominently and clearly labeled as such;

News consumers have the right to expect that photographs, video, and audio will not be doctored and will be verified for authenticity prior to publication;

News consumers have the right to expect that news divisions will enjoy editorial independence from their ownership’s business interests, and that the ownership of news organizations will be fully, truthfully, and publicly disclosed;

News consumers have the right to expect that media outlets will include and accurately reflect diverse viewpoints in coverage, and that individuals or organizations who are criticized by the outlet will have an opportunity for comment or rebuttal;

News consumers must have the right to access easy-to-use channels to raise concerns and complaints about coverage and to receive a reply. In cases of major or widespread complaints about coverage, answers should be made public;
News consumers have the right to expect that an online media platform will carry out due diligence and know their customers, clients, and business partners, and will ensure they do not do business with those seeking to exploit or manipulate consumers;

News consumers have the right to expect that media platforms will devote adequate resources to track, prevent, and remedy any misuse of their platforms by those who intend to deceive users through the spread of fraudulent news and information;

News consumers have the right to expect that media platforms will empower consumers with easy-to-use tools that they can use to gauge the credibility of information disseminated through the platform;

News consumers have the right to expect that platforms will disclose incidents of misuse and manipulation in ways that affect consumers, including direct notifications to consumers who were served deceptive content or advertising (consistent with privacy policies);

News consumers have the right to expect that platforms will carry out due diligence and know their customers, clients, and business partners, and will ensure they do not do business with those seeking to exploit or manipulate consumers;

News consumers have the right to accessible, easy-to-use, and quick channels to report misinformation published by or on a platform;

News consumers have the right to expect that media platforms that do take down content will have a clear and robust appeals process;

News consumers have the right to expect that known purveyors of content aimed to deceive consumers will not be able to profit through advertising or other revenue opportunities made available by media platforms.

News consumers also bear responsibilities:

News consumers should avoid spreading false information, including reposting or sharing information without first reading it through, and by investigating the credibility, provenance, and accuracy of the information;

News consumers should support news outlets that embrace guidelines embodied in the Bill of Rights above, such as explicit corrections and ethics policies, rules on source attribution, and a policy to preserve the accuracy and integrity of primary source material, including quotations, photographs, or video;

News consumers should endeavor to consume news from a variety of viewpoints, and to engage with media that challenges their preconceptions or biases;

News consumers should report instances of misinformation to platforms and outlets that publish them to facilitate more effective efforts to avoid the promulgation of false information;

News consumers should understand that a key role of journalism is to challenge the powerful, and that a free press is an essential safeguard of American liberty.
This report aims to examine the problem of fraudulent news and the related erosion of trust in the media and facts, and proposed solutions for addressing it. The introductory essay to this report provided an overview of the nature and seriousness of the problem, an examination of its actual and potential consequences, and an overview of the breadth of strategies and tactics necessary to remedy it. The remaining sections focus on how fraudulent and distrusted news is distributed, the central actors that can play a role in curbing its spread, and a range of approaches to manage this looming crisis.

We begin by looking at how the spread of fraudulent news has been facilitated by Facebook, Google, and Twitter and the ways each company is responding to the problem. We also discuss how traditional or “mainstream” journalism has in part contributed to the breakdown of public trust in the media and what newsrooms are doing to rebuild that trust and improve the accuracy and transparency of their reporting processes. Finally, we look at two civil-society-led initiatives: professional fact-checkers and news literacy education programs. In each of these subsections, we identify the most promising approaches underway and highlight areas that continue to pose challenges to the quality and integrity of the news environment. We also examine the implications of these approaches for freedom of expression, recognizing that in some areas difficult trade-offs exist between allowing the unhampered transmission of ideas and information, and preventing public discourse from being mired in falsehoods.

The report does not address in detail questions of how to identify or appropriately penalize the various producers of false news. There has been a significant amount of societal and journalistic attention paid to exploring the sources of fraudulent news: from mercenary false news vendors making an industry out of lying online, to hyper-partisans and trolls, to foreign agents of misinformation. The work of exposing those who traffic in false news is vital, and we call for resources to be devoted to exposing those who originate and propagate false news. But such exposés are not PEN America’s area of expertise. We have focused instead on a series of enabling factors that permit false news to spread and thrive online: the deficit of trust in the media, the rapid pace of developments in technology and in social media in particular, and the public’s susceptibility to seek out, and to believe, only information that reinforces individuals’ existing worldviews. This report focuses on approaches that may help address those larger questions, and that show promise in reducing the spread of, and harm done by, false news.

Finally, this report focuses on approaches that are compatible with strong protections for free speech, press freedom, and the free flow of information. The right to lie—online or off—is protected by the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Placing the power to determine what constitutes a “reliable source” of information, who is a “real” journalist, or what news stories are too dangerous to be allowed to be seen in the hands of government actors or employees of private corporations would undercut free expression online (and would almost certainly be unconstitutional). There are no easy answers here, but that does not mean that free speech advocates must throw up their hands. This report identifies a number of ways to fight for the value of the truth, equip the public to resist deliberate efforts to spread confusion and misinformation, and reduce incentives for doing so.
FACEBOOK

When Mark Zuckerberg started Facebook with a few friends at Harvard in 2004, “Thefacebook,” its original name, had a simple model. Friends could post messages on a user’s “Wall.” It began as an “online directory that connects people through social networks at colleges” and has evolved into the world’s largest social network, with over two billion monthly users worldwide as of June 2017.

As Facebook’s reach and influence have grown to span the globe, so has its role as a news source. Features designed to share news stories, not just personal information, have been added gradually. In 2006, Facebook introduced the News Feed, which instead of news articles features a personalized selection of updates about your friends’ activities, which the social network dubbed “news stories,” and enabled its users to share news, blogs, photos, and videos from anywhere on the internet. In late 2013, the company announced it would add “quality articles” to personalized News Feeds because of the amount of interest—and traffic—news articles generate. The News Feed uses a sophisticated algorithm to sort through the thousands of pieces of content circulating on the platform to determine what you are most likely to be interested in seeing, based on factors like your relationships, your past activity on Facebook, and the popularity of an item with other users, and then prioritizes them in order of assumed importance.

In 2014 Facebook introduced a separate “Trending” feature to “help people discover timely and relevant conversations about the news that they care about.” In 2016, Facebook made the Trending feature more algorithmic, and in January 2017 updated the feature to show publisher headlines on the selected articles. In May, Facebook said it would expand the Trending feature to include related stories by diverse publications and commentary by public figures and friends. In October, the company announced it is testing a feature developed with publishers as part of the Facebook Journalism Project, aimed at giving users additional context on articles shared in their News Feed. “This new feature is designed to provide people some of the tools they need to make an informed decision about which stories to read, share, and trust,” Facebook said in the announcement.

In September 2017, the Pew Research Center reported that 45 percent of American adults get at least some of their news from Facebook. This is a far larger percentage of the U.S. population than gets news through Twitter (11 percent), YouTube (18 percent), or Instagram (7 percent).

Experts believe that Facebook, more than any other social media platform, has facilitated the spread of fraudulent
news because of its vast number of users and the many mechanisms that it offers for sharing information quickly. Facebook has a role in human communication like nothing in history,” Craig Silverman, BuzzFeed News’s media editor, told PEN America. “There’s nothing like it in the world. It operates on a scale completely unheard of in human history. It’s so big, they don’t always know what’s happening on their site. That’s why they were taken off guard by ‘fake’ news during the election.”

Karen Wickre, who held a senior communications position at Google for nine years and one with Twitter for five years, noted, “With Facebook’s vast reach, it’s been relatively easy to gin up and share content so it becomes a thing people believe because they saw it on their Facebook page.”

Is Facebook Responsible for the U.S. Election Result?

Following the 2016 presidential election, Facebook came under fire for what some saw as its outsized influence over the election’s outcome. Critics claimed that the platform’s News Feed algorithms played a key role in distributing fraudulent news while also stoking the political polarization of the left and right. In May, failed presidential candidate Hillary Clinton went so far as to place some of the blame for her loss on social media in general and Facebook in particular, stating that “the vast majority of the news items posted [on Facebook] were fake.”

Initially, Zuckerberg dismissed the suggestion that Facebook had any impact on the election as “a pretty crazy idea.” Less than 1 percent of the millions of posts on Facebook each day were fake, he stated. But the marketing analytics firm Jumpshot disputed Zuckerberg’s assessment, collecting data from over 20 fraudulent, hyper-partisan, and reputable news sites between September 1 and November 15, 2016. Overall, Jumpshot found that Facebook referrals accounted for 2.5 times more total traffic directed to fake news than real news sites during election season. In one example, Jumpshot found that the hyper-partisan, right-leaning website American News—which earned widespread infamy after publishing a fraudulent headline citing Denzel Washington’s endorsement of Donald Trump—received a whopping 78 percent of its traffic from Facebook, compared with the 20 percent and 11 percent of traffic that the New York Times and CNN respectively received from Facebook during the same time period.

Craig Silverman made a concurrent discovery in November 2016 BuzzFeed News analysis, which found that in the last three months of the presidential campaign, Facebook’s top-performing fraudulent news stories about the election gained significantly more traction than the top-performing stories from news outlets like NBC News, The Washington Post, and The New York Times. While the news media’s 20 most popular election stories received just under 7.4 million shares, reactions, and comments on Facebook between August 1 and Election Day, the 20 top-performing fake and false election stories generated more than 8.7 million Facebook engagements. Put simply, in the last three months of the 2016 campaign season, Facebook users were more likely to share and engage with fraudulent news articles than real ones.

Hillary Clinton’s claim that the “vast majority” of news shared across Facebook was fake was an overstatement. But according to a recent Stanford University study, “Social Media and Fake News in the 2016 Election,” much more of the false news shared during the campaign was anti-Clinton than anti-Trump. Drawing on a 1,200-person post-election survey and a database of 156 false election-related news stories (pulled exclusively from leading fact-checking sites), researchers found that that “fake news was both widely shared and heavily tilted in favor of Donald Trump.” Among the 156 fraudulent news items contained in the database, articles were three times more likely to be pro-Trump than pro-Clinton.

It’s important to note that the Stanford researchers remain skeptical of how much direct impact Facebook shares might have had on the election overall. “For fake news to have changed the outcome of the election,” they said, according to Poynter, “a single fake article would need to have had the same persuasive effect as 36 television campaign ads.” But the researchers were also quick to add that, given the startling and memorable nature of fraudulent news headlines, they also could be more persuasive than television ads; more research remains to be done.

Whether or not it had a major impact on the election,
Facebook still has an unprecedented problem on its hands. Its executives are facing pressure from shareholders, policy makers, and the public, with critics asserting that as a $500 billion-for-profit corporation employing some of the smartest people in the world, Facebook isn’t doing enough to tackle fraudulent news on its platform.135

“For one company to dominate the conversation globally is a disaster,” Dan Gillmor, who teaches media literacy at Arizona State University’s Walter Cronkite School of Journalism and Mass Communication, said.137 “It’s bad for their business (in the long run) and bad for free speech. The platforms need to put some serious resources into helping their users become critical thinkers and make better decisions and become much more news literate.”138

By December 2016, Zuckerberg had come around. “While we don’t write the news stories you read and share, we also recognize we’re more than just a distributor of news,” he wrote in a Facebook status update.139 “We’re a new kind of platform for public discourse—and that means we have a new kind of responsibility to enable people to have the most meaningful conversations, and to build a space where people can be informed.”140 Since then, Facebook has debuted a series of new test features, or tweaks to existing features, aimed to curb the spread of fraudulent news.141 It has experimented with human review, revised algorithms, and new partnerships to reduce false news, deter consumers from sharing it, and better educate users, while, it says, remaining aware of slipping into the precarious world of censorship.142

There are early indications that as an awareness of the prevalence and harms of fraudulent news has spread, Facebook users have become more savvy. According to a March survey by BuzzFeed News and Ipsos Public Affairs, 54 percent of American adults trust news on Facebook “only a little” or “not at all,” and 42 percent of them said that’s because “Facebook doesn’t do a good job of removing fake news.”143 A March poll of young Americans between the ages of 18 and 29 conducted by Harvard University found that, on average, they believe that 49 percent of news in their Facebook feed is fake.144 In the early fall of 2017, explosive revelations that the Russian government had utilized Facebook to influence the U.S. political debate before the 2016 election drew new attention to Facebook’s power to shape news consumption and gave rise to new fears about the potential for the platform to foster distortions in public discourse.145

Facebook has been moving cautiously, as it walks a fine line between upholding users’ rights to free expression—including the right to say things that aren’t true—and its obligation to remove unlawful content and its aim to provide a credible platform that does not manipulate or mislead. The company claims that it is trying to find a path between getting rid of false information and preserving freedom of speech.146 As detailed in an April 2017 post from Facebook VP Adam Mosseri, the company is focusing on three strategies: disrupting economic incentives for posting false news, building new products to identify and limit the spread of false news, and helping its users make more informed decisions about what to read, trust, and share.147

“We know people want to see accurate information on Facebook—and so do we,” Mosseri said.148 “False news and hoaxes are harmful to our community, it makes the world less informed, and it erodes trust.”149

But later that month, Sheryl Sandberg, Facebook’s chief operating officer, echoed Zuckerberg’s initial assertions that the platform is a tech company, not a media company.150 “I don’t think we have to be the publisher, and we definitely don’t want to be the arbiter of the truth,” Sandberg told the BBC.151 “We don’t think that’s appropriate for us. We think everyone needs to do their part. Newsrooms have to do their part, media companies, classrooms, and technology companies.”152

Cutting Off Ad Revenue to Purveyors of Fraudulent News

Facebook’s lifeblood is third-party advertising—in 2016, advertising accounted for 97 percent of the company’s revenue.153 Like Google, Facebook recognizes that creators of fraudulent news are often motivated by money, and that its platform is enabling their ability to profit.154 Facebook’s Mosseri said in his April post, “These spammers make money by masquerading as legitimate news publishers and posting hoaxes that get people to visit their sites, which are often mostly ads.”155 Facebook says that it has taken a number of steps to identify fraudulent-news distributors and cut off their revenue flow, including marshaling Facebook users and independent fact-checkers to identify fraudulent news items, stepping up efforts to detect fake or spam accounts, making it harder for fake-news creators to buy ads on Facebook, and blocking ads on Facebook Pages that “repeatedly share stories that have been marked as false by third-party fact-checkers.”156 (Facebook Pages are public profiles for businesses, public figures, organizations, and other entities and are visible to everyone on the internet. When you become a “fan” or “like” the page, you receive its updates in your News Feed and can interact with it.)157

Removing financial incentives for creating fraudulent news is an important part of curbing its spread, but technology and social media platforms must take a narrowly tailored approach that maximizes the public’s right to access information and protects robust political discourse online. Platforms should strictly limit their efforts to cutting off ad revenue to the purveyors of demonstrably false information that is being presented as fact in an effort to deceive the public. They must work to ensure that their actions do not result in “false positive” identifications of websites whose content may be considered hyper-partisan or hyperbolic but is not demonstrably false or intended
to deceive. Their advertising policies should make their requirements clear, and they should establish an appeals mechanism for websites that feel they have unfairly been classified as a purveyor of fraudulent news, which would trigger a review process of the initial determination by the platform. Most small websites, including those for political commentary and special-interest news reporting, depend on ad revenue to stay afloat, and being erroneously identified as a fraudulent-news purveyor may result in the shutdown of the website’s operations for lack of funds, which in turn limits the sources of information available to news consumers online.

**Improving News Sharing on the Platform**

Efforts to ensure that fraudulent-news creators can’t profit from Facebook are laudable but will go only so far. They will not fix the challenge posed by those who make fake news for reasons other than profit (for example, for ideological reasons or in order to support one political candidate or damage another), and they won’t address clickbait headlines that may mislead a reader at first blush but, when clicked, lead to an article that contains some factual information.

Facebook is also experimenting with modifications to its News Feed feature to de-emphasize clickbait headlines and misinformation, and surface more reliable sources of information. Company managers say that they are testing ways to make it easier for users to flag and report a news story that they think is false. In December 2016, Zuckerberg explained: “We’ve also found that if people who read an article are significantly less likely to share it than people who just read the headline, that may be a sign it’s misleading. We’re going to start incorporating this signal into News Feed ranking.” In May 2017, Facebook announced that it would use artificial intelligence to find ad-laden fake websites and sponsored spam content to push them down in News Feed rankings. “We hear from our community that they’re disappointed when they click on a link that leads to a web page containing little substantive content and that is covered in disruptive, shocking or malicious ads,” the post began. It then explained:

We reviewed hundreds of thousands of web pages linked to from Facebook to identify those that contain little substantive content and have a large number of disruptive, shocking or malicious ads. We then used artificial intelligence to understand whether new web pages shared on Facebook have similar characteristics. So if we determine a post might link to these types of low-quality web pages, it may show up lower in people’s feeds and may not be eligible to be an ad. This way people can see fewer misleading posts and more informative posts.

Facebook is also working to “de-prioritize” links in the News Feed posted by individual users who share many posts a day, as it announced in June 2017. Mosseri explained that Facebook’s research indicates that people who post more than 50 times a day are often sharing what Facebook calls “low-quality content such as clickbait, sensationalism, and misinformation.” He said that the correlation between these “super-posters” and low-quality content is so high that it is “one of the strongest signals we’ve ever found for identifying a broad range of problematic content.” Facebook will identify the links that the “super-posters” are sharing and reduce their distribution.

“Overall I think their News Feed algorithm tweaks have probably had an effect in reducing the spread of completely false news, though this kind of content is still being created and spread on the platform,” BuzzFeed’s Silverman said. “I think their investment in this area has also begun to act as a bit of a deterrent to people who might be tempted to create and spread false information for profit. But of course, this problem will never be solved, and the people who are invested in making money from false and misleading information are very motivated and creative.”

Despite Facebook’s efforts, the platform is still in many ways poorly equipped for sharing information about breaking news developments. After the horrific mass shooting in Las Vegas in October 2017, Facebook’s Trending section pointed users toward a number of false reports, while its Safety Check page promoted stories that “falsely identified the suspected shooter and included misleading speculation on his motivation,” as noted by Forbes. Facebook eventually spotted and removed the false information and said that it is “working to fix the issue that allowed this to happen.”

**The Power of Algorithms—and the Case for Caution**

Adjusting algorithms to de-emphasize or suppress “low quality” content should be approached carefully and with as much transparency as possible. Many users of platforms that rely on algorithms to surface information, including Facebook and Google, do not fully understand how those
There is also a broad misperception that algorithms are “neutral,” or less biased than humans, in the way they operate. Sociologist and technologist Zeynep Tufekci explained why this perception is wrong in a 2016 New York Times op-ed:

“[Algorithms] ‘optimize’ output to parameters the company chooses, crucially, under conditions also shaped by the company. On Facebook the goal is to maximize the amount of engagement you have with the site and keep the site ad-friendly. You can easily click on “like,” for example, but there is not yet a “this was a challenging but important story” button. This setup, rather than the hidden personal beliefs of programmers, is where the thorny biases creep into algorithms…. The newsfeed algorithm also values comments and sharing. All this suits content designed to generate either a sense of oversize delight or righteous outrage and go viral, hoaxes and conspiracies as well as baby pictures, happy announcements (that can be liked) and important news and discussions. Facebook’s own research shows that the choices its algorithm makes can influence people’s mood and even affect elections by shaping turnout.”

Algorithms are adjusted by humans, and the decisions that they make regarding what websites or items of information to promote or de-emphasize affect what billions of people around the world see every day, impacting what information they do—and do not—have access to in forming their personal opinions, conducting research, and participating in civic debates. Moreover, Facebook’s efforts to moderate content—whether by human reviewers or by algorithm—have, at best, a mixed track record. A ProPublica report based on leaked internal documents from the company showed how Facebook’s guidelines for identifying and removing hate speech led employees to delete the statement “All white people are racist. Start from this reference point, or you’ve already failed,” made by poet and Black Lives Matter activist Didi Delgado—whose account was also suspended for seven days. ProPublica also showed how those same guidelines led it not to remove a post from Representative Clay Higgins (R-LA) in which he referred to “radicalized Muslims” and said, “Hunt them, identify them, and kill them.” More recently, Facebook’s censorship of posts about the treatment of Myanmar’s Rohingya people, citing violations of its community standards, has raised widespread alarm. Some non-governmental organizations suspect that there is a “targeted campaign in Burma to report Rohingya accounts to Facebook and get them shut down”—and, according to reporting by The Daily Beast, it is working. These examples suggest that urging Facebook to implement sweeping measures to detect and suppress false information may lead to the erroneous suppression of a broad array of sources—suppression that will be difficult to see or prove in real time.

The potential for any type of content moderation, whether by human reviewers, algorithms, or some combination, to dramatically alter the range of information accessible to internet users underscores the need for technology platforms to clearly and publicly explain their efforts to thwart the spread of fraudulent news, and to publish their policies in language that users can easily understand, including precise definitions of what constitutes fraudulent news. Clear explanations of what is being targeted in these efforts, and why, will also aid the platforms in avoiding slippery-slope scenarios when public pressure is exerted on them to de-emphasize information that may be controversial but is not demonstrably false.

Facebook is also making adjustments to the News Feed to try to address the “filter bubble” problem that has been observed on many social media platforms. Its algorithms are typically designed to look at a user’s past clicks, likes, and shares to point her toward other content she may like. Particularly for news and opinion pieces, this can result in a user’s News Feed surfacing news and commentary that tends to reinforce preexisting views rather than offering other perspectives from different points on the political spectrum. In August 2017, Facebook rolled out a change to its Related Articles feature. Since 2013, it has offered users related articles tied to the topics of posts they viewed. The 2017 change means that the related articles will appear adjacent to a story before users click on the link—so that before reading a piece, they can see, for example, if fact-checkers have weighed in on it or if other outlets are reporting on the same topic and what they are saying. This feature is aimed both to signal if a piece of content may be fraudulent news and to offer different perspectives on the subject. Reporting on this new feature, Tech Crunch noted, “While objectively fake news gets the majority of the attention, it’s exaggeration and warped opinion that are much more prevalent and therefore potentially polarizing. If extreme right and left publishers’ articles get paired with centrist Related Articles, it could dissuade people from blindly swallowing the rants and raves that tear society apart.”

In July, Facebook announced another modification to try to stop the spread of misinformation: removing the ability to edit link headlines, images, and descriptions of articles posted on Facebook. Before this change, it was generally easy to customize these elements of articles posted on Facebook. The new feature works against false news purveyors, who have been known to co-opt stories by rewriting the headlines to make them more sensational in hopes of sending them viral and thereby getting more clicks. Facebook has made exceptions to the no-editing rule for original publishers, recognizing that they often want to reframe headlines and article descriptions to target particular audiences. In its Page Publishing Tools,
it has introduced a link that allows original publishers to indicate their link ownership and to continue editing the way their own links appear on Facebook.\textsuperscript{190}

In another effort to support genuine publishers, many of whom rely heavily on Facebook as a source of web traffic, in August Facebook started adding publishers’ logos alongside articles that appear in the Trending and Search sections.\textsuperscript{91} This change helps readers understand who produced the news article they are reading, both providing an accessible, visual identifier to help users understand whether they are reading something produced by an established media outlet and allowing that outlet to reinforce its brand.\textsuperscript{192}

**Improving Fact-Checking Through Partnerships**

In December 2016, to stem the flow of false news, Facebook announced a partnership with a series of fact-checking organizations that are signatories to the International Fact Checking Network.\textsuperscript{94} The coalition includes Snopes, FactCheck.org, PolitiFact, and AP Fact Check.\textsuperscript{195} In March 2017, Facebook introduced a tool that allows users to report hoaxes or suspicious content.\textsuperscript{196} If they see a blatant falsehood, they can click on the menu in the upper-right corner and choose Report, then “I think it should not be on Facebook,” then select “It’s a false news story.”\textsuperscript{197}

At that point, the story is referred to coalition members to fact-check suspicious content. “Once it’s flagged, it shows up in our dashboard,” Lori Robertson, managing editor of FactCheck.org told PEN America.\textsuperscript{98} “There’s also a popularity bar that shows how often it’s been flagged. If it’s filled all the way in, that gives us an indication of how widespread it is. The popularity bar shows which items have more shares and comments.”\textsuperscript{199} In an effort to avoid charges that Facebook is engaging in politically motivated censorship, the fact-checkers have an intentionally narrow focus: They will only fact-check articles that intentionally deceive, pretend to be from a legitimate news site, or contain obviously false material. They do not weigh in on the veracity of opinion pieces or pieces that are misleading but not factually incorrect.\textsuperscript{200}

FactCheck.org director Eugene Kiely explained: “We look at the dashboard list of Facebook stories every weekday to see what’s new and to add links for fake stories that we have already debunked and that are recirculating. Facebook adds new stories every day, and old stories cycle off the list after seven days, so we have seven days to publish from the time a story is flagged. It takes a day or two to publish, depending how complicated it is.”\textsuperscript{201}

Facebook will add a “disputed” badge only if two or more approved fact-checking organizations agree that it is false.\textsuperscript{202} A post with this badge will automatically lose prominence in users’ News Feeds.\textsuperscript{203} If users take steps to share content marked as disputed, a “disputed” warning will pop up and ask if they still want to share it.\textsuperscript{204} If they click “continue,” the post will be shared with the warning attached.\textsuperscript{205} Once a story is flagged as disputed, the post can’t be made into an ad or promoted.\textsuperscript{206}

“You will still be able to read and share the story, but you’ll now have more information about whether fact checkers believe it’s accurate,” said Zuckerberg.\textsuperscript{207}

In June, Facebook began paying its fact-checking partners, Kiely of FactCheck.org told PEN America.\textsuperscript{208} The amount of work that the fact checkers do for Facebook varies. Four fact-checking organizations that partnered with Facebook told USA Today that they debunk one or two fake stories a day, at most.\textsuperscript{209} Kiely said, “We are probably averaging about three stories a week since June, which is when we started receiving funding from Facebook.” FactCheck.org is in the process of hiring a permanent person for this project, “so we should be even more productive in future months.”\textsuperscript{210}

Aaron Sharockman, PolitiFact’s executive director, told USA Today that he sees about 200 flagged stories a day.\textsuperscript{211} Only “a small amount of those stories are patently false,” he said.\textsuperscript{212} “The rest are completely true and reported by trolls or misleading—but not necessarily false—hyperpartisan clickbait.”\textsuperscript{213} USA Today reported that PolitiFact checks one or two fake stories a day for Facebook, the Associate Press checks a handful or more a week, and ABC News has debunked two dozen fake news stories since January.\textsuperscript{214}

Critics question the adequacy of Facebook’s fact-checking effort.\textsuperscript{215} Hany Farid, chair of the computer science department at Dartmouth College, told PEN America: “I think that false news is just one of many abuses that is happening online, and most companies are turning a blind eye or making only symbolic gestures to deal with the PR issues and loss of advertising.”\textsuperscript{216} He continued: “Specifically, with respect to false news, I found Facebook’s response lacking. They first denied the problem, they then admitted to the problem but instead of harnessing their substantial resources, they outsourced the work to sites like Snopes and PolitiFact and in the end still feed blatantly false articles to users’ News Feeds. I’m wholly unconvinced that a ‘disputed’ tag has any impact.”\textsuperscript{217}

The fact-checking initiative does have several limitations. A credible, thorough fact check takes time. “Our process typically requires four people to be involved in all of our stories: a reporter to research and write it, an assignment editor who line edits it, a person to fact check it, and a copy editor,” Kiely of FactCheck.org said.\textsuperscript{218} “So it is labor intensive.”\textsuperscript{219} And while fact-checkers are meticulously investigating a story, the falsehood may still be making the rounds among Facebook’s billions of users.

Even after a fact-check has been completed, a disputed article may simply become a badge of honor for purveyors of fake or hyper-partisan articles aimed at a specific political audience. For example, in March, Newport Buzz posted false information when one of its articles erroneously claimed that tens of thousands of Irish people were brought to the United States as slaves.\textsuperscript{220} The article was...
Even after a fact-check has been completed, a disputed article may simply become a badge of honor for purveyors of fake or hyper-partisan articles aimed at a specific political audience.

subsequently fact-checked and determined to be false. While many Irish people were indentured servants in the United States in the 18th and 19th centuries, there are numerous and significant differences between indentured servitude and slavery, among them that indentured servants had legal rights and were not treated as property, as enslaved people were.

Facebook labeled the Newport Buzz post false—and then traffic to the Buzz’s site skyrocketed. “A bunch of conservative groups grabbed this and said, ‘Hey, they are trying to silence this blog—share, share, share,’” editor Christian Winthrop told The Guardian in May. “With Facebook trying to throttle it and say, ‘Don’t share it,’ it actually had the opposite effect.” This happened even though Newport Buzz’s “about us” section says: “PS—If we ever do anything that resembles ‘real’ journalism, it was purely by mistake.” and the website’s disclaimer says it “does not make any warranties about the completeness, reliability of accuracy” of information, though it is published in “good faith.”

Facebook’s partnership with independent fact-checking organizations has also drawn criticism from some conservatives. The Wall Street Journal’s editorial board dismissed Facebook’s fact-checking effort, suggesting that it would be tainted by partisan bias. “Behind this is the conceit that political debates could be settled if ideologues (Republicans) would only accept what the liberal consensus defines as ‘facts,’ as if worldview or interpretation are irrelevant,” said the December 2016 editorial. “Facebook has long insisted that it is neutral about content, and earlier this year it denied reports that the platform censored conservative news. That’s looking less credible.” Many conservatives are skeptical of fact-checking initiatives, arguing that they focus more on false claims from the right than from the left, and that their analysis of false claims is more lenient toward liberals than conservatives. Perhaps in recognition of this issue, Facebook is reportedly working with the conservative Weekly Standard to make it a fact-checking partner. (This skepticism is discussed in more detail in this report’s section on fact-checking initiatives.)

The Journal editorial went on to offer its own proposal:

If Facebook is really worried about bad information crowding out good, here’s one suggestion. Pay news organizations in exchange for featuring trusted and reliable content where users can find it easily. Facebook’s business model depends in part on making money off content produced by others, including this newspaper. But producing real news with credible standards of accuracy is expensive. How about paying publishers for it?

Supporting Journalism and News Literacy Efforts
Facebook is also ramping up efforts to support journalism and news literacy efforts. In January 2017, the platform started its Journalism Project with a three-pronged approach: working more closely with newsrooms in creating Facebook products, doing more training, and creating new news gathering and reporting resources for journalists. In April, in a three-day effort to educate its audience to be more news literate, it pinned a box to the top of every user’s News Feed in 14 countries, offering 10 tips on how to spot false news. Facebook is also a funder of the News Integrity Initiative, whose mission is “to advance news literacy, to increase trust in journalism around the world, and to better inform the public conversation,” through applied research, projects, and meetings of industry experts.

Facebook’s Lack of Transparency Hinders Efforts to Measure the Effectiveness and Fairness of its Approaches
Facebook is clearly making an effort to respond to widespread concern about fraudulent news on its platform, while steadfastly maintaining that “we cannot become arbiters of truth ourselves—it’s not feasible given our scale, and it’s not our role.” But critics and partners alike say that Facebook is unwilling to share data or information about how well any of these approaches are working, or to provide much transparency about how it detects and determines whether a particular piece of content is “low-quality.” Those criticizing Facebook’s lack of transparency have reason to do so, in light of allegations by the tech news site Gizmodo in May 2016 that the editors who wrote descriptions for Facebook’s Trending items suppressed conservative-leaning content. Facebook denied the claims, but Quartz reported that by that August, Facebook had laid off the entire editorial staff of the Trending team and replaced them with engineers responsible for adjusting the relevant algorithm to ensure that it surfaced newsworthy articles.
stopped writing its own descriptions of the items in this feed. However, as Quartz noted, “removing human writers from Trending doesn’t necessarily eliminate bias. Human bias can be embedded into algorithms, and extremely difficult to strip out.”

Facebook has recently announced two moves to address criticisms of its lack of transparency. In June, the tech behemoth started publishing blog posts that provide background on the “hard questions” that its employees wrestle with. Among the questions it intends to address is: “Who gets to define what’s false news—and what’s simply controversial political speech?” To date, it has not yet published its take on this question, though it has addressed several of its hard questions, on how the platform acts to counter terrorism, how it addresses hate speech in a global community, and what should happen to users’ online identity after they die. The company also addressed its decision to share Russian ads with Congress in this section.

In August, Facebook hired The New York Times’s former public editor Liz Spayd as a consultant to help it be more transparent, share more of its decision-making process, and expand its “Hard Questions” blog series. Commenting on the move, the tech news site Recode said, “Spayd’s role will be as an outsider who is inside, one who pushes boundaries at Facebook. Presumably, we’ll see how hard she is allowed to do that in the months to come. It is clear that Facebook is also doing this to be more thoughtful about its major impact on society, but also because it looks good to do so.”

While these initiatives are certainly steps in the right direction, they are unlikely to address one of the chief critiques aimed at Facebook: that despite its claims that its efforts to crack down on fraudulent news are working, it will not share data with external researchers on how effective they are. In April 2017, Facebook’s Adam Mosseri told the International Journalism Festival that there has been a “decrease” in false news on its platform and that Facebook knows “it’s bad for people, it’s at odds with our mission, and it’s bad for our business. Eroding trust in Facebook over the long run is going to be really bad for us as an advertising business.” Sara Su, a product manager for the News Feed, told Politico in September that the fact-checking initiative was working but wouldn’t provide numbers. “We have seen data that, when a story is flagged by a third party fact-checker, it reduces the likelihood that somebody will share that story,” Su said.

Facebook’s own fact-checking partners have also called on the platform to share more information. More data would help them answer questions like: “how stories are affected by being flagged—whether reactions to them change, if sharing goes up or down, or, more broadly, if fact-checks are capable of changing the mind of someone inclined to believe a false story in the first place.” Politico wrote, quoting Alexios Mantzarlis, director of the International Fact-Checking Network at the Poynter Institute. “At this point we know little about the fact-checking tools’ effectiveness,” Mantzarlis told PEN America. “There’s no data because Facebook hasn’t shared the data. I have asked them.” At the International Journalism Festival, Mantzarlis added, “Adam Mosseri of Facebook claimed false news overall was declining. He then said they can’t measure it well. So I wonder how he can say it’s declining.” In a separate interview with Politico, Mantzarlis said that he would like to see “data on how the length of time it takes to flag a false story affects its spread. It’s not hard to imagine other questions: Do certain types of stories require more immediate attention than others? Are there other types that may not be viral yet, but data has shown likely will be soon? When an article is flagged, how often do copycat versions with altered headlines pop up to replace it? Even knowing what types of headlines work best for fact-checking posts would be valuable.”

Mosseri’s assertion that the fact-checking project is working was challenged by a Yale University study published in September 2017, which found that flagging fake news stories as “disputed by third-party fact-checkers” leads to only a modest increase in people’s likelihood to judge the story as false, and can even create an unwanted halo effect.

The researchers also found that, for some groups—particularly, Trump supporters and adults under 26—flagging bogus stories could actually end up increasing the likelihood that users will believe fake news. The existence of flags on some—but not all—false stories made Trump supporters and young people more likely to believe any story that was not flagged, according to the study.

While Yale’s researchers conducted the study without data from Facebook, they agreed that Facebook needs to share more of its own data, echoing calls from researchers at numerous institutions. Responding to the Yale study, Mantzarlis noted to Politico that without more research, it is too early to say whether Facebook’s fact-checking efforts are helpful or not, adding, “I’m hoping Facebook will see this study and determine that it is even more appropriate for them to share data as to how this is actually going.” Facebook however, challenged the study’s methodology, stating, “This is an opt-in study of people being paid to respond to survey questions; it is not real data from people using Facebook.” The latter is precisely the data that researchers would like to be able to use, if Facebook would allow them to—and such data might help to show that these efforts are in fact working.

Facebook’s Russia Problem
Pressure on Facebook to disclose more information about the abuse of its platform to spread fraudulent news and misinformation has ramped up dramatically as investigations in 2017 into Russia’s efforts to interfere in the 2016 presidential election have progressed.
While these initiatives are certainly steps in the right direction, they are unlikely to address one of the chief critiques aimed at Facebook: that despite its claims that its efforts to crack down on fraudulent news are working, it will not share data with external researchers on how effective they are.

Some of this investigative attention has focused on the work of a St. Petersburg-based professional “troll farm,” most commonly referred to as the Internet Research Agency (IRA) but also known by several other names, including the Federal News Agency. The IRA received mainstream attention in 2015 after Adrian Chen, then a writer for The New York Times Magazine, published a detailed account of its operations, which involve coordinated efforts by hundreds of employees to create content for “every popular social network,” including Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, as well as the comment sections of news outlets. These efforts constitute a form of pro-Kremlin information warfare, a “highly coordinated disinformation campaign” using fake social media accounts to spread hoaxes “designed to piggyback on real public anxiety.” Chen noted, “By working every day to spread Kremlin propaganda, the paid trolls have made it impossible for the normal Internet user to separate truth from fiction.” Several Russian media outlets, as well as the U.S. Office of the Director of National Intelligence, have concluded that the IRA is most likely funded by a close ally of Russia’s president, Vladimir Putin.

Investigators are working to uncover more details about what the IRA has done to try to influence the U.S. election and how extensive its operations on social media platforms, including Facebook, have been. In September, Facebook announced that it was sharing the content of over 3,000 ads linked to the IRA and other Russia-affiliated actors with Congress and Special Counsel Robert Mueller. The ads, which ran in the United States between 2015 and 2017, addressed controversial social and political issues.

Facebook has been slow to fully acknowledge possible efforts to manipulate its platform. In an April report, the company said that “malicious actors” used Facebook to push out propaganda and influence the political debate during the 2016 presidential election. It said that these malicious actors sought “to share information stolen from other sources, such as email accounts, with the intent of harming the reputation of specific political targets,” and spelled out their process for doing so:

- Private and/or proprietary information was accessed and stolen from systems and services (outside of Facebook);
- Dedicated sites hosting this data were registered;
- Fake personas were created on Facebook and elsewhere to point to and amplify awareness of this data;
- Social media accounts and pages were created to amplify news accounts of and direct people to the stolen data.
- From there, organic proliferation of the messaging and data through authentic peer groups and networks was inevitable.

It went on to note that “a separate set of malicious actors engaged in false amplification using inauthentic Facebook accounts to push narratives and themes that reinforced or expanded on some of the topics exposed from stolen data.”

The report earned Facebook credit from some quarters for publicly acknowledging the problem. Claire Wardle, the director of First Draft, told PEN America: “At least now, they’ve publicly recognized the scale of the problem. I believe they have large teams of engineers desperately trying to think about this problem. This is going to take them longer to solve.” She compared these actions favorably with their inadequate previous efforts: Before, she said, “they needed some PR wins, so they’ve come out with initiatives that haven’t really moved the needle.”

But the latest initiative also drew criticism: Although the report’s introduction states that Facebook released it “to be transparent about our approach,” the report itself falls short on transparency. It offers no explanation of how it arrived at its findings regarding the use of Facebook by these “malicious actors,” and no data or evidence regarding how widespread the problem is, other than a brief note that “the reach of known operations during the
US election of 2016 was statistically very small compared to overall engagement on political issues.”

Facebook has come under renewed scrutiny since disclosing in September 2017 that an internal review had “found approximately $100,000 in ad spending from June of 2015 to May of 2017—associated with roughly 3,000 ads—that was connected to about 470 inauthentic accounts and Pages in violation of our policies. Our analysis suggests these accounts and Pages were affiliated with one another and likely operated out of Russia.”

Facebook stated that the majority of the ads did not specifically reference the election or a particular candidate but rather “appeared to focus on amplifying divisive social and political messages across the ideological spectrum—touching on topics from LGBT matters to race issues to immigration to gun rights.”

The revelations were particularly troubling coming less than two months after a Facebook spokesperson told CNN, “We have seen no evidence that Russian actors bought ads on Facebook in connection with the election.”

Once again, Facebook is being accused of a lack of transparency. Senator Mark Warner (D–VA) believes that the company’s latest admission is “the tip of the iceberg” when it comes to social media platforms having facilitated interference in the U.S. election process. Facebook also came under fire for its initial refusal to release the ads themselves to the media or congressional investigators, arguing that doing so would violate its data policies and privacy rules. The exact wording of the ads may be critical, as a Yahoo News article explained:

If the ads explicitly advocated or boosted one candidate or another, they would fall squarely under a federal law that bars foreign nationals from spending money to influence a U.S. election, making the individuals who paid for the ads—and any U.S. persons who might have assisted them—subject to criminal prosecution by the Justice Department and to heavy fines by the Federal Election Commission.

Facebook’s response is being heavily scrutinized in part because of its self-created credibility gap—it’s claim that it had no evidence that Russia had bought ads on Facebook shortly before revealing the opposite. As an article in The Verge noted, Facebook’s acknowledged history of glitches “suggest a sloppiness with data practices that places anything Facebook says about ad-buying efforts—the number of ads bought by fake pages, for example—under a cloud of suspicion.” Some critics have reacted by calling for greater oversight of Facebook and other tech platforms, including requiring stricter disclosure requirements for political ads placed online.

After two weeks of widespread criticism, Mark Zuckerberg announced in a Facebook Live video that the company would turn the ads in question over to the Senate and House intelligence committees. In the same message, in an apparent response to the growing calls for regulation, Zuckerberg said, “[Facebook is] going to make political advertising more transparent.”

He explained plans to voluntarily apply the same disclosure rules requiring identification of who paid for political ads shown on television to political ads on Facebook. According to Zuckerberg, users will be able to view the page that paid for the political ad, and additionally, users will be able to click on the page and see what other advertisements it is running—and which audiences those advertisements are targeting. In October, Facebook released additional details, including tightening restrictions on advertiser content, increasing requirements for authenticity, and establishing industry standards and best practices. “We care deeply about the integrity of elections around the world,” wrote Joel Kaplan, VP of Global Public Policy.

### Microtargeting: A Powerful Tool for Any Misinformation Campaign

Questions about how Russian actors attempted to sway the U.S. election through Facebook are closely connected to questions about microtargeting, its use, and its effectiveness. Microtargeting is the ability to use large sets of data, including internet users’ personal information, to serve them with ads that are specifically tailored to their personal experiences and characteristics. It allows politicians to focus distinct messages on even very small groups of people across the country, whom algorithms can identify as particularly interested in (or, to put it more cynically, particularly susceptible to) a certain political message.

Effective microtargeting has been listed as a reason for the political success of both the Obama campaign in 2012 and the Trump campaign in 2016. The data-mining firm Cambridge Analytica has argued that its microtargeting efforts on behalf of the Trump campaign were the “secret sauce” that enabled Trump’s election win, though others have found this claim implausible.

Privacy advocates and civic watchdogs began warning that microtargeting could lead to an unprecedented degree of voter manipulation even before fraudulent news became a major concern, and some believe the combination can be lethal to democracy. As one digital expert noted, microtargeting allows fraudulent-news purveyors to spend little money to get out a message that is tailored “to home in on individuals down to the zip code.”

This message was brought home with particular force amid the realization that Russia apparently used microtargeting in its misinformation campaign during the 2016 election. FBI investigators are reportedly probing whether it was part of the alleged collusion between the Trump campaign and Russia.

Microtargeting draws its effectiveness from the vast amount of online data that virtually every internet user

---

*Note: The content continues on the next page.*
provides to third parties, from people's online buying habits, to their Facebook likes, to their search histories. Facebook and Google draw much of their profit from ad services sold to parties that seek to utilize this pre-gathered info. Facebook, for example, offers a paid posting option for ads that are shown only to certain pre-chosen voters—or even to a single voter—and will otherwise not be public. The informal name of this advertising option is “dark posts,” which takes on a sinister context in the context of fraudulent news.

The effectiveness of microtargeting is not yet fully understood. Because it's a relatively new phenomenon, there is little data on how effective microtargeted ads are at persuading people to adopt a given point of view or believe certain information. Indeed, more research is needed to determine precisely these points, so that American decision makers can better understand the seriousness of the issue when evaluating potential solutions. In addition, more transparency is needed on how microtargeting is actually being used by fraudulent-news purveyors, and companies like Facebook and Google are the only ones who can offer such transparency. When it comes to microtargeting, the American public cannot be kept in the dark.

The Road Ahead: Promising Approaches and Challenges
As one of the most important factors in the spread of fraudulent news, Facebook carries a special responsibility to fight back against it. PEN America recognizes the efforts it is making to do so. Many of its new initiatives show signs of promise, including its efforts to cut off sources of advertising revenue for purveyors of fraudulent news and to adjust algorithms so that its News Feed and Trending sections surface more credible information and de-emphasize clickbait, fake news, and other forms of misinformation. However, as noted above, Facebook should strictly limit its efforts to target purveyors of demonstrably false, intentionally deceptive information and should establish an appeals mechanism for those who believe that their websites should not have been targeted in these efforts. Facebook should also instruct personnel involved in identifying purveyors of fraudulent news to err on the side of inclusion when deciding which sites to de-emphasize in algorithms or block from ad services, in order to protect robust political discourse.

PEN America encourages Facebook to continue working to identify other ways to thwart attempts to profit from spreading demonstrably false information, and how it can continue to improve the quality of the news articles that appear in the News Feed and Trending sections. At the same time, Facebook should support, through funding and partnerships, efforts like news literacy initiatives and fact-checking projects. These measures are not only compatible with strong protections for free expression, but also bolster it further by equipping internet users with better skills and tools to help them process the torrents of information they see online.

Support News Literacy Efforts: Facebook should expand its efforts to introduce users to news literacy education by exploring partnerships with news literacy organizations (discussed in detail below) and featuring news literacy information on its platform in a highly visible format.

Increase Fact-Checking Efforts: Facebook's partnerships with independent fact-checkers are a good start, but in order to make a serious dent in the quantity of false information flowing across its platform, they must dramatically scale up their efforts in this area. As noted above, Facebook's fact-checking partners are currently able to check only a handful of articles for the site each week because of the labor-intensive nature of the process. They need additional staff, and additional funds, to increase their capacity.

Expand Related Articles: Facebook's change to show "Related Articles" beneath a link to a news story before a user clicks on that link is particularly promising because it will signal to a reader whether the story has been weighed in on by fact-checkers while simultaneously showing the reader perspectives on the same topic from publications at other points on the political spectrum. Facebook should look at whether this approach could be adopted on other areas of the platform (for example, whether a similar strategy could be incorporated into the Trending section.)

Improve Transparency: Considering Facebook's enormous reach and influence, and the sheer quantity of information shared on its platform every second, the choices that it makes about what can be shared and what will be blocked will affect access to information for billions of people. It has unprecedented power to engineer our information ecosystem. If Facebook doesn't explain how it is tweaking its algorithms, or share more information about how effective its new initiatives have been, then the public has no way of knowing whether any efforts are making a difference. Equally important, the public has no way of knowing whether these changes are being implemented in an even-handed and non-partisan way. Academic researchers, policymakers, fact-checkers, and others are calling on Facebook to increase its transparency. While PEN America recognizes Facebook's desire to protect its users' privacy, it must work harder to identify ways it can maximize the amount of information it shares, so that researchers can investigate how well its approaches to curbing fraudulent news are working, fact-checkers can identify ways to improve their work and its impact, and the public can understand more about how information is presented to them on the platform.

Facebook can also improve transparency by establishing an ombudsperson for the company, whose mandate includes publicly and independently critiquing decisions made by the platform, explaining the reasoning behind Facebook's approaches and decisions to controversial subjects, and responding to concerns raised by Facebook users, policymakers, and the general public.
Days after the 2016 election, a fraudulent news story published by the website 70News.com alleged, falsely and with fabricated information, that President Trump had won the popular vote. Just one of many fraudulent news stories that proliferated in the aftermath of the election, it entered the limelight after Google’s search algorithm pushed it to the top of its search results for the query “final election results.” With 70News.com getting prominent display on the most powerful search engine in the world, its popular-vote falsehood went viral. That a search for a simple fact could yield, at the top of search results, patently false information illustrates the power of search engines to enable the spread of fraudulent news.

Like Facebook, Google is an extremely powerful and influential company. “Every business trying to reach mass-market consumer demand online knows that Google is the gatekeeper,” Jonathan Taplin, a professor at the University Southern California’s Annenberg School and a longtime critic of the company, wrote in The New York Times. “It’s Google’s world; we just live in it.”

Google affects what people see on the internet not only through its search algorithms but also through its Google News feature and its online advertisement program, AdSense. Google News was introduced in 2002 and provides a one-stop shop with access to more than 50,000 media outlets, all searchable by topic and sortable chronologically. Google’s AdSense platform places third-party advertisers on millions of websites and in 2015 generated a fifth of Google’s revenue.

Google, which adopted “Don’t be evil” as a code of conduct motto soon after its founding, has reputational incentives to avoid being viewed as an enabler of fraudulent news, while simultaneously facing financial incentives to promote maximum traffic, views, and clicks on articles—of which fraudulent news is an unfortunately thriving subset. “Nothing drives clicks better than when the headline is exactly what people want to hear or believe,” Ian Schafer, chief executive and founder of digital agency Deep Focus, told The New York Times, referring specifically to Google.

Google Search: The World’s Gateway to Online Information

Google is best known for its search engine, although today that is just one of a set of Google products and services. Other important Google products, particularly as they relate to the phenomenon of fraudulent news, include:

- Google News, a platform that acts as a news aggregator of content from thousands of publishers

- Google AdSense, an online advertising program that provides revenue for over two million online publishers

- Google Domains, a website-hosting service

Google Search is not only Google’s flagship product but also the single most frequent way that people around the planet get information or are directed to a site. Google has 81 percent of the global online desktop search market and 97 percent on mobile devices. The next biggest is Microsoft’s Bing, at 7 percent for desktop; and Yahoo at 1 percent for mobile. As the world’s largest search engine, Google handles 3.5 to 5.5 billion searches a day—or at least two trillion a year. Because of its size, influence, and de facto role as a gateway to information of all kinds, many commentators argue that it bears special responsibility to rein in the staggering quantities of misinformation found online.

The power of Google’s search engine mostly lies in its page-ranking formula, which uses at least 200 factors to rate a website’s authority, including looking at how many links point to it and the importance of who is linking to it based on the same concept. The page-ranking formula sorts through hundreds of billions of web pages, then surfaces what it concludes are the most useful and relevant results for each search.

Google’s complicated algorithms are proprietary, so all that is known about how they work is the little that Google shares, publicly available patents, and research that can be done without access to Google’s internal information. Google has stated that it will not share specifics about its algorithms for competitive reasons and also to reduce the potential for abuse of its system—certainly a concern in the context of fraudulent news, when many purveyors seek to exploit platforms like Google to maximize their reach and revenue. While these may be valid rationales, the lack of transparency around Google’s algorithms hampers the ability of researchers, policy makers, and the public to review Google’s approach to fraudulent news in anything other than a piecemeal way. The lack of transparency also renders opaque one of the most important determinants of how people all over the world obtain news and information about current affairs, politics, history, and just about everything else.

Google searches, at least 3.5 billion of which are conducted each day from computers or personal devices, have behind them a remarkable implicit authority and practical power. The top results in a search are the most accessible and most accessed answers to users’ queries. The very fact that they appear at the top of the results, and are what the algorithm has determined are the best answers to consumers’ queries, imbues them with credibility whether it is deserved or not.

Google Search Algorithms and Fraudulent News

Google reports that it has been tweaking its algorithm for years in an attempt to get more trustworthy results to rise to the top of a search. The company says that...
currently, only one-quarter of one percent (0.25 percent) of its billions of daily queries have been returning “offensive or clearly misleading content.”

“That’s a very small number,” a Google spokesperson told PEN America. “I don’t want to take away from the impact that has. Clearly if you are getting something offensive or deliberately misleading, that’s upsetting to anyone. You are never going to solve this 100 percent because you’ve got tens of thousands of pages coming on the web every day.”

Of course, even a small amount of misleading content can have an outsize impact when it comes to controversial issues of high cultural relevance, like race, religion, gender, and politics. And these are precisely the areas where fraudulent news proliferates.

Perhaps the biggest danger is that this misleading information can be viewed as having an implicit stamp of approval from Google if it ranks highly in the search results. This danger is heightened when considering Google’s “best answer,” or “featured snippet,” function, designed to provide quick answers that appear at the top of the screen to Google queries that attempt to find factual information. In many ways this is a remarkably useful feature: If one Googles “what is today’s date?,” Google quickly provides the answer. With other, more complex queries, Google will suggest an authoritative response from a relevant web page. Because such answers carry what comes across as an imprimatur from Google, readers may be inclined to credit them even if the information is wrong.

A selection of disturbing results that have surfaced as featured answers at the top of Google Searches throughout the years:

- In 2014, when Google was asked “Who is the king of the United States?” the top answer Google returned was Barack Obama.

- In December 2016, a Guardian writer asked Google if women were evil. Google returned this snippet at the top of the page as its best answer: “Every woman has some degree of prostitute in her. Every woman has a little evil in her… Women don’t love men, they love what they can do for them. It is within reason to say women feel attraction but they cannot love men.”

- In March 2017, the digital publication The Outline noted that the question “Did the Holocaust happen?” returned as its top response a Holocaust-denial piece from the neo-Nazi website Stormfront. The Stormfront piece also offered suggestions on how to convince people the Holocaust never occurred.

- As of September 2017, a Google query asking “Who is the first black president?” surfaces, as its top answer, a blog page claiming there were seven black presidents before Obama, including Abraham Lincoln and Dwight D. Eisenhower.
• On October 2, 2017, in the aftermath of the Las Vegas mass shooting, the 4Chan comment thread /pol/, an internet community “infamous” for “spreading misinformation and fake news,” according to Mashable, falsely and without evidence asserted that a person named Geary Danley was the shooter.\footnote{338} Subsequently, two of the top four Google “Top Stories” results for “Geary Danley” incorrectly identified him as the shooter. In response, Google released a short statement that said in part, “This should not have appeared for any queries, and we’ll continue to make algorithmic improvements to prevent this from happening in the future.”\footnote{339} But a Washington Post reporter found that “hours after the real shooting suspect—a different person—was identified, the entire first page of Google results for a search for Geary Danley’s full name was links to news sites, YouTube videos, message boards, and even several /pol/ threads repeating the rumor about him.”\footnote{340}

Google’s autocomplete function, which predicts the content of a search based on what other people are searching for, can also point users in some troubling directions.\footnote{341} For example, if one starts Googling “roses are red,” Google suggests the autocomplete search term “roses are red violets are blue.” But type in certain terms related to race, religion, gender, or sexual orientation, and autocomplete has suggested searches that affirm harmful stereotypes and smears, presumably because other users have completed their searches in these ways. In December 2016, Google altered some autocomplete suggestions to avoid issues where typing, for example, “are Jews” into Google Search would result in “are Jews evil” as a top suggested search.\footnote{342, 343}

Google’s role in inadvertantly promoting misinformation goes beyond best answers and autocomplete. The search engine’s results for queries related to Islam, for example, have raised concerns. Omar Suleiman, an imam in Texas, told the Huffington Post in June 2017 that the search engine perpetuates negative stereotypes using false information, doing “irreparable harm” to Muslims.\footnote{344} Search terms like “sharia” or “jihad,” the article stated, instead of pulling up neutral or scholarly discussions of the terms’ significance in Islam, instead can return links to Islamophobic sites filled with misinformation.\footnote{345}

Suleiman’s current solution—through his foundation, the Yaqeen Institute for Islamic Research—is to try to adjust search results by publishing reports online addressing controversial topics on Islam with more accurate information, “to flood the search results with accurate information in Islam.”\footnote{346} But while Suleiman and other civil society actors may be able to provide alternative information to counter misleading information, it is Google’s algorithms that are the ultimate determinant of which articles appear first in search results. It is not clear that even the most determined civil society efforts to flood the system with credible information could begin to reshape the results generated by Google’s opaque algorithms.

**Updating Algorithms and “Quality Ratings”**

In April 2017—notably, soon after the Outline article criticizing Google as “promoting conspiracy theories and misinformation”\footnote{347}—Google announced a set of changes to Google Search.\footnote{348} Ben Gomes, vice president of engineering for Google Search, explained the rationale for the change in an April blog post: “In a world where tens of thousands of pages are coming online every minute of every day, there are new ways that people try to game the system in order to appear higher in search results—using low-quality ‘content farms,’”\footnote{349} hidden text and other deceptive practices … The most high profile of these issues is the phenomenon of ‘fake news,’ where content on the web has contributed to the spread of blatantly misleading, low-quality, offensive or downright false information.”\footnote{350}

Google announced four changes:

• New “direct feedback” tools that more easily allow users to indicate whether featured snippets or autocomplete were offensive or misleading, with the information serving as feedback for Google to consider when updating its algorithms. (This feature was in fact first rolled out in February but has since become a permanent feature.)\footnote{351}

• Algorithm changes designed to “surface more authoritative pages and demote low-quality content.” Gomes noted that these changes were explicitly intended to help prevent issues such as high-ranking Holocaust-denial results.\footnote{352}

• Additional openness around Google’s transparency and content policies.\footnote{353}

• A new set of guidelines for Google’s “quality raters.”\footnote{354}

The fourth point requires further explanation: Google’s “quality raters” are a 10,000-strong army of independent contractors.\footnote{355} Contractors do not directly remove posts but instead are given actual queries to use in conducting searches. They then rate the results based on a Google manual that describes a vast range of potential problems.\footnote{356} They analyze whether the results meet users’ needs or whether they are spam, porn, illegal, or from low-quality websites.\footnote{357} The raters’ findings are used to adjust algorithms and otherwise address the problems they identify.

In April, as part of its set of changes designed to address fraudulent news, Google added the new category
of “upsetting-offensive” for contractors to use as a reason to de-emphasize a website from Google’s results. A prime example of the use of this flag is in relation to Stormfront, a site that promotes white supremacy and Holocaust denial. “Upsetting-offensive,” of course, requires a far more subjective assessment than other flags such as illegality or slow load times. Stormfront publishers would presumably not define the site as upsetting-offensive.

Today, Holocaust-denial posts like Stormfront’s “Top 10 Reasons Why the Holocaust Didn’t Happen” still appear in searches, but they are buried deep within other results on the Holocaust. (PEN America, searching for “Did the Holocaust happen” in September 2017, found that the first Holocaust-denial page was found on page 7 of Google’s results.) Since most people never get past the first page of suggestions, it’s unlikely that such Holocaust-denying posts would be easily seen, other than perhaps by people seeking out Holocaust-denial theories.

This brings up an important question: Can Google’s altering of its own algorithms amount to a form of content censorship? Stormfront, with its peddling of blatantly false and offensive Holocaust denialism, is perhaps the least sympathetic party to cry “censorship.” But just as a few changes to Google’s algorithms can dramatically reduce the spread of malicious misinformation such as Holocaust denialism, absent appropriate safeguards so too could a far greater subset of controversial speech eventually be labeled “upsetting-offensive,” “low-quality,” or “non-authoritative.”

It is telling that Gomes, in his April 2017 post on Google’s new changes designed to deal with fraudulent news, referred to the changes as “algorithmic updates to surface more authoritative content.” “Algorithmic updates” is a studiously neutral term, implying a technical solution to a technical glitch. Fraudulent news, however, is not just a technological problem but a problem about the way humans form and disseminate information, beliefs, and falsehoods. While the solutions may be technical, the motivations and considerations behind them inevitably implicate moral and intellectual decisions about what content to privilege and what to de-emphasize. While technology and social media companies may prefer to skirt such complex and fraught issues, their predominance in how news and information are transmitted—and acted upon—in society make such avoidance impossible.

Recognizing the potential for fraudulent news to impair public discourse and impinge on freedom of expression, PEN America recognizes the validity of measures to ensure that individuals seeking accurate information are not instead offered known, demonstrable falsehoods. While few may object to Google de-emphasizing Holocaust-denial pages and websites in its search results, as these sites do not provide accurate information to users who are not specifically seeking out denialist theories, more difficult questions arise from the many matters where facts and falsehoods are more widely—and sometimes credibly—disputed. When it comes to information on experimental medical treatments, the causes of international conflicts, or the existence of gender differences, for example, rejecting certain facts in favor of others can be construed as taking sides or evidence of bias. As it works to address the problem of fraudulent news and false information as it appears in search results, Google should take an informed, considered, and transparent approach to addressing these controversial matters, striving to ensure that its systems avoid unjustifiably discrediting certain views and ideas.

Google should also be inviting a more public conversation as to when and how to de-emphasize fraudulent news in a way that does not create a harmful precedent that would allow the owner of the world’s most ubiquitous search engine to discriminate between different types of speech.

Beyond the broader questions that arise from Google’s algorithmic updates, there are further lessons. Google, unsurprisingly, appears to respond most forcefully to the issue of fraudulent news and misinformation when the problem becomes the subject of public scrutiny and pressure, especially in a way that threatens reputational damage to the powerful brand. For things to change, Dartmouth College political scientist Brendan Nyhan told PEN America, platforms like Google have to take steps and civil society has to keep pressuring them. “The external pressure from the media and other kinds of stakeholders can actually work,” Nyhan said. “There are lots of people inside Google and Facebook who are horrified by what the platforms are enabling. External pressure helps them move the needle internally on making changes and passing up a little more profit.”
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While some purveyors of fraudulent news do so for political or ideological reasons, others have a more mercenary motivation: The outlandish nature of fraudulent news drives site traffic, which leads to real money from online advertising.

Google’s current approach to the problem of false news suffers from inherent limitations. Individuals, political partisans, and companies will always continue to try to spread false and misleading information through Google’s search engine as long it’s profitable or can boost audiences or ideologies. As soon as one area of problematic content is fixed, another pops up. People will continue to attempt to publish falsehoods online, making any effort that is purely dependent on post-publication investigating and de-emphasizing akin to an online game of whack-a-mole. As a result, a more comprehensive solution to fraudulent news will require additional forward thinking and a proactive approach by Google as well as other actors in the information ecosystem.

Educated, engaged consumers are likely the most powerful agent of change shaping Google’s decision-making on these questions. In early October, Google Canada contributed $500,000 to News Wise, a new news-literacy program in Canadian elementary and high schools. (This report examines the potential of news literacy programs in a subsequent chapter.) Google’s support for News Wise is a positive step toward proactive engagement.

Another early but encouraging step is Google’s plan to eliminate its “first click free” policy—which allowed readers to access several articles behind publishing paywalls without subscribing—and to develop new tools to help publishers determine which Google users are potential subscribers. The moves have been described as “an olive branch to publishers,” most notably newspapers and other journalism outlets. Philipp Schindler, Google’s chief business officer, described the moves as “an attempt to try to create a new world—a better world—for journalism.” Google’s efforts to support purveyors of quality journalism are an encouraging step forward in fighting fraudulent news not by removing information but by assisting those who credibly provide correct information.

Google and AdSense: The Power of Online Advertising
Search results are not the only way that Google wields substantial power over what people see online. There is also online advertising. The world’s biggest online advertising program, AdSense, is a Google program. AdSense allows bloggers and website owners to make money by displaying third-party ads administered and maintained by Google. Website owners rent out space on their websites for ads that Google sells and serves on their behalf.

Advertisers pay Google for the advertising space, and Google in turn pays the website owners hosting AdSense ads a percentage of the profit, dependent on how popular the website is and how many people click on the ads. Almost two million publishers use the program today, and in 2015 it accounted for one-fifth of Google’s revenue. Online advertising also provides the financial lifeblood for many websites, including many bloggers and other digital publishers.

While companies have some say over where their ads appear, online advertising campaigns are generally tailored to focus on reaching the best potential customers wherever they may be. As Michael Tiffany, the founder of an ad fraud detection company, put it in a December 2016 interview with The New York Times: “A lot of ad buying systems are trying to show the right ad to the right person at the right time, and you see that mantra of those three variables across the industry. Note how ‘on the right site’ doesn’t make the list.” For companies that partner with Google to have their ads posted across thousands of different sites, it can be difficult to ensure that all these sites are ones with which they want to be associated.

For fraudulent-news purveyors, AdSense and other online advertising programs are integral to the financial success of their misinformation ventures. While some purveyors of fraudulent news do so for political or ideological reasons, others have a more mercenary motivation: The outlandish nature of fraudulent news drives site traffic, which leads to real money from online advertising.

AdSense offers the widest display of programmatic ads on the web, BuzzFeed News media editor Craig Silverman told PEN America. Compared with competing online advertising programs, Silverman said, “you get paid more from AdSense than the lower tiers.” AdSense, he added, “was monetizing fake news sites for a long time. Google only put in real effort to stop it at the end of last year,” after controversy erupted.

One example of this dynamic was captured in February 2017, when Wired magazine sent reporter Samantha...
Subramanian to Veles, Macedonia, to explore the fake-news industrial complex that some inhabitants, mostly teenagers and young men, were running during the election. The reporter found one teen, “Boris,” who had made nearly $16,000 running two pro-Trump websites (USAPolitics.co and PoliticsHall.com) bursting with fraudulent stories, largely stolen wholesale from other websites, between August and November 2016. Traffic to the sites “was rewarded handsomely by automated advertising engines, like Google’s AdSense.”

In an economically depressed area where the average monthly wage is $371, Boris’s fraudulent-news sites—running false stories such as the pope’s endorsement of Donald Trump—provided him enough money that he dropped out of high school soon after publishing his first fraudulent article. In September 2017, CNN reporters in Veles shared a similar story from “Mikhail,” who claimed to have been making up to $2,500 a day from fraudulent news, with his profits “coming primarily from ad services such as Google’s AdSense.”

Google’s expanded efforts to crack down on fraudulent news include actions designed to disrupt fraudulent-news purveyors’ ability to monetize misinformation through AdSense. On November 14, 2016, the search giant announced a new policy to curb access to AdSense for web publishers that deceive or distort the truth. It would crack down on misinformation by forbidding Google-served advertising on sites that “misrepresent, misstate, or conceal information” about the publisher, the publisher’s content, or the primary purpose of the site.

Any site designed to look like legitimate news and deceive, without a disclaimer if it is satire, would be in violation of Google’s policy.

By the end of Google’s fourth quarter last year, after investigating 550 sites for deceptive content, including some that impersonated news organizations, the search giant had taken action against 340 sites and had permanently kicked 200 publishers off its AdSense network. This tactic was apparently effective in dissuading Boris from continuing to run USAPolitics.co and PoliticsHall.com; these sites were stripped of their AdSense ads and sponsored links on November 24. In response, Subramanian reported, “Boris lost interest” in the fraudulent-news sites and abandoned them “to the deep oblivion of the internet.” Since November 2016, USAPolitics.co has only published three additional articles, including an unattributed *The New York Times* article about Trump’s golfing habits. PoliticsHall.com is essentially defunct.

While these actions may have been effective against small-scale fraudulent-news entrepreneurs, Google’s approach is reactive and case by case; it is not clear what portion of fraudulent sites have been blocked. Unless would-be scammers become convinced that Google will quickly find them out, they will continue to try to game the system (by creating a new web domain that has not yet been blacklisted by Google, for example). “Mikhail”
from CNN’s story acknowledged that while his sites had suffered from efforts by Google and others, he was “re-tooling his operation, with his sights set firmly on the 2020 presidential election.” Both habitual user reporting of fraudulent sites and affirmative efforts by Google to verify its business partners on AdSense are essential to ensure that fraudulent-news policing efforts are effective and also serve as a deterrent to would-be scammers.

Silverman, who leads BuzzFeed’s reporting on AdSense and fraudulent news, said that Google engineers should have discovered and corrected apparent oversights on Google’s search engine that as recently as April allowed more than 60 websites that publish false news stories to continue to earn money from online advertising networks. Google AdSense, while not the only network implicated, was the second-most-common ad network for the fraudulent-news sites.

Silverman’s story noted that in some cases, a site will mix real news with hoaxes and satire, requiring a more nuanced determination of whether a full cutoff of AdSense is warranted. He also reported that some sites that were kicked off AdSense simply moved to Revcontent and Content.ad, competing online advertising programs that continued to finance their output.

Silverman points to Google’s primacy in the online ad space while acknowledging that an industry-wide, collective solution may be necessary to comprehensively address the issue of enabling online fraudulent news. Google has “the resources and tools to do things on a much faster basis,” Silverman told PEN America. However, “when I talk to people who run dubious sites, because they look at them as cash registers, the second Google or Facebook shuts them down, they find another way to game the system.” Information sharing across ad networks would help ensure that once a website is shut down as fraudulent, it can’t simply tap into a new source of revenue.

Fact-Checking Features as a Tool to Address Fraudulent News

Since late 2016, Google has been implementing fact-checking features within Google News and, to a certain extent, its much more popular Google Search. Google added a “Fact Check” tag in Google News for news stories last October to flag articles that a news publisher or independent fact-checking outfit has verified. In April, it fine-tuned its fact-checking efforts by adding a feature that puts “Fact Check” labels on Google News and search results. It also gave greater prominence to fact-checking in June 2017 by adding a dedicated “Fact Check” block for Google News, containing articles from fact-checkers and fact-checking organizations that evaluate claims currently circulating in the news or among the public.

In late June, Google redesigned the Google News page to make it easier to read and offer different perspectives on news events. To do this, it created new “story cards” that offer a variety of perspectives on a topic. Click on a card, and “that gives you related coverage, opinion pieces, in-depth, more articles,” a Google spokesperson told PEN America. “On the right is a gadget that also provides related sites and stories and also video. And within that page there is a diversity of publishers, from Fox to local radio and from CNN to Yahoo Finance.” The diversity of sources offered in these story cards may help users see a broader range of perspectives on the news, chipping away at the “filter bubble” that contributes to the insular information environment in which fraudulent news takes hold.

For a “Fact Check” citation from Snopes.com or other independent fact-checkers to be included in a Google search or Google News, the verification must meet Google’s criteria. An article verified as fact-checked must be composed of straightforward claims of fact so that readers can easily understand what was researched in the fact check. The fact checkers’ sources and methods must also be disclosed, with citations and references to the primary sources upon which conclusions are based. If Google determines that these criteria have not been met, it reserves the right to ignore or remove the fact check. It should also be noted that Microsoft’s Bing, America’s second largest search engine, similarly added “Fact Check” labels to its search results in September 2017.

Google and the Duke University Reporters’ Lab also created a widget—an add-on to what the user sees when using the platform—called “Share the Facts,” designed to help spread fact-checked articles to a wider audience. Reporters, columnists and bloggers can embed the widget in articles and blog posts in the same way as tweets, according to Share the Facts’ website, so the widget could appear in a reporter’s story, blog or tweet. “For example, political writers can compile widgets for all the fact checks of a debate or all of the articles about a particular candidate.” The widget can also be posted to appear in one’s Facebook feed. According to Share the Facts, its partners have created more than 10,000 fact checks with this widget since Share the Facts’s launch in 2016. But given the newness of the initiative, it is less clear how people are responding to or evaluating the widget’s message.

Google does not fact-check these stories itself; instead, it highlights articles that have already been fact-checked by non-partisan groups, such as Snopes or PolitiFact. “These fact checks are not Google’s and are presented so people can make more informed judgments,” Google said in April. “Even though differing conclusions may be presented, we think it’s still helpful for people to understand the degree of consensus around a particular claim and have clear information on which sources agree.” The search company is not paying for the fact checks and includes them only for stories considered news—not opinion.

There has been a significant amount of enthusiasm for fact-checking features as part of the solution to
Fact-checking organizations do not currently have the bandwidth to provide a comprehensive approach to fraudulent news. Today, the truth is that most news articles on Google News come with no fact-check labels at all.

fraudulent news. Fact-checking promotes news literacy in real time, it can take the form of partnerships between private entities and specialists or nonprofits, and it is a far more free-speech-friendly solution to fraudulent news than blocking or restricting sources of misinformation.

But Google's fact-checking efforts still possess several drawbacks. One significant problem is the burden it represents on a reader's time. Digital media strategist and former journalist Heidi Moore, writing about Google's algorithm shifts in The Washington Post, noted: "Readers not only have to read the news but then seek out fact checks of what they just read. It's a lot of work—more than most people are willing to put in." 420

Additionally, while Google is wise to highlight the work of fact-checking organizations that possess relevant expertise, avoiding conflicts of interest that might arise if the company tried to check facts itself, its reliance on their work means that fact-checking occurs at a significantly slower pace than Google could itself accomplish given its vast resources. Fact-checking organizations do not currently have the bandwidth to provide a comprehensive approach to fraudulent news. Today, the truth is that most news articles on Google News come with no fact-check labels at all. If fact-checking represents a significant component of Google's approach to solving the fraudulent-news crisis, it will need to consider ways to get this effort to scale. The solution may be a more robust, formalized partnership between Google and outside fact-checkers, with Google committing more resources to its partners. This approach also has the advantage of allowing for more transparency in fact-checking processes than an in-house program at Google likely would.

Beyond this, Google should take steps to make sure Fact Check tags are more easily visible: Google News’s new Fact Check column, for example, is found halfway down the page, while the Fact Check tag remains rare enough that the average Google News reader may not know what it entails. Fact-checking is virtually invisible when the Google search page is utilized to retrieve news results (as opposed to when a user goes to Google.News.com).

That is not to say that Google's fact-checking efforts are not constructive. “Google has been a wonderful partner in all this,” journalist and PolitiFact founder Bill Adair told PEN America.421 “They've supported us from the start and been willing to take concrete steps to highlight fact checks in search results, and they worked with us in developing the widget. What they’ve done is a huge step forward. You can always make the case more can be done, but I’m pretty satisfied they’ve taken the steps they’ve taken. It speaks to their commitment.”

The Road Ahead: Promising Approaches and Challenges

Given Google's predominance as a search engine and conduit for news, it has a leading role to play in helping to address the present crisis. PEN America applauds the early steps that Google has taken to responsibly address the issue of fraudulent news. While recognizing these steps, we encourage Google to devote significantly more resources to the problem. Google has proven itself willing to respond to fraudulent news once particularly heinous examples are brought to its attention. However, rather than fix problems piecemeal, Google needs to consider a more proactive approach, which in turn will require a more substantial commitment of personnel and resources.

In doing so, Google must also ensure that its actions, particularly with respect to cutting off fraudulent news purveyors' sources of income and de-emphasizing fraudulent news in its algorithms, are narrowly tailored to protect freedom of information and to promote a robust and inclusive political discourse. Any action Google takes to push web pages higher or lower in its search results has an enormous impact on access to information for people around the world. Like Facebook, Google should strictly focus its efforts in these areas on the purveyors of demonstrably false information being presented as news with the intention of deceiving the public, and should also establish an appeals process for owners of websites that feel they have been unfairly targeted.

Focus on Accuracy in Google News and Best Answer Results: Google must be particularly cognizant of those respects in which it acts not merely as a search engine but
Google News is a space for people seeking to be factually informed about world events. While it functions as a news aggregator, it is also a place where news is published. When Google uses its brand to declare that something qualifies as news, it has a duty to ensure that the information presented in that section is not false. Also in a role more comparable to that of a publisher. It is in these areas where Google takes a step away from being a neutral provider of the information that is on the internet, and toward a more a curatorial and editorial role, one that carries the heaviest responsibility to act affirmatively in rejecting fraudulent news.

While Google’s “best answer” feature is offered simply with the goal of facilitating users’ searches, this tool carries with it the unmistakable implication that it is true. Google has the responsibility to ensure that this is the case. Similarly, Google News is a space for people seeking to be factually informed about world events. While it functions as a news aggregator, it is also a place where news is published. When Google uses its brand to declare that something qualifies as news, it has a duty to ensure that the information presented in that section is not false. In this regard particularly, Google’s efforts to indicate when news articles have been verified by independent fact-checkers should be further encouraged and expanded.

Expand Fact-Checking Efforts: Google should continue to expand its fact-check indicators to apply to a larger range of news and search results, and to make fact-check explanations clearly visible and accessible to users. Perhaps the biggest limitation of these initiatives is their current application to only a limited number of news articles. Google should explore more specific partnerships with dedicated fact-checking organizations to expand upon these efforts, including financial support to allow them to do so.

Support News Literacy Efforts: For all of the major technology and social media companies, one of the best defenses against the spread of fraudulent news on their platforms is to help equip users with tools and skills to evaluate the information they see and consume. Google should explore ways to feature news literacy information on the platform, and should support, through funding and partnerships, news literacy initiatives (discussed in detail below) more broadly.

Improve Transparency: Google Search, Google’s flagship product, is the way that much of the world accesses information on current events. Google has understandable grounds for wanting to protect its proprietary information regarding how its search engine works. But the general lack of understanding regarding how Google’s algorithms work and the impacts of changes to those algorithms inhibits outside experts and civil society organizations from playing a more constructive role in helping Google analyze and address the problem of fraudulent news. Further, given the importance and ubiquity of Google’s search engine, the average user deserves to have a greater understanding of how it is built and how to interpret the search results produced for a particular query. Google should consider how it can offer more information to researchers and the public that enhances understanding of how its online searches are being conducted and how to process the information they produce.

Lead the Online Advertising Industry’s Response: Google is already cognizant of the role that its online advertising engine, AdSense, plays in enabling or facilitating fraudulent-news purveyors who are motivated by financial gain. An industry-wide approach is needed to prevent fraudulent-news purveyors from jumping from one online advertising engine to another. Google, as the industry’s leader, is best poised to play a coordinating role in ensuring that the industry acts in a concerted and ethical manner in these efforts.
TWITTER

Few have made more enthusiastic use of Twitter than President Donald Trump, who regularly makes the news in 140 characters or fewer. (For now, anyway. Twitter is currently experimenting with expanding the limit to 280 characters.) “I think that maybe I wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t for Twitter, because I get such a fake press, such a dishonest press,” Trump declared on Fox News in March. During the presidential campaign, Adrian Chen wrote in The New Yorker, “Trump used Twitter less as a communication device than as a weapon of information warfare, rallying his supporters and attacking opponents with hundred-and-forty-character barrages.”

Aside from his use of the platform as a tool to make political proclamations and policy—for example, tweeting the announcement of a ban on transgender people serving in the military—the president uses Twitter to sow confusion and doubt about the credibility of the media and of opinion polls. Trump has tweeted the phrase “fake news” more than 100 times since taking office, often using it to smear news reports he doesn’t like.

Twitter launched on July 15, 2006, and has 328 million active users—relatively few compared with the 2 billion monthly users on Facebook. Twitter’s heyday, arguably, was in 2010–11, when it became a popular tool for pro-democracy protesters to help organize political revolutions in Libya, Tunisia, and Egypt. But its growth has stalled, despite the president’s fondness for it. According to the Pew Research Center, about 21 percent of American adults used Twitter in 2016, far fewer than Facebook (68 percent) and also fewer than Instagram (28 percent), Pinterest (26 percent), and LinkedIn (25 percent). Twitter use jumps to 36 percent for young people ages 18 to 29.

An Adobe media study found that Twitter was more popular as a news source among those 35 and under and that 39 percent of high schoolers, 51 percent of college students, and 41 percent of young professionals use Twitter to get news. (Only 23 percent of Americans over 35 get their news on Twitter.) The Pew Research Center concludes, “While a large share of users get news on the site (74 percent say they do), its audience is significantly smaller overall. This means that overall, fewer Americans get news on Twitter (11 percent of U.S. adults).” Even so, because Twitter is popular with the media and the president, its reputation and impact outranks its actual numbers. “It’s where journalists pick up stories, meet sources, promote their work, criticize competitors’ work and workshop takes,” according to Farhad Manjoo, The New York Times’ tech columnist. “In a more subtle way, Twitter has become a place where many journalists unconsciously build and gut-check a worldview—where they develop a sense of what’s important and merits coverage, and what doesn’t.”
This makes Twitter a prime target for manipulators: If you can get something big on Twitter, you’re almost guaranteed coverage everywhere.”

Twitter played a key role in many of the biggest misinformation campaigns of the past year, according to Manjoo. False information travels on Twitter as easily and quickly as it does on Facebook—in some ways more so, because Twitter users can see and retweet posts with one click, even if they don’t follow one another (provided a user has not adjusted their privacy settings). While Facebook makes it possible to “follow” people you’re not “friends” with—as long as their privacy settings allow—Twitter was designed to make posts public, accessible, and searchable by topic. It also shows what topics and hashtags are trending across its platform.

However, many of the same features that allow fraudulent news to travel rapidly on Twitter also contribute to its unique strength as a platform for breaking news, and for bringing stories to the public eye that professional journalists may not be covering. Sociologist Zeynep Tufekci demonstrated that in 2014, when protests broke out in Ferguson, Missouri after the police killing of Michael Brown, Jr., Twitter users in Ferguson who were documenting the protests as participants or citizen journalists pushed the story into national view, bringing waves of journalists to the town and generating weeks of media coverage. In contrast, Tufekci observed that “Facebook’s algorithm had ‘decided’ that [stories about Ferguson] did not meet its criteria for ‘relevance’—an opaque, proprietary formula that changes every week, and which can cause huge shifts in news traffic, making or breaking the success and promulgation of particular stories or even affecting whole media outlets.”

Twitter differs from Facebook in other ways: It allows users to remain anonymous, while Facebook requires real names for accounts. (Facebook checks the validity of accounts flagged as “fake name” by other users; Twitter verifies the accounts of public figures and public interest organizations.) Unlike Facebook, Twitter is an open-source platform; it makes its data available. This is why many studies of social media focus on Twitter; researchers have repeatedly asked platforms to make data more accessible to help them design tools for better news consumption on social media.

Twitter did not offer comment for this report. In September, it released a statement saying that it is continuing to work to identify and fight malicious accounts and applications on its platform. “With hundreds of millions of Tweets globally every day,” the statement said, “scaling these efforts continues to be a challenge.”

The company also shared some initial findings from an internal investigation into the Russian misinformation campaign around the U.S. presidential election. Twitter suspended 22 accounts that corresponded to the roughly 450 accounts identified by Facebook as part of its internal inquiry. It says that it identified another 179 related or linked accounts and “took action” on those that violated its rules.

On September 28, Twitter’s vice president of policy, Colin Crowell, met with the Senate Intelligence Committee behind closed doors and shared a roundup of ads purchased by three RT (Russia Today) Twitter accounts that targeted the U.S. market in 2016. The Russian government-backed media outlet spent $274,000 on U.S. ads last year. “These campaigns were directed at followers of mainstream media and primarily promoted RT Tweets regarding news stories,” the company concluded.

Twitter also said it took down tweets that circulated intentionally misleading information about voting:

For instance: when we were alerted to Hillary Clinton “text-to-vote” examples, we proactively tweeted reminders that one cannot vote via text, examined the content reported to us, used our proprietary tools to search for linked accounts that violated our rules, and, after careful review, took action on thousands of Tweets and accounts. We have not found accounts associated with this activity to have obvious Russian origin but some of the accounts appear to have been automated.

The Bot Problem: Automated Accounts That Promote False Information

In response to criticism that it is a conduit for the widespread dissemination of fraudulent information, Twitter has often argued that the platform’s real-time environment means that bad information will quickly be corrected, as Crowell did in June:

Twitter’s open and real-time nature is a powerful antidote to the spreading of all types of false information. We, as a company, should not be the arbiter of truth. Journalists, experts and engaged citizens Tweet side-by-side correcting and challenging public discourse in seconds. These vital interactions happen on Twitter every day, and we’re working to ensure we are surfacing the highest quality and most relevant content and context first.

Twitter users can reply to other tweets or retweet them to followers, providing ways for users to flag information they believe to be fraudulent or to offer different perspectives on a topic. This is undoubtedly a pro-free speech approach to combatting fraudulent news, and in a sense a real-time test of the adage “The answer to speech you don’t like is more speech.” But as many Twitter users can attest, organized efforts by bots or trolls to push out a message (or attack an individual user) can be overwhelming, and it can be difficult—or impossible—to effectively disprove a fraudulent message being repeated on the platform multiple times a second by hundreds of different accounts.
The software-controlled Twitter accounts can form an automated or semi-automated army to push a certain message or manipulate conversations far faster and more cheaply than a human could.

Twitter is clogged with bot accounts that can follow, tweet, heart, and retweet—they essentially act like a person, but they’re automated. Because they can amplify information instantly, and affect Twitter’s algorithms, bots can be used for good (i.e. to spread public service announcements, raise awareness, motivate voters) or bad ends. Bots can spread false information and conspiracy theories quicker than they can be debunked. The software-controlled Twitter accounts can form an automated or semi-automated army to push a certain message or manipulate conversations far faster and more cheaply than a human could. One University of Southern California study found that about one-fifth of the discussion around the 2016 U.S. presidential election on Twitter was driven by bots.

A study published in Computers in Human Behavior, a peer-reviewed journal, found that Twitter bots are often “perceived as credible, attractive, competent in communication, and interactional. Additionally, there were no differences in the perceptions of source credibility, communication competence, or interactional intentions between the bot and human Twitter agents.”

Bots are effective and proliferating. In March, researchers determined that between 9 and 15 percent of active Twitter accounts are bots with built-in retweet and “mention” strategies that target specific groups. Mentioning another account’s username in a tweet notifies the user and increases references in the perceptions of source credibility, communication competence, or interactional intentions between the bot and human Twitter agents.

Bots are effective and proliferating. In March, researchers determined that between 9 and 15 percent of active Twitter accounts are bots with built-in retweet and “mention” strategies that target specific groups. Mentioning another account’s username in a tweet notifies the user and increases references in the perceptions of source credibility, communication competence, or interactional intentions between the bot and human Twitter agents.

According to Twitter Audit—a tool that determines how many fraudulent followers an account has—34 percent of CNN’s 25 million Twitter followers and 42 percent of Fox News’s nearly 9 million followers are fake. President Donald Trump has over 16 million fake followers—which is 41 percent of his total Twitter audience. Some indicators that an account is a bot may be similar or duplicated tweets, a large amount of tweets or tweets in rapid succession, and a profile URL that’s different from the screen name. BotOrNot, another public tool that evaluates Twitter accounts, leverages more than one thousand features to determine if a user is human or a program.

Bots played a key role in spreading the bogus story that presidential candidate Hillary Clinton was running a child sex ring out of a D.C. pizza parlor. They also helped push the evidence-free theory that Seth Rich—a Democratic National Committee employee who was murdered on a D.C. street—died because of a connection to leaked Clinton campaign emails.

Filippo Menczer, professor of informatics and computer science at Indiana University, studies how information spreads inorganically through automated bots. He said at a February conference at Harvard University that bots helped spread a fraudulent news story that three million immigrants voted illegally, as an explanation of why Clinton won the popular vote. The bots mentioned President Donald Trump’s Twitter handle hundreds of times in their campaign to spread the story. Trump then repeated the false statistic to congressional leaders as fact.

David Lazer, professor of political science and computer and information science at Northeastern University, studied 22,000 Twitter users and concluded that 70 percent of the false information in the months before the election was spread by only 15 people of that batch—less than 0.1 percent. Lazer told PEN America that this finding was ‘not as shocking as it might initially seem, in the sense that a lot of behaviors online tend to be concentrated in the top few individuals. Most people never tweet about politics, and most that do tweet very little.’ Lazer also found that of the 22,000 accounts he reviewed, about 50 people (0.2 percent) accounted for 50 percent of New York Times stories being shared on Twitter.

Lazer called the 15 users who shared fraudulent news “super-sharers,” or “super-active people who give their account information to third parties so that they’re tweeting almost constantly.” His research shows that “on Twitter, fake news is shared by real people … concentrated in a small set of websites and highly active users” who automatically share news from those sources. Those stories can then get amplified by bots, which try to get the attention of public figures, including Trump, through mentions.

A January U.S. intelligence report confirmed that Russia had launched a social media strategy of employing paid social media users, or “trolls,” to disrupt the American election system. In September, a New York Times investigation revealed that Russian operatives created “fake Americans” on Twitter and Facebook to influence the election, using bots to disseminate propaganda and disinformation that would benefit Trump.

“On Twitter, as on Facebook, Russian fingerprints are on hundreds or thousands of fake accounts that regularly posted anti-Clinton messages,” said the paper. “Many were automated Twitter accounts, called bots, that sometimes fired off identical messages seconds apart—and in the exact
alphabetical order of their made-up names, according to the [cybersecurity firm] FireEye researchers." The group found that on Election Day, one group of Twitter bots sent out the hashtag #WarAgainstDemocrats more than 1,700 times.\textsuperscript{483}

Shortly after the publication of the Times story, Bloomberg reported that Special Counsel Robert Mueller, who is looking into possible collusion between Russian operatives and the Trump campaign, was “zeroing in on how Russia spread fake and damaging information through social media and is seeking additional evidence from companies like Facebook and Twitter about what happened on their networks.”\textsuperscript{484} Both social media companies are also scheduled to appear before Congress for a hearing on Russia and the U.S. election in November.\textsuperscript{485}

Preventing Manipulation vs. Misinformation

While conspiracy theories took hold long before social media, bots can now spread this information much faster than human beings. Many people can’t really tell if something comes via an automated account or a person—especially since Twitter does not require typical users to reveal their real identities. (There are many reasons that a person may need to speak anonymously on social media, as noted elsewhere in this report, ranging from protecting their personal safety if they are a member of an oppressed group, to shielding themselves from government scrutiny if they are a political dissident in an authoritarian country, to enabling whistleblowers.)

Twitter says that it is constantly scanning for accounts that appear to violate their user policies, typically by exhibiting spammery behavior. This includes the mass distribution of tweets as well as attempts to manipulate trending topics.\textsuperscript{486} More recently, Twitter said it was also hunting for “malicious” accounts and information networks on its platform.\textsuperscript{487} The company said that on average, its automated systems catch more than 3.2 million suspicious accounts per week and 450,000 suspicious log-ins per day. These users’ visibility may be reduced while Twitter investigates.\textsuperscript{488}

“Much of this defensive work is done through machine learning and automated processes on our back end, and we have been able to significantly improve our automatic spam and bot-detection tools,” the company said in a blog post.\textsuperscript{489}

In a June 2017, the company said it was expanding its spam-detection team, adding resources, and building new tools to combat manipulation efforts that “undermine the core functionality” of the service.\textsuperscript{490} The update on security efforts was purposely vague:

> It’s important to note that in order to respond to this challenge efficiently and to ensure people cannot circumvent these safeguards, we’re unable to share the details of these internal signals in our public API. While this means research conducted by third parties about the impact of bots on Twitter is often inaccurate and methodologically flawed, we must protect the future effectiveness of our work.\textsuperscript{491}

In September, however, Twitter provided more detail on ongoing efforts. The company said that it was working to block suspicious activity by better identifying the true origins of traffic, detecting multiple accounts created by a single entity, building models that would analyze telling activities like the frequency and timing of tweets, and excluding automated tweets from its Trending Topics calculations, among other actions. The company also described verification and appeal mechanisms for suspicious accounts to prove legitimacy and plans to create a media literacy program.\textsuperscript{492}

Twitter’s efforts are so far focused on activity that violates its terms of service, but it hasn’t addressed the issue of false information being spread via its platform, including factually inaccurate tweets by Trump. Notably, Twitter amended its rules in December 2015 to prohibit “abusive behavior and hateful conduct,”\textsuperscript{493} and has since punished some users for content considered in violation of these standards.\textsuperscript{494}

In contrast to Facebook and Google, Twitter does not appear to be considering ways it could introduce fact-checking, or highlight the work of independent fact-checkers, on its platform. In September, the company said that it would work “with reporters and media organizations to ensure that Twitter’s real-time capacity for dispelling untruths is built into the approach of newsrooms and established media outlets worldwide.”\textsuperscript{495}

“We are looking at a sort of tradeoff between how much … censorship you want to do on the platform, and how much you want to do to guarantee unbiased political conversation online, which should be a priority,” Emilio Ferrara, a research assistant professor at the University of Southern California who studies Twitter, told Mother Jones.\textsuperscript{496} “Platforms like Twitter, Facebook, [and others] have an effect on information campaigns, have an effect on political beliefs, and have an effect on the news that people consume and are exposed to every day.”\textsuperscript{497}

The Road Ahead: Promising Approaches and Challenges

Twitter’s open platform makes it possible for users to independently respond to, and correct, information posted on the platform that they believe to be fraudulent. However, the use of bots to rapidly push out information—far faster than human users can—requires a more concerted response.

Make Suspected Bots More Visible: Twitter is already studying bot activity and has identified a number of characteristics to help identify them. Developing ways to flag suspected bots, in a way that is visible to all users on the platform, would help genuine Twitter users understand when they are looking at possible bot activity, and to evaluate the information they are seeing accordingly.

Point Users to Fact Checking and News Literacy Initiatives: Twitter should explore ways to highlight the work of fact checkers and to feature news literacy information on its platform, and should support these initiatives through funding and potential partnerships.
PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS
The Front Line Against Fraudulent News

Reporters and their editors play a key role in providing and disseminating reported and researched news across the internet and social media. Professional journalists use time-tested standards to be accurate, thorough, fair, unbiased, and as balanced as possible. These standards, summarized in the Society of Professional Journalists’ code of ethics, encourage journalists to seek the truth and report it, minimize harm, act independently, and be accountable and transparent. Many newsrooms have crafted their own detailed ethics codes, correction policies, and standards for reporting, but these codes don’t differ widely. In virtually every news organization, policies that foster transparency and accountability ultimately aim to promote trust and credibility.

At a major news outlet, before a news story goes on air, online, or in a newspaper, it is almost always read by one or more editors to ensure that it stands up, is well-sourced and unbiased, and has no “holes.” If the story isn’t ready, it is returned with queries to the journalist who prepared it. In an age of lean-staffed, fast-paced digital journalism, however, there are fewer editors to review not only the story but also the professional journalist’s tweets, Facebook posts, Snapchat stories, etc.—the kinds of communications that are often meant to direct news consumers to the longer reported and edited content carried by the outlet.

Today’s journalists must engage more directly with readers, master greater digital, audio, and visual storytelling skills than ever, and possess the speed and stamina to keep up with constantly breaking developments in an accelerated and relentless news cycle. Additionally, at a time when there’s an urgent demand for clarity and context beyond presenting many sides of a complex story, the line between the news reporter and the analyst or opinion writer has blurred—confusing audiences already challenged by a multitude of information sources and formats.

In general, professional reporters at established news organizations take extremely seriously their work to report facts, provide context, and produce work that is credible. Most aspire to be independent, fair, and accurate, but many increasingly are accused of being biased by partisan groups. Partisan media has thrived on the internet, and some of it lives by the same professional standards as the mainstream media. But much of it does not. Conventions including sourcing, fact-checking, editing, and corrections may not be considered operative in smaller, ideologically aligned news sites that do not claim or aspire to be the equivalent of The New York Times.

Despite often-invoked public disdain for the press, in times of real crisis, Americans turn to professional journalists and news outlets with proven track records to learn what’s going on and what to do, whether it’s a hurricane, foreign policy crisis, or terrorist attack. Journalists are not, as President Trump claims, “the enemy of the people.” In fact, they work for the people as stand-ins, upholding the First Amendment and the public’s right to know what their government representatives, agencies, and other institutions are doing. Yet journalists remain under attack. While to some degree they always have been, anti-journalism rhetoric has grown worse under a president who constantly challenges and delegitimizes the role of the press as a democratic institution. President Trump’s hostility toward the media, alongside the proliferation of fraudulent news stories and misinformation published for ideology or profit, has undercut public trust in journalists and placed new pressures on the profession.

Poll after poll shows an unprecedented level of distrust in American media. The Edelman Trust Barometer, an annual survey measuring the general population’s trust in business, media, government, and non-governmental organizations, reported a widespread collapse of faith in the media in its 2017 report. “Media is now seen to be politicized, unable to meet its reporting obligations due to economic pressures, and following social media rather than creating the agenda,” Richard Edelman wrote upon the release of the report. “Donald Trump circumvents mainstream media with his Twitter account, in this way seeming more genuine, approachable and responsive. Technology has allowed the creation of media echo chambers, so that a person can reinforce, rather than debate, viewpoints.”

President Trump has exacerbated the lack of public trust in media, but “it has been building slowly for decades, to the point that the conversation between the media and its readers is broken,” says Kyle Pope, editor of Columbia Journalism Review. “Many Americans no longer think the press listens to or understands them, and they long ago started tuning us out. We became part of the establishment that had turned its back on them. These are our failings, and they need to be fixed.”

Facing the Credibility Crisis
Journalists and news organizations know that they are in a credibility crisis and that the spread of false information is only exacerbating the problem. Some 72 percent of journalists think fraudulent news will continue to become a bigger issue and won’t go away, according to a Muck Rack survey of journalists published in May 2017. Many media experts, newsroom executives, and journalists are trying to figure out how to regain the public’s trust and help news consumers ferret out real news from fake. Media outlets are in nearly nonstop meetings and conferences with tech companies, academics, and each
other to combat the erosion of trust, according to Claire Wardle, chief strategist for First Draft, a nonprofit that addresses trust challenges in the digital age.\footnote{509}

John Daniszewski, editor-at-large for standards at the Associated Press, says that at the AP, the fraudulent news crisis has opened up “a new area of activity where we’re a bit on the offensive, trying to squelch incorrect or false reporting and debunk it... There’s enough fraudulent news out there that it’s having a corrosive and damaging effect on us.”\footnote{510} (In the interests of full disclosure, Mr. Daniszewski is married to PEN America’s Chief Operating Officer Dru Menaker.)

At the same time, newsrooms are aware of the role they, too, have played in the current credibility crisis, by occasionally publishing news stories that have not been adequately vetted or sourced, and by issuing corrections that competitors or critics then point to as sloppy journalism in action—even though some mistakes are inevitable in the fast-paced work of daily journalism, and correction issuance have long been standard operating procedure in the news industry.

Following President Trump’s inauguration in January, Time came under fire for a report by White House correspondent Zeke Miller, who stated that a bust of Martin Luther King Jr. had been removed from the Oval Office. Miller made the mistake of relying on unconfirmed information: He looked around the Oval Office and saw only a bust of Winston Churchill, leading him to draw his own conclusions—which some saw as influenced by bias and a presumption of bad faith toward Trump.\footnote{511} Though Miller quickly issued a correction and publicly took responsibility for his mistake, acknowledging that he should have confirmed his assessment with a White House aide, the damage was done: The president and his aides have cited this mistake as an example of “deliberately false reporting.”\footnote{512} The fact that Miller’s mistake appeared to be unintentional and his apology genuine was a distinction that did not concern the Trump Administration. But it did concern Time editor-in-chief Nancy Gibbs, who defended Miller’s journalistic integrity at the same time that she expressed regret for the error. “The President and White House aides have cited this mistake as an example of deliberately false reporting,” Gibbs posted to Time’s website. “It was no such thing.”\footnote{513}

In another widely publicized misstep in June, the Associated Press committed a sourcing error after running a story that linked Dow Chemical CEO Andrew Liveris to EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s decision to drop a ban on a harmful pesticide. “EPA chief met with Dow CEO before deciding on pesticide ban,” read the AP headline, drawing from an EPA-provided schedule that listed the Liveris-Pruitt meeting.\footnote{514} But when it was revealed that the meeting had been canceled, and that Pruitt never officially met with Liveris on the date in question, the AP followed up with a correction, according to its policies: “EPA says Pruitt meeting with Dow Chemical head was canceled.”\footnote{515} Here again, the story was read by some to reinforce concerns about media bias against the Trump Administration. But John Daniszewski sees the AP’s response to this error as the mark of a trustworthy newsroom. “Mistakes will happen occasionally in news gathering, with the best of intentions,” says Daniszewski. “We correct them quickly and ungrudgingly, and set the record straight as soon as we can. And that’s the mark of an honest news organization.”\footnote{516}

Of the thousands of reports published every day, mistakes and corrections such as these remain a relative rarity.\footnote{517} But at a time when some news consumers remain wary of establishment news organizations, partisan news outlets and activists are finding it far easier to enhance the visibility of—and in some cases blatantly distort—a news outlet’s errors and missteps, no matter how big or small they may be.

Breitbart News in particular has engaged in this strategy, investigating and fact-checking mainstream news competitors and their journalists and attempting to uncover sloppiness with varying degrees of success. In May, Breitbart picked up the story of an Associated Press freelancer who, following President Trump’s election, posted a call to protest on her Facebook wall, prompting Breitbart to accuse the AP of employing a “leftwing” activist.\footnote{518} The AP went on to bar the journalist from future political assignments, stating: “AP standards require employees to refrain from sharing political views in any public forum.”\footnote{519}

One month later, after Trump adviser Anthony Scaramucci disputed a CNN report alleging that he had ties to a Russian investment fund, Breitbart reporter Matthew Boyle launched his own investigation, exposing cracks in the claims.\footnote{520} CNN retracted the story, stating that it “did not meet CNN’s editorial standards.”\footnote{521} Network executives also asked for the resignation of three prominent CNN journalists involved in the report (including the executive editor of an investigative reporting unit), in one of the biggest shake-ups to stem in part from a partisan news outlet’s allegations of poor journalistic standards against an established media organization. In October 2017, Breitbart was itself the subject of a Buzzfeed exposé drawing on a number of internal Breitbart documents that “clearly show that Breitbart does more than tolerate the most hate-filled, racist voices of the alt-right. It thrives on them, fueling and being fueled by some of the most toxic beliefs on the political spectrum—and clearing the way for them to enter the American mainstream.”\footnote{522}

Some conservative activists have even gone undercover to try to catch the mainstream media in missteps. In one undercover video, activist James O’Keefe captured a CNN producer criticizing Kellyanne Conway’s physical appearance.\footnote{523} In another, a video that received endorsements from President Trump and White House Press Secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders, a CNN producer of health and medical stories suggested to one of O’Keefe’s colleagues...
that there might be no legitimacy in the ongoing Trump-Russia story. While these “gotcha” moments fall far short of proving fraudulent news making (“Diversity of personal opinion is what makes CNN strong,” CNN said in response to O’Keefe’s Trump-Russia video), they do assist an ongoing campaign to paint the mainstream news media as unreliable and biased.

News organizations already have a number of processes in place to ensure fairness, maintain accountability, and mitigate fallout when a story containing false or misleading information gets published. After Anthony Scaramucci disputed the June CNN report tying him to a Russian investment fund, CNN executives were quick to launch an internal review to vet the disputed information, get to the heart of the issue, and offer a timely retraction. Before going to publication, CNN stories are filtered through what’s known as “The Triad,” in which a story is passed from CNN’s fact-checkers to its standards team to its legal department, all to confirm that the reporting is fair and accurate and that it passes muster. But for the Scaramucci story, this three-pronged approach broke down: CNN’s legal department flagged concerns that were never addressed before publication. While CNN was quick to apologize for the mishap, it didn’t specify what, if anything, in the story was untrue. The network’s lack of transparency generated confusion about the severity of the breach in protocol, leading some at the network to question why CNN felt it necessary to demand the resignations of the journalists involved—a measure that a number of CNN staff members and media commentators found “overly harsh,” according to a September New York Times investigation of the incident.

To add an extra layer of accountability beyond the ranking editors who oversee standards and ethics issues, some newsrooms, like NPR’s, maintain an ombudsperson or public editor, whose job is to receive questions and concerns from the public, including complaints alleging that the news coverage is not fair or accurate. Traditionally there have been a few channels through which complaints can be lodged—e-mail, posted mail, telephone calls—though social media now allows critiques to be issued across a variety of platforms at any time. It’s up to the ombudsperson to sift through the messages (which at major news outlets can range in the thousands to the tens of thousands on a weekly basis) and respond, sometimes directly, sometimes via blog posts or weekly columns, with explanations or critiques about the reporting choices, journalist, or column in question. In one example of a public editor holding a news outlet accountable to a high level of journalistic integrity, former New York Times public editor Margaret Sullivan (now a media columnist at The Washington Post) criticized Times columnist Nicholas Kristof for failing to explain to readers why he’d championed Cambodian activist Somaly Mam, whose credibility was called into question by a Newsweek story. When Kristof responded to Sullivan’s charge in his column, writing about the matter
in great depth (“I thought she was a hero,” he wrote, “and, in fairness, so did lots of others”)29), Sullivan still didn’t let him off the hook. Speaking on behalf of the readers she was paid to represent, she asked if his response was “enough.” “Some Times readers have told me that they don’t think so,” she wrote. “Both in tone and conclusions, Mr. Kristof certainly could have gone further.”30 Where others may have put the issue to rest, Sullivan continued to push the conversation forward, taking seriously her role as a representative voice of the Times’ audience. And in an interesting postscript that illustrates how complicated journalism can be, a subsequent Marie Claire story on Somaly Mam cast doubt on some of the reporting in the original Newsweek piece that challenged her credibility.31

What an ombudsperson chooses to address publicly may depend on the newsworthiness and severity of the issue in question: Messages focusing on hateful grievances stemming from preconceived prejudices are typically passed over in favor of messages containing legitimate comments on an article’s accuracy, missing facts, or a columnist’s point of view. Ultimately, the ombudsperson is not there to defend or apologize for the news outlet but rather to represent public interests, explain how journalism works, and hold the newsroom accountable for maintaining the highest standards of journalistic integrity.32

Public editor roles are on the wane across the United States, however.33 Some news organizations have chosen to think differently about accountability, as The New York Times demonstrated this past May when it eliminated the public editor position, which it first established in 2003.34 Times publisher Arthur Sulzberger Jr. argued that the role of public editor had become unnecessary, as “our followers on social media and our readers across the internet have come together to collectively serve as a modern watchdog, more vigilant and forceful than one person could ever be.”35

Many people have criticized this decision, expressing skepticism of Sulzberger’s argument that today’s digital public square can effectively hold those in power accountable. As Margaret Sullivan, who had by then moved on to the Post, wrote in a tweet: “The one thing [a] public editor can almost always do is hold feet to the fire, and get a real answer out of management.”36 Newsweek’s Zach Schonfeld was more blunt, stating: “The Times’s ability to hold the [Trump] administration accountable relies on its ability to convince readers that it’s holding itself accountable—to convince the country that it’s not ‘fake news,’ as Trump frequently charges, and that it is getting the story right.”37 The scrapping of its public editor coincided with a more widespread reconfiguration of Times newsroom practices, as management decided that its multilayered setup of editors and copy editors “would be replaced by a single group of editors . . . responsible for all aspects of an article.”38 At a time when critics of the mainstream media continue to seize on any mistakes, this decision was seen in some quarters as removing rather than maintaining layers of accountability.

The Trump Administration, along with members of the partisan news media, have cited a number of other ways the mainstream media can’t be trusted. Subjective reportorial and editorial judgment, corporate influence, and the blurring of reporting, advertising, and opinion have all been held up as evidence of news media bias in recent years.

A handful of studies39 have demonstrated that journalists are far more likely to identify as Democrats or independents, and one 2014 Indiana University poll found that only 7 percent of reporters identified as Republicans, down from a decade earlier.40 Though this particular poll represented journalists across the industry and not just political journalists,41 the data was used to discredit the mainstream news media by right-leaning political pundits like Fox News’s Sean Hannity, who tweeted, “As if we needed any more evidence of media bias, a new study from Indiana University is extinguishing any doubts.”42 Media analyst Joe Concha read the study in a different light, pointing to a trend he believed was more relevant to the debate. “The number that really stands out from the study is the rise in reporters identifying themselves as independent,” Concha wrote. “Given the dark clouds hovering over both parties... it’s not terribly surprising to find 50.2 percent of reporters identify themselves as neither a Democrat nor Republican.” In Concha’s opinion, conservative pundits like Hannity left out deeper context in their rush to attack the “liberal bias” in the news media, reducing the numbers to a political argument rather than inviting the complex analysis they deserved.43

Accusations of bias aren’t limited to reporters. The owners of news organizations have been taken to task as well, including left-leaning billionaire Warren Buffet, who owns more than 30 (mostly local) newspapers;44 the Republican-leaning Smith family, owners of the broadcast TV giant Sinclair Broadcast Group45 and the Democratic-candidate-supporting Jeff Bezos, founder of Amazon.com, who purchased The Washington Post for $250 million in 2013.46

The Sinclair Broadcast Group, which has expanded drastically in recent years, has been criticized for infusing its network with a right-leaning perspective. The network requires its 173 stations to air certain news programs—including commentary from former Trump White House official Boris Epshteyn—that critics allege convey consistently conservative arguments on controversial political issues like voter ID laws and tax reform.47 (The number of Sinclair-owned stations is set to rise to 233 once the network finalizes its proposed $3.9 billion acquisition of Tribune Media.)48 In Seattle, a progressive city where Sinclair owns the KOMO broadcast station, some KOMO employees have expressed concern over news features like the “Question of the Day,”49 a daily poll they believe sometimes poses leading questions.50

The Smith family has also been historically supportive of Republican candidates.
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Jeff Bezos and The Washington Post have received similar scrutiny. Though he has been described as a libertarian, Bezos has donated money to several Democratic candidates over the years, prompting concern that his political inclinations could hold sway over the Post. Following Bezos’s purchase of the news outlet, Fortune magazine’s senior editor-at-large (and former Post employee) Allan Sloane wrote, “No matter what Bezos says ... he’s almost certain to begin imposing his standards and beliefs on the Post, or at least on its opinion pages.” Critics have also been wary of how Bezos’s corporate interests might affect the journalistic integrity of the Post. “Yes, Bezos bought The Washington Post with his own cash, not through Amazon. But that’s the best way of merging the two,” Cade Metz wrote in Wired following the 2013 purchase.

During his campaign for president and after his election, Donald Trump has been another frequent critic of Bezos and the Post: He revoked the paper’s credentials to cover his campaign events and accused Bezos of leveraging his news outlet to influence politicians. He also let loose on the corporate media in general: “Let’s be clear on one thing,” he said at a campaign rally. “The corporate media in our country is no longer involved in journalism. They are political special interest no dier than any lobbyist or other financial entity with a total political agenda—and the agenda is not for you, it’s for themselves.”

News outlets standing in the line of fire of these attacks have responded in a number of ways, with the intention of appeasing more balanced than their detractors give them credit for. In April The New York Times—which ranks on the “Audience Is More Consistently Liberal” side of Pew’s study of American media habits—hired Bret Stephens, a conservative columnist. Stephens’s first column drew outrage from some Times readers and led Business Insider to report on the “many” readers who chose to cancel their subscriptions in response to Stephens’s assertion that climate change activists hyperbolized the issue by “claiming total certainty about the science.”

Editorial page editor James Bennet defended his hiring of Stephens as an effort to bring a diversity of perspectives to the Times, writing that, “particularly during this turbulent and searching time in America and around the world, we should have the humility to recognize we may not be right about everything and the courage to test our own assumptions and arguments.” Others saw the hire as a superficial gesture more reflective of the establishment media’s short-sightedness than an earnest desire to bring a diversity of perspectives to its newsroom. “It takes a particular sort of insularity to hire a pro-war, anti-Trump white guy as a contribution to diversity on the NYT editorial page,” climate blogger David Roberts wrote in Vox in May. Kenneth Caldeira, a Carnegie Institution climate scientist, was more concerned about what he saw as the columnist’s flawed approach to crafting an argument. “Bret Stephens’s opinion piece ... is attacking a straw man,” Caldeira wrote in response to the column. “No working scientist claims 100% certainty about anything.”

Other news outlets have attempted to expand and deepen their coverage of non-urban and non-coastal parts of America, particularly in light of the soul-searching that ensued after the 2016 election, when news organizations and pollsters were forced to reconcile the reporting they’d done and the predictions they’d made with the election of the candidate that many had not foreseen winning. One Columbia Journalism Review article, titled “Drive-by Journalism in Trumplandia,” offered a piercing examination of the news media’s post-election reflex to send journalists in droves to the parts of rural America seen as responsible for Trump’s ascent. “While some stories have offered insight into these communities’ affinity for a billionaire with authoritarian tendencies,” the report stated, “much of the coverage feels like checking a box: We sent a reporter to explore the heart of American darkness. Such drive-by attempts signal that national media isn’t grappling with its mistakes in any sustained way.”

In March, in a move that, depending on one’s perspective, could be seen either as proof of or a direct challenge to the charge leveled in the CJR article above, the New York City–headquartered news group BuzzFeed hired an Ohio-based political reporter named Henry Gomez. BuzzFeed reported that BuzzFeed had specifically hired Gomez to explore the experiences of Trump voters and conservatives, and called Gomez’s midwestern locale “a notable detail, as some news organizations have said they plan to look outside the Northeastern ‘Acela corridor’ for new hires in an effort to better represent Americans across the heartland.” A similar line of thinking also led the Huffington Post to expand its digital magazine, Highline, to cover stories of people around the
country “who have been left out of the conversation.”578
While these attempts by news organizations to shine a light on under-covered communities and perspectives are noteworthy, they’ve also generated controversy. “The narrative that attributes Trump’s victory to a ‘coalition of mostly blue-collar white and working-class voters’ just doesn’t square with the 2016 election data,” Nicholas Carnes and Noam Lupu wrote in a June Washington Post analysis. In their estimation, Trump voters on the whole were more affluent than the phrase “working class” implied—a fact that few people were discussing.579 Such post-election prioritization of stories about white working-class Trump voters raised other concerns, including a worry that such widespread coverage of this specific community would inevitably reduce important coverage of the challenges facing differently marginalized communities. As one CNN reporter wrote shortly after the election, “The economic anxiety facing black and brown workers, while arguably more profound, has been largely left out of the conversation.”580

Attempts to source more stories from rural America don’t necessarily address the larger geographical divide that’s now a reality of the news industry. The national media is largely headquartered in wealthier cities along the East and West Coasts, while 73 percent of today’s internet publishing jobs are clustered along either the Boston–New York–Washington line or the western corridor running from Seattle to San Diego to Phoenix. The media “bubble,” in regards to geography, may be true.581

The news media has also been accused, sometimes rightly, of blurring the line between opinion, advertising, and bona fide journalism.582 Reacting to the rapid rise of social media, news sites have come to offer brands a kind of sponsorship that gives them direct access to news consumers, a strategy known as “native advertising”—ads that take on the appearance of editorial content.583 Forbes chief product officer Lewis DVorkin, a former print journalist, was an early advocate of breaking down the divide between journalism and marketing. With the advent of social media, he wrote in 2010, “the media’s three distinct voices—journalists, consumers and marketers—could openly roam about and publish within close proximity of each other, connecting, communicating and learning.... Today, everyone can be a creator or curator of content.”584

But DVorkin’s vision of digital journalism as an Eden where journalists, marketers, and news consumers exist on a level playing field has yielded a different reality. A study by the Tow-Knight Center for Entrepreneurial Journalism found that 54 percent of news consumers have at some point been deceived by native advertising.585 Journalist and blogging entrepreneur Andrew Sullivan has been particularly critical of the new advertorial landscape. “Advertising snuck into the editorial pages in a way that advertising has always wanted to do,” Sullivan said in an interview with Digiday, which covers technology’s role in media and marketing. “It used to be an axiom that the job of journalists was to be resistant to that and sustain the clear distinction between advertising and journalism. One side has effectively surrendered.”586

Most print news organizations with a digital presence label the content on their platforms: news, opinion, paid sponsorship, etc., with varying degrees of visibility and clarity. In this way, news outlets can alert their readers to the fact that they’re reading or viewing content that’s been paid for by advertisers. (Though it’s worth noting that on digital platforms, these labels aren’t always effectively applied—a point that this report will explore in greater depth.) “TBrandStudio” appears at the top of The New York Time’s sponsored-content pages, which the Times aggregates beneath the banner heading “From Our Advertisers” on its home page.587 The word “Advertisement” accompanies all paid content on Vice News’s website.588 Similarly, the word “Opinions” helms The Washington Post’s op-ed pages,589 while The Boston Globe’s op-ed section breaks down opinion pieces into subcategories: editorials, letters, and ideas.590 The Chicago Tribune quite simply labels news items “News.”591

Cable news outlets, by contrast, offer a more muddled mix of fact and opinion, where such labeling is harder to come by. For years, cable news networks have been airing hybridized talk programs that bring together a mix of reporters, hosts, and commentators in conversations that jump between news, analysis, and opinion without pausing to distinguish among the three or putting on-air labels on the screen to distinguish who is a journalist and who is an advocate. TV personalities like Sean Hannity will argue that they’re talk show hosts, not reporters, and so deserve a different level of scrutiny than television journalists.592 But Hannity’s show contains elements similarly employed by television news anchors to report on current events, such as interviews with newsworthy figures, clips of breaking news items, and interactions with Fox News reporters about developing stories. In March Fox News legal analyst Andrew Napolitano came under criticism for blurring the line between news reporting and rumormongering during an episode of Fox and Friends. Napolitano announced that “three intelligence sources” had confirmed that President Obama had enlisted British agents to wiretap Trump Tower during the presidential campaign—an allegation President Trump already held to be true.593 (“I’d bet a good lawyer could make a great case out of the fact that President Obama was tapping my phones in October, just prior to Election!” President Trump tweeted out on March 4.)594 Napolitano offered no evidence to back up his allegation, however, leading Fox News anchor Shepard Smith to state that the news network had no information to corroborate Napolitano’s claim. British officials denied the charge.595 According to Fox News’s website, Napolitano “provides legal analysis” on the Fox News Channel and the Fox Business
Network. But on this episode of Fox and Friends he was not offering analysis, he was stating as news an unverified claim.

The co-opting of journalistic tactics for talk programming combined with the lack of distinction between news reporters and expert contributors can be difficult for audiences to parse. Pundits can bring diverse and valuable perspectives to news stories that deserve contextualization, but they can also dilute complex arguments, pose false choices between whether an issue “belongs” to the right or the left, and stray into irrelevant or hostile territory, leaving audiences to determine the value of such discourse.

Even networks and programs that try to produce clear, identifying graphics to accompany the conversation find that their efforts can crumble with the velocity of on-air debate. "The leading news networks—CNN, Fox, MSNBC—don’t report the news as much as they talk and speculate endlessly about it,” Paul Farhi wrote in The Washington Post in June 2016. He was responding to the nearly nonstop campaign coverage of Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump, which was causing news networks’ ratings to soar after several years of decline.

In an age when social media holds enormous value for news networks and journalists to promote their stories and make important professional connections, there has been an unnerving tendency on the part of some journalists to use their widespread public followings on Facebook and Twitter to share their personal political leanings and opinions. While they’re obviously entitled to personal ideologies and beliefs, journalistic ethical conventions have long encouraged reporters to remain professionally neutral and skeptical in their service to the public. As former New York Times executive editor Bill Keller has said, “I think of it as reporters, as an occupational discipline, suspending their opinions and letting the evidence speak for itself.”

But the line blurs when a journalist is followed on social media by friends and strangers alike, prompting questions about who sees a journalist’s posted messages: Friends and family members? Fans and readers? How social media is used across the news industry is still evolving, and will continue to evolve for years to come. But as newsrooms and journalists continue to defend against accusations of bias, it’s important that they remain vigilant about social media practices and develop policies and standards around how social media is used by reporters, editors, and marketing teams. Professional journalists working for mainstream news outlets owe it to their audience to keep their biases in check and be open to and report on all points of view.

Labels, Headlines, and Verified Accounts: Tangible Steps to Combat Fraudulent News

While there are quite a few initiatives on which journalists and technologists are collaborating to conduct research and develop new tools, there are also simple efforts that news organizations can undertake to combat fraudulent news and push back against accusations of bias. These include making a concerted effort to better label every bit of published digital and print content. Andy Borowitz, who writes the Borowitz Report for The New Yorker, added a “Not the News” label to his pieces to ensure that no one confuses his satire with real news. There are also methods of appending fact-check “tags” to articles to signal whether an item that pops up through a search engine has been checked for accuracy by one or more independent third-party fact-checkers. Twitter employs blue check marks to verify that accounts of public interest are held by authentic users, another kind of signposting. This sort of verification can be especially useful since automated bot accounts are being programmed to spread fraudulent news, particularly on Twitter, according to a July 2017 Indiana University study on how online information spreads.

While verification requirements may help battle automated bots that spread fraudulent news, they are not without problems of their own. There are many reasons that a person may need to speak anonymously on social media: from oppressed minorities abroad who are worried about being targeted by their governments to victims of domestic abuse, LGBTQ+ youth, or whistleblowers of all stripes.

A range of approaches will be needed to help news consumers easily differentiate between types of content. This is especially true since many consumers read news on smartphones, where it’s more difficult to distinguish commentary, analysis, and hard news from one another than in, for example, a newspaper, where news is on the front page and opinion sits in the clearly titled op-ed section.

“If you look at how people consume news today, and the problems of confusing propaganda and news, these labels are actually more necessary than ever,” wrote Tom Rosenstiel, executive director of the American Press Institute, in a December 2016 paper for the Brookings Institution entitled “What the post-Trump debate over journalism gets wrong.” “Inside our mobile streams,” he wrote, “as we click through related links, news stories and opinion stories are mixed. And on social platforms, all content is combined. Journalists need to help readers make these distinctions, not give up on them because they are not as clean cut as they once were.” Clear and accurate labels could also help consumers regain trust in the mainstream news. In Rosenstiel’s opinion, journalists and editors “should embed a label of ‘News Story,’ ‘News Analysis,’ or ‘Opinion Piece’ right into the content in such a way that it is evident when a piece is linked to on social media.”

Another step that news organizations can take to regain public trust and push back against misinformation is to be vigilant on the accuracy of headlines. Mainstream news publications sometimes use “clickbait” headlines that are attention-grabbing in order to increase article views. Scott Kraft, deputy managing editor of The Los
Angeles Times, is realistic about the importance of writing headlines that accurately reflect the information in an ensuing article, while also attracting a wide audience. “We want the biggest audiences we can have for our stories,” says Kraft. “Obviously we have standards for writing headlines and what should be in there, that we shouldn’t overpromise or take advantage of words that we know do well on a search.” But headlines don’t have to be bland, either. “They can be clever, they can use word play, they can do a number of things,” says Kraft. “But they still have to reflect what’s in the story, because if a person clicks on that headline and goes to the story, and the story doesn’t say what [the headline] says, then we’ve lost a little credibility with that reader.”

Claire Wardle contends that “all newsrooms” are guilty of writing clickbait headlines, some of which can be misleading. “Usually the text is fine,” Wardle says. “But headlines drive traffic. I don’t think we’ve been honest with each other about what misleading headlines do to the news ecosystem.”

The problem is exacerbated given the human tendency to see a sensational headline and instantly share it, often without reading the content. On April Fool’s Day 2014, NPR posted an empty article with the headline “Why Doesn’t America Read Anymore?” The goal of the experiment was to see if readers really did engage with articles beyond a headline. While there was no corresponding article to back up the headline, a number of “readers” issued passionate and defensive comments about the nonexistent article nonetheless.

The publication IFLScience.com conducted a similar social experiment last year to see how often a headline would be shared and retweeted. The attention-getting headline read: “Marijuana Contains ‘Alien DNA’ From Outside Of Our Solar System, NASA Confirms.” The headline was bogus. It was shared over 167,000 times.

Both publications wanted to prove a point: People share and sometimes trust sensational headlines without reading the story. In explaining the reasoning behind its experiment, IFLScience.com referenced a Columbia University and France National Institute study by computer scientists that showed that up to 59 percent of links shared on Twitter were never clicked on, suggesting that people are more likely to share content than read it.

Critics complain that partisan groups that alter headlines are creating another kind of fraudulent news. For example, earlier this year, a conservative nonprofit changed a headline to take aim at a Virginia gubernatorial primary contender, Ed Gillespie, who was mentioned in a The Washington Post story about the debate over removing Confederate statues. The Post article, which was primarily about Gillespie’s opponent, included Gillespie’s stance that “he doesn’t support moving statues but that such decisions are local issues.” The conservative group Conservative Response Team, however, changed the Post headline on Facebook to read “Gillespie: I’m OK with Charlottesville Taking Down the General Lee Monument.”

The Facebook post—with its new, misleading headline—was widely shared and viewed more than 400,000 times, and was removed only weeks later by Facebook (for violating its Terms of Use). Facebook has since restricted users’ ability to edit headlines.

News organizations have always sought readers’ attention through flashy headlines, but with today’s journalism industry struggling to stay afloat, the pressure to attract eyeballs is particularly intense. Amy Webb, CEO of the Future Today Institute, has spent the past 15 years concerned about and working on the future of journalism. She believes that accurate headline writing is a simple fix that news organizations could employ to regain credibility. “I see 10 to 15 headlines a day that are misleading,” Webb noted in a recent interview. “Everyone is looking for a switch to pull the plug on fake news or come up with some grand gesture. The first step, I think, is a small step. We have to get every news organization to agree to some standards on how to write their headlines.”

New Initiatives: Building Credibility Through Greater Transparency

“Credibility really boils down to transparency,” says Jane Elizabeth of the American Press Institute. According to Elizabeth, the more transparent you are about “how you do journalism, why you chose to write this story, the more people will understand. But we live in a very divided society. I don’t know how successful we can be, but we have to try.” Elizabeth sees transparency as one of the three key elements of accountability journalism. The other two are providing context and using original named sources.

“Newsrooms need be more transparent about what they do and why,” says Dan Gillmor, a media literacy professor at Arizona State University’s journalism school. “This involves explaining more about who journalists are and what their backgrounds and biases are. It involves explaining how—and especially why—they do what they do. It includes more engagement (a word I don’t especially like) with the audience/community related to transparency. It involves using technology much better to achieve all of this.”

The AP’s John Daniszewski says transparency remains an important goal of his news organization. “In general we want to be transparent. In fact we have our statement of news values and principles on our publicly facing website, and we’re engaged in a project now to make it more accessible and more usable for the general public, so they can get to it faster and search it. I think in this environment, it has become more important for news organizations to speak about their values, and why they do is important and trustworthy.”

“It’s very important for people to understand all that the media does when they report on a story,” David Sanger
of The New York Times said at a Fortune-sponsored technology panel. “There’s a lot of talk about the media using anonymous sources—the president calls them fake sources—but maybe the media doesn’t do a good enough job of explaining to people what its processes are, how it tries to combat bias, how it tries to be fair to people. People don’t get to see all the stories that get killed by editors because they don’t have enough sources.”

A variety of new projects are underway to help reporters and newsrooms boost their efforts to maximize transparency. To engage audiences and help journalists become more transparent, Hearken, a journalism consulting platform, is working on a new tool, Open Notebook, for getting audience input before a story is published. Julia Haslanger, an engagement consultant at Hearken, told the Harvard-affiliated Nieman Lab that the idea, inspired by the updates that Kickstarter projects send their backers, is a cross between “a mini-newsletter, a live blog, and a place to store files in public.”

Hearken, the Nieman Lab report added, “is modeling the idea on the efforts of organizations like ProPublica and The New York Times, which recently have made efforts to both publicly verify breaking news stories in real-time and involve readers in the reporting process.” Haslanger said that radical transparency in reporting can help to address the credibility problem. “Journalists continually need to earn trust,” she said. “I don’t think earning trust is something you do once and just bank on for a long time.”

As one example of transparent reporting, Haslanger noted how The Washington Post’s David Farenthold used Twitter to ask his followers for help reporting on Donald Trump’s charitable giving, then continued to keep them updated on Twitter before publication in the Post. Another example, this time of an entire news organization’s attempt at accountability and transparency, was a May 2017 New York Times video showing viewers exactly how the paper verified the chemical attack in Syria. A third example was The Washington Post’s July 2017 behind-the-scenes explanation of how it reported its story on Washington, D.C., school suspensions.

Sally Lehrman, who heads the Trust Project at Santa Clara University, agrees that the media sometimes does a poor job of explaining how it works to its audience. The Trust Project seeks to use technology to help readers separate trustworthy journalism from questionable sites to reinforce credibility. Lehrman is working with some 70 news organizations in the United States and abroad—including The New York Times, The Washington Post, Mother Jones, Mic, and Vox as well as with Google, the American Press Institute, Facebook, and Poynter. Lehrman has also formed the News Leadership Council, which guides the Trust Project “on core issues related to information literacy and rebuilding trust in journalism within a fractious, so-called post-fact environment.”

This group includes editors from The Washington Post, Financial Times, and The Wall Street Journal and executives from Google, Facebook, Gizmodo Media Group, Hearst Television, and marketing and diversity advocacy organizations.

Lehrman says that she and Richard Gingras, Google’s vice president of news, came up with the idea for the Trust Project in 2014, after a number of Silicon Valley residents expressed a desire to explore ways for editors to use technology to support quality journalism instead of seeing technology as a barrier, as they believed too many editors did. According to Lehrman, they started interviewing readers to find out what they value in news: when they trust it and when the trust is broken. The first meeting was in 2015 with news executives in the United States and abroad.

“Some members of the public are frustrated with journalism that seems thin, uninformed, biased against their community, and replete with argument, anger, and violence,” Lehrman wrote in The Atlantic in May 2017. “They complain about opinion presented exactly like news. Some people are so fed up that they have simply disengaged.” A news story, people told them, “should offer tools like annotation and forms that would allow readers to contest claims, suggest more sources and propose ideas for reporting further. Journalists, people urged, should be more collaborative with the public they aim to serve.”

Lehrman, Gringas, and partners came up with a list of 37 “trust indicators” that they believed would enhance transparency. Soon they were whittled down to eight core trust indicators and their attributes, including information about the news outlet’s ownership and the expertise of its journalists. Other trust indicators include: Does the outlet link to credible sources; have an ethics and corrections policy; have a commitment to diverse voices; and clearly label if an article is news, sponsored content, opinion, or something else. “The idea,” Lehrman says, “is that you would open up your phone or you’re looking at your computer screen, and you would see, along with the news story that you are looking at, signals or indicators of where did this come from. Is it a piece of news? Is it analysis? Is it opinion? Is it satire? You could also click on the author byline and find information about that producer or author. Then, tied to these bits of information that the public could see, we would provide signals back to the news distribution platforms that their algorithms can read. It essentially is an affirmative signal, as opposed to [a] fake news negative signal.”

The Trust Project has commitments from Google, Facebook, Twitter, and Microsoft’s search engine Bing to surface links from news organizations that have fulfilled trust indicators more prominently in their news feeds and search results. Readers would see clear visual icons
“Using a combination of the author’s digital identity, the current date and time, and the digital content itself, an algorithm computes a unique block of data that functions like a digital notary stamp,” Susan McGregor.

demonstrating which trust indicators apply—a kind of nutritional label for news.

“We have a lot of signals that let us understand that WaPo—The Washington Post—is quite a different source from a blog that sprang up 10 days ago,” Gingras says. Technology companies and the public, he adds, “share the same objectives: We don’t like being scammed/spammed.”

Claire Wardle’s First Draft, also backed by Google, launched in 2015 to help journalists verify social media content, particularly photos and videos, and pull together resources for gathering, verifying, and creating stories from user-generated content. In February, First Draft (also known online as First Draft News) teamed up with Google News Lab, Facebook, and 37 French news outlets to fact-check the 2017 French presidential election. Called CrossCheck, this collaborative journalism verification project was designed to “help the public make sense of what and who to trust in their social media feeds, web searches, and general online news consumption,” in the words of its inaugural press release. “We debunked 65 stories, got 550 questions from the audience, had 180,000 fans on Facebook, and all this happened in 10 weeks,” Wardle said after the French election. “We learned an enormous amount from this project.”

Another idea for improving the credibility of existing content is to technologically create a kind of verified digital signature. “Using a combination of the author’s digital identity, the current date and time, and the digital content itself, an algorithm computes a unique block of data that functions like a digital notary stamp,” Susan McGregor, an assistant director at the Tow Center for Digital Journalism, wrote in CJR. “Such digital signatures are how your computer or phone identifies ‘trusted developers’ when you download a program or app; they are the same ‘signatures’ provided by encrypted email software.”

Then there’s the $1.8 million News Integrity Initiative, launched in April 2017 with money from nine funders, including Facebook, the Mozilla Foundation, and the Ford Foundation. The CUNY Graduate School of Journalism is administering the initiative, which involves research, projects, and discussions dedicated to finding ways to better listen to the public, according to Jeff Jarvis, the director of the Tow-Knight Center for Entrepreneurial Journalism at CUNY. In early October 2017, it awarded a total of $1.8 million to 10 projects focused on building trust between newsrooms and the public, improving diversity in newsrooms, and decreasing polarization in public conversations.

Addressing the potential problem of an all-powerful entity that decides which content should and shouldn’t get published, Jarvis wrote in a post on Medium, “I do not want to see single arbiters of trust, quality, authority, or credibility—not the platforms, not journalistic organizations, not any self-appointed judge—nor single lists of the good and bad. I do want to see more metadata about sources of information so that everyone in the media ecosystem—from creator to advertiser to platform to citizen—can make better, more informed decisions about credibility.”

As part of this initiative, Jarvis wrote, CUNY, Storyful, and Moat are collaborating to help advertisers and social media platforms avoid supporting fraudulent news by creating an Open Brand Safety database to track websites and video URLs that they’ve identified as creating intentional misinformation. Rather than flagging false news articles, it will flag sites that publish false news articles, protecting companies that don’t want their ads to appear on such sites and starving them of ad revenue. “The Storyful-Moat partnership, called the Open Brand Safety framework, first attacks the low-hanging and rotten fruit: the sites that are known to produce the worst fraud, hate, and propaganda,” Jarvis wrote. “Storyful—a division of Rupert Murdoch’s News Corp—verifies social content that makes news, while Moat evaluates the effective reach of online ads.”

Jimmy Wales, who founded Wikipedia, announced in April that he was forming WikiTribune, a crowd-funded news platform, to fight fraudulent news. WikiTribune envisions itself as a neutral news site that hires professional journalists to research and report news along with citizen volunteers. Wales wants to combine the Wiki concept of letting the community control everything with guidance from pros. “You need to have some professional journalists on staff who can do the things that it’s too hard to do from home, and yet you shouldn’t discount the value that a great community can bring in terms of fact-checking, overseeing things, working on neutrality, and even doing some original reporting, when they’re well-suited to do it,” Wales told Nieman Lab. WikiTribune will cover general news, particularly politics, at first, said Wales. According to its website, it will be ad-free and community.
funded (as of October 2017, there were over 11,000 supporters). News will be evidence-based and documented, and sources will be transparent.

Not everyone is optimistic about the project. Adrienne LaFrance, who writes on media and other topics for The Atlantic, criticized WikiTribune as “too ambitious” to work with a staff of only 10. “It’s tempting to imagine a new kind of journalism site that tidily solves so many of the industry’s problems—a site that’s indifferent to the shrinking pool of available ad dollars, that gets people to carefully vet the information they encounter on a massive scale, a site that inspires people to spend their money on quality journalism, and a site that consistently produces it,” she wrote. “This is ambitious stuff. Maybe too ambitious. After all, for WikiTribune to accomplish its goals, people will have to agree to both pay for the service and build it themselves—with most of them doing that work for free.”

The Road Ahead: Promising Approaches and Challenges

Even the most venerated journalism institutions could benefit from taking certain steps toward increasing their own accountability, in order to generate deeper trust among the public and to help readers distinguish between real news stories and false or slanted information.

Maximize Transparency: Many news consumers, young people as well as adults, may be unfamiliar with the practices of newsrooms and journalists. News organizations can signal accountability and help assuage distrust around reporting practices and editorial decisions by ensuring that their websites provide easily accessible information outlining their standards, practices, and policies—including how they address errors, provide adequate fact-checking, and make use of a public editor or ombudsperson. (Since public editor roles are on the decline, news organizations might also wish to explain their reasons for not making use of this position.) Newsrooms might also benefit from offering readers a window into the news-making process, posting behind-the-scenes videos, or publishing step-by-step guides that elucidate how the work gets done, from pitches to fact-checking to publication to issuing corrections.

Newsrooms can also become more transparent about how they hold reporters and editors accountable. Journalists’ bios, which can be linked to from article bylines, should attest to credentials and areas of expertise. If journalists are being unfairly targeted as purveyors of fraudulent news, the news organizations that employ them should offer public and transparent support. If reporters have a significant public presence and cover contentious political and other issues, editors should monitor their adherence to the outlets’ standards policies, especially concerning the airing of personal opinion on social media.

Improve Accessibility and Engagement: We live in an era in which consumers wield more influence than ever before. Social media has elevated consumer voices, often with positive outcomes that improve corporate accountability and empower communities. Applied to newsrooms and news consumers, organizations that open a more direct line of communication between audiences and journalists could go a long way in establishing trust among audiences and enhancing newsrooms’ accountability. News consumers who feel that their voices and experiences aren’t represented in the news they read, or that certain news outlets demonstrate biases in their reporting, could find redress in newsrooms that regularly solicit audience input, ask readers for real-time verification of breaking news, and crowd-source ideas for stories, sources, and leads.

Improve Labeling of Content and Graphics: Whether deliberately or not, news outlets are not always judicious in how they choose to label and present content. A news item should be visually discernible from opinion, analysis, sponsored content, and paid advertisements. Graphic labeling that is bold and consistent would go a long way in establishing concise visual cues that alert audiences to the genre of the content they’re engaged with. Newsrooms should also take measures to embed labels in such a way that when content is linked to on social media, its label will be immediately visible in the thumbnail.

Address Misleading Headlines: Even the most judicious newsrooms aren’t immune to a clickbait economy that traffics in headlines. But headlines that fail to deliver on the content they promise risk alienating readers and sowing greater distrust and suspicion of media biases. Newsrooms that establish (and are transparent about) their own headline-writing standards could go a long way toward drawing in readers and gaining their trust.

Increase Collaboration Among New Initiatives: As this section describes, there are a variety of promising multi-stakeholder initiatives under way to combat fraudulent news and increase public trust in the media. These initiatives offer a mix of research and proposed ways forward, through community engagement, content labeling, and transparency initiatives. From the CUNY-administered News Integrity Initiative, to the crowd-sourced WikiTribune, to the transparency-focused Trust Project, these new entities are spearheading a collaborative, innovative, and tech-friendly approach to combatting fraudulent news.

Having already embraced a collaborative ethos, these initiatives should coordinate with one another to ensure that their work is not duplicative. But overall, these new projects will require not only institutional support but also societal buy-in to thrive. Organizations concerned about the spread of fraudulent news should assist in building up these new initiatives, to favor a more proactive approach to both false news and the more long-term work of rebuilding trust in the media.
FACT-CHECKING

In March 2017, a website called Newslo claimed that at a CNN town hall, then-U.S. Secretary of Health and Human Services Tom Price took a question from a cancer survivor who asked why the GOP wanted to cut the Medicaid expansion that saved his life and kept him from bankruptcy.970 “At the end of the day, it’s better for our national budget if cancer patients pass away more quickly,” Price supposedly replied. “It’s a lousy way to live anyway, and I’m sorry to say it out loud, but it’s the truth.”673

The quote later appeared on the websites USPOLN684 and Politicops.695 Only one problem: The quote was fraudulent. While Price did talk to a cancer survivor at a CNN town hall,686 he never said that it would help if cancer patients died quickly, according to a transcript of the event.677

Newslo bills itself as a “news/satire” hybrid, with the tagline “Just Enough News.”696 The site takes true political stories as a jumping-off point, then turns to satire to make them more absurd. “What makes Newslo.com-related stories especially confusing is that they use a small piece of real news or quotes by real people and build fraudulent stories around them,” according to PolitiFact, a fact-checking project that started in 2007.679 “They feature a pair of buttons that allow readers to highlight the true parts of their stories, so readers can conceivably know the difference.” But if someone shares the story “on other sites, without the buttons, there’s no way to know.”680

Independent fact-checking organizations jumped on the eye-popping quote: Snopes680 debunked the Price claim and posted a video explanation on Facebook688 a day after it appeared. PolitiFact weighed in on March 21, rating it “Pants on Fire.”685 FactCheck.org dismissed it as false on March 23684—a week after it appeared. Facebook users even flagged the post as potentially fraudulent news.685 Yet the story ended up being shared on Facebook more than 75,000 times.686

“Some stories you get to the third paragraph, and clearly the stuff is so ridiculous or supposed to be satire,” Lori Robertson, managing editor of FactCheck.org told PEN America.687 “Clearly people are not reading these articles past the headlines. Some stories are trying to be a little more tricky. But a lot of them, if you go to the ‘about us’ page, a lot of them are upfront and say they are news satire.”688

Fact-checking in the age of 24-hour news cycles has spurred growing legions of independent checkers.684 The majority of fact-checking sites focus on politics, with the notable exception of Snopes, which was founded in 1994 to investigate urban legends and includes general interest and politics.696 FactCheck.org, the first political site, started in 2003 when founder Brooks Jackson, a former CNN correspondent, began exploring politicians’ tortured relationship with the truth.660 At CNN, Jackson “pioneered the ‘adwatch’ and ‘factcheck’ device for debunking false and misleading political statements, starting with the presidential election of 1992,” according to FactCheck.org.692

Jackson joined the Annenberg Public Policy Center in 2003 and started FactCheck.org after tiring of readers cluttering his inbox with political spam and chain letters, the old-fashioned version of fraudulent news.648 He once received an email that claimed that members of Congress don’t pay social security but receive fat pensions at taxpayer expense.656 “How many people can YOU send this to?” urged the email. “Keep this going clear up thru the 2004 election!! We need to be heard.”658 There was no truth to it. So Jackson wrote a blog post in 2004 titled “What to do when your friend’s email lies to you.”658 “This cyber-sickness should stop,” he presciently typed. “All it takes is a little bit of common sense and skepticism, some curiosity and a few keystrokes. Nailing these lies can even be fun.”658 His blog post could be considered the first how-to guide for exposing false online information.

Fact-Checking Enterprises Have Grown Dramatically

As of October 2017, there were 43 active fact-checking outfits in the United States at the state, national, and local levels, according to the Reporters’ Lab at Duke University, which studies new forms of journalism.699 Some are affiliated with news organizations, others with NGOs and civic watchdogs. “Most of the fact-checking operations in the U.S are projects of news media organizations,” Mark Stencil of the Reporters’ Lab told PEN America.700 “That is not the case outside the U.S., where the work is done by a mix of media companies, standalone start-ups and nonprofits, journalism projects based at universities, and watchdog groups that are focused in some way on government accountability.”701

Worldwide, the number of active fact-checking projects has increased dramatically, from 44 active fact-checking organizations in 2014702 to 126 in 49 countries as of October 2017, according to the Reporters’ Lab. There are now independent fact-checking organizations on every continent except Antarctica.703

“Now that our work is so well-known and an established form of journalism, governments and political actors are calling themselves fact-checkers, using our approach to produce propaganda,” Bill Adair, director of the Reporters’ Lab, said in a speech at Global Fact 4 in Spain706 that was attended by about 190 fact-checkers from 54 countries.705 “We need to speak out against this and make sure people know that government propagandists are not fact-checkers.”706

An independent fact-checking organization includes most of the following attributes, according to the Reporters’ Lab:707 It “examines all parties and sides; examines discrete claims and reaches conclusions; tracks political promises; is transparent about sources and methods; discloses funding/affiliations; and...its primary mission is news and information.”708

The growth in independent, nonpartisan fact-checkers
Some stories you get to the third paragraph, and clearly the stuff is so ridiculous or supposed to be satire,”

Lori Robertson, managing editor of FactCheck.org told PEN America. “Clearly people are not reading these articles past the headlines.

spiked during the long presidential election season. At one point, there were 52 U.S. fact-checkers verifying Donald Trump’s and Hillary Clinton’s remarks, though some shuttered after the election. “Fact-checking has become a well-established part of campaign journalism,” Adair wrote in The New York Times, citing an October 2016 Pew Research Center survey, which found that 83 percent of voters believe fact-checking is a responsibility of the news media.

Today a number of daily news organizations, including The Washington Post, the Associated Press and NPR, have in-house fact-checking operations tasked with assessing the accuracy of statements by public officials, media outlets, and other information in the public interest. In January, the BBC set up a team to debunk false news. The New York Times hired a dedicated fact-checker this year. AP has launched a weekly feature, “Not Real News: A look at what didn’t happen this week,” that debunks false news and is distributed to its clients. Other news organizations, including CNN and NBC, fact-check heavily during elections—when falsehoods are most prevalent—and sporadically at other times, such as during presidential speeches and other major televised events, said Adair of the Duke Reporters’ Lab.

The American Press Institute is leading a project to increase and improve the practice of fact-checking and accountability journalism. “The grant-funded project supports research to improve political fact-checking, and works with news organizations to significantly increase and improve accountability journalism practices as well as contribute to public debates on the topic,” its website states. Its website offers resources for fact-checkers, including a link to the “Verification Handbook,” edited by Craig Silverman, BuzzFeed’s media editor. The PDF-format handbook has tips on verifying photos, videos, and user-generated content, especially when it appears during a crisis.

How Fact-Checkers Operate

Most fact-checkers are journalists. Fact-checkers begin researching claims by combing the web, reading old speeches, making phone calls, looking at data, checking photos, and talking with experts or staff to parse fact from fiction. For example, PolitiFact looked into a story on the now-defunct website FreedomCrossroads.us that claimed House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi suffered a psychotic breakdown on June 14, 2017 and had been “transferred via ambulance to Bethesda,” showing an image of an ambulance with its loading doors open. PolitiFact noted that the image used on the site came from year-old NBC footage of a March 2016 shooting at the Capitol. They also checked to see who owned FreedomCrossroads.us and found that the owner was a self-described liberal troll from Maine who liked to trick conservatives with absurd stories to show their gullibility. Of course, as PolitiFact also noted, anyone on the FreedomCrossroads website could have scrolled to the bottom, where they would have noticed a message stating, “Here we gather a boatload of bullhonkey, works of pure satirical fiction, to give the fist-shakers of the world a reason to hate.”

PolitiFact, which won a Pulitzer Prize in 2009 for its groundbreaking work during the 2008 election, is operated by editors and reporters from the Tampa Bay Times, an independent Florida newspaper owned by the nonprofit Poynter Institute for Media Studies. It gets some funding from Poynter, grants and individual donations as well as from TV syndication, app sales, and fees from state affiliates, which are run by local news organizations that partner with the Tampa Bay Times and concentrate on local facts. As of October 2017, there were 18 state PolitiFacts, though Bill Adair notes that “the number of active partners has declined since the election, which is a pattern we typically see.” State PolitiFacts often share costs with local news outlets. For example, PolitiFact Georgia partners with The Atlanta Journal-Constitution. PolitiFact Texas works with three print affiliates: the Austin American-Statesman, the Houston Chronicle, and the San Antonio Express-News.

The Washington Post’s Fact Checker column is seven years old. It has three staffers, one hired in April for video fact checks. (For comparison, FactCheck.org has eight employees and four undergraduate fellows; Snopes has 16 full-time employees, including a six-person support staff; and PolitiFact lists 18 staffers.) “Traffic is soaring,” said Glenn Kessler, who inaugurated Fact Checker. “January was our biggest month ever. And so far this year, we are running about 150 percent higher than last year.” Kessler noted that from July 2015 to
While the demand for help determining what’s true, partly true, or flat-out false is robust, some question the usefulness for the amount of effort. Is it working? Does it change minds? How do you measure impact? A recent study that looked at the media landscape from 2014 to 2016 suggests that fraudulent news was more influential in driving the agenda of partisan media than fact-checkers were with news media overall. The study concluded that fact-checkers’ “influence appears to be declining, illustrating the difficulties fact-checkers face in disseminating their corrections.”

Time is the biggest obstacle working against even industrious fact-checkers. No matter how quickly an independent fact-checker works, it’s rarely going to be simultaneous with the misinformation or lie. “It’s a lot faster to publish a falsehood or a lie,” said Alexios Mantzarlis, director of Poynter’s International Fact-Checking Network. “You don’t need to research a lie. You need to research a fact-check extensively.”

Jestin Coler, an admitted creator of fraudulent-news sites, knows this firsthand. During the 2016 presidential campaign, he made a lot of money inventing stories that got wide distribution, including one bogus story for his flagship website, National Report, about how customers in Colorado marijuana shops were using food stamps to buy pot. Coler questions whether fact-checking is effective given the delay. “These stories are like flash grenades,” he told The Guardian in May. “They go off and explode for a day. If you’re three days late on a fact check, you already missed the boat.”

In many cases, conscientious news consumers who are in doubt have to proactively research whether a claim is true. During the Ebola crisis and at the height of the Obamacare debate, Andrew Guess at Columbia University looked at 100,000 tweets on the two topics and found that on Twitter, misinformation outpaced efforts to correct it by a ratio of about three to one. After a few weeks, incorrect and corrective tweets became more equal in number, according to the study.

PolitiFact’s Adair believes that fact checks need be done as soon as possible to be effective. “The moment someone says something, it would be great to have an instant fact-check,” he said. “That’s possible since politicians are creatures of habit and repeat the same lines. We have to figure out how to detect a statement and match it in a fast way.”

In June, Full Fact, an independent fact-checking nonprofit in the U.K., received $500,000 from the Omidyar Network and the Open Society Foundations to build two automated fact-checking tools. In October, the organization plans to debut its new software, which will automatically alert journalists to false claims made in the media and in Parliament in real time. According to The Guardian, the software “scans statements as they are made by politicians and instantly provides a verdict on their veracity. An early version relies on a database of several thousand annual fact-checks, but later versions will automatically access official data to inform the verdict.”

“It’s like trying to build an immune system,” Mevan Babakar, a project manager for Full Fact in London, told The Guardian. With the goal of becoming progressively more effective at fighting the disease of misinformation, the software will track millions of words on live news programs, broadcasts of Parliament, and newspaper articles “until it identifies a claim that appears to match a fact-check already in its database,” The Guardian reported. Babakar said the goal is not to be conclusive but to provide the “best available evidence.”

Other experimental efforts to use machine learning and automation for fact-checking are underway, but most of these still depend to some extent on careful human analysis by those familiar with the news, as the software may flag a fact check that isn’t relevant and cause more problems than it’s trying to solve. “I’m skeptical we’ll see anytime soon a fully automated solution, not in the next decade or two,” said Poynter’s Mantzarlis. But “parts of the fact-checking process might be speeded up. If someone says unemployment is going up or crime down—that a machine could learn, and that would free up time for the more complicated stuff.”

Fact-Checking in a Hyper-Partisan Era

In a deeply polarized political climate, fact-checking itself is regarded skeptically by some, especially those on the right who argue that it is unfairly critical of Republicans and too lenient toward Democrats. A June 2017 report from the Duke Reporters’ Lab confirmed that liberals like fact-checking; conservatives don’t. It also found that during the 2016 election, popular conservative websites were far more likely to criticize, ridicule, or dismiss fact-checking outlets than their liberal counterparts. The report, which studied five liberal and five conservative American media outlets, highlights the need to figure out how to reach audiences that are skeptical of fact-checking.

Independent fact-checking organizations say that they are committed to being nonpartisan. But since a lot of claims that they check come from the right, there is a perception that they lean left. “In my experience, fact-checkers are desperate to be nonpartisan,” said Dartmouth University professor Brendan Nyhan, who studies fact-checking. “But that doesn’t mean they should create artificial balance when reality is asymmetrical.... Hillary made plenty of misstatements. But Trump said many more false statements. The fake news that was produced was overwhelmingly pro-Trump.”

Suspicions about the political leanings of independent fact-checking groups could perhaps be allayed if these organizations were more transparent about how they work.
Independent, nonpartisan fact checkers are, overall, transparent about where their money comes from and about documenting their research. FactCheck.org is funded by the Annenberg Foundation, the Flora Family Foundation, the Stanton Foundation, individual contributions, and Facebook, which paid $52,283 toward a “project to help identify and label viral fake news stories flagged by readers on the social media network.” Snopes says that it is independently funded through advertising (though in July 2017 it launched a reader-donation drive to stay afloat through a contractual dispute that has cut the site off from its source of advertising income). But, says Jane Elizabeth of the American Press Institute, fact-checkers “need to be more transparent about how and why they pick the topics they do.” Snopes has a link to its “methodology” but doesn’t explain how it decides which facts to check. Fact-checkers often react to the news cycle and events, such as speeches and political conventions, and scour their Twitter and Facebook pages for questions. Since 2007, FactCheck.org has run a feature allowing readers to “Ask FactCheck,” to respond to reader inquiries, most of which are about viral emails and social media memes. The organization also scours Sunday talk shows, TV ads, C-SPAN, presidential remarks, congressional transcripts, campaign statements, and press releases for claims by top officials. PolitiFact, in addition to accepting suggestions from readers, analyzes speeches, news, press releases, campaign brochures, TV ads, Facebook posts, and interview transcripts. “Because we can’t possibly check all claims, we select the most newsworthy and significant ones,” the website says in explaining its process. The Washington Post responds to misinformation in the daily news and relies on reader questions. About 50 percent of its fact checks start with a reader inquiry.

Tim Graham of the politically conservative Media Research Center laments that there are no conservative-leaning fact-checking sites, though his site does some fact-checking. “These fact-checking organizations have been founded and funded by mainstream media, with all the same blind spots and biases,” said Graham. “Then the Jill Abramsons of the world,” he adds, referencing an op-ed in The Guardian by the former executive editor of The New York Times, “use them to say, ‘See, Hillary Clinton is an honest person.’ Preposterous. So for Facebook to use them [to partner with them] is inherently nerve-racking.”

Graham’s perception may not be entirely accurate. Fact-checking groups, including Snopes and FactCheck.org, do exist independently of mainstream news organizations, and the conservative publication The Weekly Standard has a fact-checking section, with which Facebook recently announced a partnership. However, his views are illustrative of the conservative distrust of fact-checking, as measured in the Duke Reporters’ Lab report.

“There’s no question Republicans are resistant to fact-checking,” said Charlie Sykes, a former top-rated conservative talk show host who for more than two decades was a major force in Wisconsin politics. “You have falsehoods and fake stories, and you try to push back on people and say, ‘This is wrong,’ but the resistance to paying attention to anything outside of the conservative bubble is intense. You definitely cannot say this is false and then link to The Washington Post Fact Checker or Snopes.” If you do, he said, conservatives will reject these sources as “liberal” and “biased.”

In December 2016, Matt Shapiro, co-founder of the Paradox Project, a blog for political “misfits,” produced an analysis that concluded that PolitiFact’s fact-checks are biased against conservatives. According to Shapiro, PolitiFact frequently rates GOP-sourced statements that are largely true as “mostly false,” which it justifies “by focusing on sentence alterations, simple mis-statements, fact-checking the wrong fact, and even taking a statement, rewording it, and fact-checking the re-worded statement instead of the original quoted statement.” In another analysis, Shapiro accused PolitiFact of stacking the deck against Republican politicians by running numerous checks on similar statements. For example, Trump’s claim that he did not support the Iraq war—uttered in different ways and settings—was reviewed by PolitiFact at least six times. Each time the statement was graded “mostly false” or “false”—and each mark registered against Trump on his PolitiFact scorecard. By comparison, questionable statements by Clinton were checked once, twice, or not at all, Shapiro argued.

Sykes lays much of the blame for the right’s distrust of fact-checkers on a specific PolitiFact incident. In 2008, the organization declared “true” then-candidate Barack Obama’s claim that a $4 million investment in a local hospital would “create 300 local jobs.” The hospital closed, leaving 150 people out of work. In response, PolitiFact summarized the story with the headline “Obama’s False Promise in Illinois.” That move was widely perceived as a “fact-checking scandal,” in which fact-checkers were accused of being unresponsive to public concerns about the hospital’s failure. Obama, 2008 general election candidate, forced PolitiFact to retract the claim, and PolitiFact admitted the original grading was incorrect. The Washington Post ran a follow-up story critical of PolitiFact’s handling of the affair.

Fact-checking is a complex and challenging enterprise, but it is not的一项 simple-minded endeavor. Fact-checking groups, including Snopes and FactCheck.org, do exist independently of mainstream news organizations, and the conservative publication The Weekly Standard has a fact-checking section, with which Facebook recently announced a partnership. However, his views are illustrative of the conservative distrust of fact-checking, as measured in the Duke Reporters’ Lab report. “There’s no question Republicans are resistant to fact-checking,” said Charlie Sykes, a former top-rated conservative talk show host who for more than two decades was a major force in Wisconsin politics. “You have falsehoods and fake stories, and you try to push back on people and say, ‘This is wrong,’ but the resistance to paying attention to anything outside of the conservative bubble is intense. You definitely cannot say this is false and then link to The Washington Post Fact Checker or Snopes.” If you do, he said, conservatives will reject these sources as “liberal” and “biased.”

In December 2016, Matt Shapiro, co-founder of the Paradox Project, a blog for political “misfits,” produced an analysis that concluded that PolitiFact’s fact-checks are biased against conservatives. According to Shapiro, PolitiFact frequently rates GOP-sourced statements that are largely true as “mostly false,” which it justifies “by focusing on sentence alterations, simple mis-statements, fact-checking the wrong fact, and even taking a statement, rewording it, and fact-checking the re-worded statement instead of the original quoted statement.” In another analysis, Shapiro accused PolitiFact of stacking the deck against Republican politicians by running numerous checks on similar statements. For example, Trump’s claim that he did not support the Iraq war—uttered in different ways and settings—was reviewed by PolitiFact at least six times. Each time the statement was graded “mostly false” or “false”—and each mark registered against Trump on his PolitiFact scorecard. By comparison, questionable statements by Clinton were checked once, twice, or not at all, Shapiro argued.

Sykes lays much of the blame for the right’s distrust of fact-checkers on a specific PolitiFact incident. In 2008, the organization declared “true” then-candidate Barack Obama’s claim that a $4 million investment in a local hospital would “create 300 local jobs.” The hospital closed, leaving 150 people out of work. In response, PolitiFact summarized the story with the headline “Obama’s False Promise in Illinois.” That move was widely perceived as a “fact-checking scandal,” in which fact-checkers were accused of being unresponsive to public concerns about the hospital’s failure. Obama, 2008 general election candidate, forced PolitiFact to retract the claim, and PolitiFact admitted the original grading was incorrect. The Washington Post ran a follow-up story critical of PolitiFact’s handling of the affair.
Obama’s statement that, under his proposed Affordable Care Act, “if you like your health care plan, you can keep it.” In 2009, PolitiFact adjusted its rating to “half true,” citing additional details included in the bill. It repeated the same classification in 2012.

As the Affordable Care Act was being rolled out in the fall of 2013, some health insurance companies sent out letters to approximately four million Americans canceling plans because they didn’t meet the law’s coverage requirements. By December, PolitiFact had dubbed Obama’s claim the “Lie of the Year” for 2013.

“I do think PolitiFact bore some responsibility for conservatives losing trust in fact-checking,” Sykes told PEN America. “Their ratings on Obamacare provided cover for the administration to help pass the bill,” which “was deeply disturbing to conservatives.” The Wall Street Journal is equally critical of PolitiFact, saying the fact checker, in effect, “helped bless” Obamacare and “pretends to be even-handed but has its own biases.”

The Rising Problem of Left-Leaning False News

Although both sides of the political aisle bear some responsibility for promoting false news, a Stanford University study found that during the election, pro-Trump fraudulent stories were shared far more frequently than pro-Clinton ones. The researchers cited 115 pro-Trump fraudulent stories that were shared on Facebook 30 million times, compared with 41 pro-Clinton fraudulent stories shared 7.6 million times. They found that during the election, “fake news was both widely shared and heavily tilted in favor of Donald Trump” and that “Democrats are overall more likely to correctly identify true versus false articles.”

The Stanford study relied on “web browsing data, a 1,200-person post-election online survey, and a database of 156 election-related news stories that were categorized as false by leading fact-checking websites in the three months before the election.”

Liberals are also susceptible to fraudulent news, however. In the left-leaning New Republic, Sarah Jones noted the popularity of Twitter personalities like Louise Mensch, a former Conservative member of the British Parliament, who tweets unverified, often false information about Trump officials. In what Jones called a “disturbing emerging trend,” she wrote: “Liberals desperate to believe the right conspiracy will take down Donald Trump promote their own purveyors of fake news.”

This fits a pattern wherein political biases on either side undermine factual accuracy. As the Stanford report noted, when a Democrat is in the White House, Republicans are more likely to believe negative or bogus news about the president. When a Republican is president, Democrats are more likely to believe negative or bogus stories. “In general, humans are really good at ignoring information that cuts against their ideological preferences,” Lucas Graves, the author of Deciding What’s True: The Rise of Political Fact-Checking in American Journalism, told NPR. “That’s true on the left and the right. It’s true for more-educated as well as less-educated people. That’s always been the case.”

And there aren’t any easy solutions. “The partisan divide on the news media—just not fact-checking—is the result of decades of criticism and attacks,” Bill Adair said. “It won’t be corrected overnight. I think we need to reach out to audiences that resist fact-checking and find out why. We need to explore how they get their political information, what information they trust, and then consider adapting how we present fact-checking so it will get a broader audience.”

Social science researchers have found that debunking or correcting misinformation can be more easily heard if it comes from a like-minded person or website. People tend to share and believe information from someone they know, making the messenger as critical as the message. Adam Berinsky, a professor of political science at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, found that misinformation was most effectively refuted by an “unlikely source, someone whose interests would be better served if the rumor were true.” So partisan misinformation that skews favorably to the right is better contradicted by a conservative politician than by a nonpartisan group such as FactCheck.org. “The key to this is the conservatives,” said Sykes. “There needs to be some sort of trusted fact check for the right. Who that would be? I don’t know.”

For its part, PolitiFact is engaging in outreach events in some red states like Oklahoma, in an effort to spread the word about what they do and explain it to skeptics. Their tactics include “leafleting, Facebook and newspaper ad buys, and event planning in three different states.” It is too early to tell what impact their efforts will have, but it is a novel approach that could be replicated if it shows promising results.

Improving How Fact Checks Are Presented

Another challenge is that fact-checking can be counterproductive. When debunking false information, the fact-checker usually repeats it, giving it more currency. For instance, “the online Washington Post regularly features ‘Fact Checker’ headlines consisting of claims to be evaluated, with a ‘Pinocchio Test’ appearing at the end of the accompanying story,” Matthew A. Baum and David Lazer wrote in the Los Angeles Times. “The problem is that readers are more likely to notice and remember the claim than the conclusion.” Repeating the same rumors that the fact-check is trying to correct may only reinforce and amplify those claims, according to Berinsky’s research. Hearing something again makes it more likely to stick. “People just remember hearing things,” Berinsky told Northeastern University. “They don’t always remember whether those things were true or false.” But, as Poynter points out, there is a growing body of research suggesting the “backfire effect” of fact-checking a false claim is “a very rare phenomenon.” In fact, a new study at the University of Western Australia concluded that more detailed corrections (at least three to four sentences) were
more effective, and that repetition of the correction could counteract regression to believing the myth.826

Some social science researchers advocate having fact-checkers debunk claims without repeating them. The conundrum is that news organizations and others want to get people’s attention, and repeating the claim in the headline often does so. Additionally, fact-checking the specific claim itself makes things clearer for the reader. So editors encourage titles such as “Did Tom Price Say It Is ‘Better for Our Budget if Cancer Patients Die More Quickly?’”827 rather than, say, “A Fact-Check on Tom Price’s Statement on Cancer Patients.”

Another proposed improvement is to make fact checks more graphically appealing and engaging. Currently, they are too text-laden, with links and bullet points but few visual images to catch the attention. That’s changing. The Washington Post now occasionally uses video. One such video explored statements by Trump and former FBI director James Comey that contradicted each other.828 It got more than 350,000 views on Facebook, Kessler told PEN America.829 “I think this one caught fire because it’s easier to understand the dispute when you see the two men speaking past each other,” said Kessler. “Makes more of an impact than words on a screen.”830

BuzzFeed uses a videographer to debunk erroneous information, said media editor Craig Silverman.831 “Since a lot of stuff spreads on Facebook that’s a photo or video, our feeling is the more effective way to counter this stuff is in the form of an image or video,” he said.832 “That video appealed to someone, and that’s why they shared it. It’s logical to mimic that format. The other reason is Facebook, as a whole, is a very visual medium. When you look at what performs best, it’s videos and memes.”833

As technology gets more sophisticated at manipulating images and videos, fact-checkers need new tools to verify or debunk them. “The pace at which the media moves does not lend itself to careful forensic analysis of images,” Hany Farid, a computer science professor at Dartmouth College, said in a RadioLab story about altering the audio in videos.834 Farid added that it currently takes a half-day or more to analyze an image to determine its authenticity.835

Worse, because advances in audio and video technology benefit those seeking to misinform as well as those trying to correct the record, they’re “going to raise the fake news thing to a whole new level,” said Farid. “The ability of technology to manipulate and alter reality is growing at a breakneck speed. And the ability to disseminate that information is phenomenal. I can’t stop that, by the way. At the end of the day, it’s always going to be easier to create a fake than to detect a fake.”836

Jonathan Klein, former president of CNN/U.S. and former executive vice president of CBS News, has had to deal with multiple examples of technology changing the media. In July 2017, he was shown a beta version of software that allows users to alter recorded speeches, literally putting words in someone’s mouth. “There’s so many ways to abuse this,” he told RadioLab.837 “It blows your mind.” Klein continued: “It’s terrifying. It hurts us even faster toward to that point where no one believes anything. How do you have a democracy in a country where people can’t trust anything that they see or read anymore?”838

**The Road Ahead: Promising Approaches and Challenges**

There’s a popular saying: “A lie can travel halfway around the world while the truth is still putting on its shoes.” Fact-checkers need better footwear, in the form of new technologies, greater resources, and innovative ways to spread fact checks in a manner that can compete with the replicability, speed, and viral nature of fraudulent news.

**Build Credibility Through Transparency:** Fact-checking initiatives have not fully broken through the cognitive gridlock of partisan politics. While there are no easy solutions here, fact-checking organizations should continue to hold themselves to a high standard of transparency and strive to find ways to make their work more transparent. Fact-checking organizations should be encouraged to clearly communicate with the public their methodology for picking stories to debunk and their own processes for avoiding political bias in their focuses. Much as reputable news outlets issue public retractions for incorrect articles, fact-checking organizations may wish to have a similar process for publicly acknowledging when they have mislabeled a story.

**Forge New Partnerships:** Local news outlets can be valued partners in bolstering the credibility of fact-checking initiatives, as they may be seen by some as more trustworthy than national newspapers or television news channels. Local newspapers, television stations, and others should strengthen—or start—their own fact-checking initiatives or partner with fact-checking organizations. News outlets and commentators across the political spectrum should also ask themselves how they can promote a respect for fact-checking as part of the important work of creating a civic consensus that values truth.

**Support the Expansion of Fact-Checking Initiatives:** Funders and development organizations should examine how they can play a role in bringing more and better resources to fact-checking initiatives, helping them to scale up their work, check more stories and do so faster, and develop new tools for fact-checking.

**Keep Pace with New Technologies:** The development of tools that can alter audio and video footage poses grave risks to fact-checkers’ efforts to prove what is true and what is false. More resources, and innovative approaches, will be needed to develop tools to detect when a recording has been altered, and to demonstrate this in a convincing manner.

(A final note: The “lie can travel halfway around the world” saying is most commonly attributed to Mark Twain. The fact-checking site Quote Investigator, among others, explains that he almost certainly did not say it.839)
NEWS LITERACY

Before the digital age, news organizations acted as information gatekeepers, deciding what was and wasn’t news and transmitting it to the public. With far fewer news outlets than are now available online, and with those traditional outlets staffed largely by seasoned, professional journalists, the public generally felt more comfortable relying on the information provided by the media than it does today. While the idea of a golden age of trustworthy, objective media may be a myth, the high point of American trust in media, according to Gallup polls, was in 1976, a dramatically different era, when 72 percent of those polled said that they trusted the media a “great deal” or a “fair amount.”

Today, the internet presents users with a trove of limitless information. Anyone, anywhere, can generate new content, including breaking news stories—as indeed many “citizen journalists” have done effectively by documenting events of public interest (for example, incidents of excessive use of force by police) and posting the documentation online. But the openness of the internet also presents new challenges, as users must assume the roles previously played by newsroom personnel: deciding what qualifies as news, putting an item of information in proper context, and fact-checking and verifying sources.

Many Americans lack the news literacy skills required to distinguish between fact and fiction and to resist being duped by predatory actors motivated solely by profit or ideology. News literacy can be defined as teaching consumers of news to read it with a healthy skepticism, applying journalistic skills to verify the information in front of them.

The need for better news literacy spans generations. While today’s youth are digital natives who type, text, and tweet fluently, studies show that they still fall prey to false news sites and lack the skills to evaluate the steady flow of information aimed at them via social media. Many media experts, academics, teachers, and researchers believe that news literacy should become a component of curricula at all levels—ideally beginning in middle school or earlier.

In January 2017 Common Sense Media, a nonprofit that focuses on how kids navigate media and technology, surveyed 853 racially diverse children between ages 10 and 18 to find out how the most media-exposed generation processes news. The survey indicated that only 44 percent of kids feel that they can distinguish real news from news that is intentionally wrong or inaccurate. Thirty-one percent said that they had shared a news story online that they later learned was inaccurate.

“Kids also often are fooled by fake news,” the survey report said. “This may be why many are extremely skeptical and distrustful of the news media.” The survey also showed that children tend to trust news and information that comes from people they know and respect. Sixty-six percent trusted information from family “a lot,” followed by teachers and other adults (48 percent), news organizations (25 percent), and friends (17 percent). They reported getting much of their news online from social platforms, preferring Facebook, then YouTube. Few were familiar with the need to vet sources: Thirty-one percent said they pay “very little” or “no” attention to the source of the news content. Another study, conducted in 2015 by the Media Insight Project, surveyed 1,045 young adults ages 18 to 34 and found that some 88 percent of these millennials regularly got news from Facebook and 83 percent from YouTube.

These findings reinforce the need for digital literacy skills. Common Sense’s survey report concluded: “In a decentralized news environment with so many ways to get and share news, the ability to evaluate the quality, credibility, and validity of different sources will be increasingly valuable and necessary. Children need help to filter out misinformation and to understand whether, when, and how news is biased.” This help, they argue, must come from parents, educators, policy makers, researchers, and news organizations.

A Stanford study conducted in 2015 and 2016 of 7,804 students from middle school through college provides further illustration of the difficulties that young people have distinguishing between opinion, news, hoaxes, sponsored content, and ads. The study included students from both underserved and well-off communities as well as online surveys at six universities. Some 82 percent of middle schoolers could not tell the difference between the examples on the following page—one a news story and the other a piece of sponsored content, essentially paid advertising that is formatted to look similar to news.

Teachers across the nation recognize the need to improve news literacy among students and are increasingly incorporating lesson plans in their curricula to do so. The lead author of the Stanford study, Dr. Sam Wineburg, told The Wall Street Journal in 2016 that their free social studies curriculum, teaching how to judge the trustworthiness of historical sources, had been downloaded 3.5 million times.

Both the News Literacy Project and the Center for News Literacy at Stony Brook University also offer digital teaching tools for teachers. The News Literacy Project (NLP) is the brainchild of Alan Miller, a Pulitzer Prize-winning former reporter for the Los Angeles Times. Miller got interested in the topic after visiting his daughter’s middle school in Bethesda, Maryland, in 2006 to talk about his job. It struck him that journalists could make an impact by sharing their experiences—especially since many Americans are unfamiliar with how journalists work.

He founded NLP out of his basement in 2008 and began working with teachers in middle and high school in a few cities. NLP teaches students not only how to evaluate content for authenticity but also to be mindful of sourcing and accuracy when they post online. “It’s a critically important skill to know how to discern and create credible information,” Miller told PEN America. “Remember students, whether texting, blogging, or posting on Facebook, are part
of the conversation. How do they participate in a way that is credible and responsible and empowers their voices? It’s the sharing that is causing so much of the spread of viral rumors, conspiracy theories, and hoaxes. We are teaching them to be skeptical about what they see and read and hear and to question whether they should believe it, share it, or act on it.”

The link between discerning credible information and creating credible information is an important one: News literacy courses can teach children not only how to evaluate the sources they read but also how to credibly research and write their own arguments, and how to make responsible, informed choices about what information to share with their own social networks. Such programs can help reinforce a message that high schools and colleges stress: Conduct your own research and analysis while avoiding plagiarism.

What News Literacy Teaches

News literacy classes are designed to teach students critical-thinking skills: to be skeptical but not cynical, said Miller. Students are taught how journalism differs from advertising, sponsored content, opinion, hoaxes, and conspiracies. They are encouraged to confront their own biases and understand how those biases might affect their news perception. They are instructed to read beyond the headlines, since there can be a disparity between a clickbait headline and the story itself.

They also learn about journalistic principles such as fairness, balance, accuracy, ethics, and the protections of the First Amendment. They are reminded to slow down when reading, pay attention to dates, note possible red flags such as frequent misspellings, check URLs, and read the “about” section of the website an article is from. Often, classes include real-life examples to illustrate efforts to fool or mislead readers.

News literacy courses aren’t intended to give students a list of reliable news sources or to single out other sources as untrustworthy. They are designed to equip students with the tools to decide that for themselves. Since NLP began, it has seen tremendous growth and received national media attention. In its first eight years, it reached more than 25,000 students. In an effort to reach a broader range, NLP developed an online news literacy resource, the checkology® virtual classroom, which it launched in May 2016.

“If we are going to see news literacy embedded in the American educational experience,” said Peter Adams, NLP’s senior vice president for educational programs, “e-learning is the way we’d have to go.”

The Checkology platform features real journalists and other experts narrating a lesson, then gives students a chance to test themselves. In one lesson, NBC News correspondent Tracie Potts tells students that the first question to ask is “What is the purpose of this information?” Is it to entertain, inform, persuade, or sell? Students are shown a series of videos and news stories and asked to answer the purpose for each. This teaches them that there is a vast array of information online with very different goals. Then the correct answers are explained.

Teachers have shown consistent interest in the NLP’s news literacy tools, with interest increasing dramatically following
After teaching thousands of college students, Howard Schneider has concluded that news literacy programs should target students before they reach high school or college.

the 2016 election. This is a fraught time for educators to talk about democracy and civics because of the current climate,” Miller said. “We understand how important it is to teach what news and information to trust and act on. Teachers are searching for a way that’s safe, effective, and nonpartisan. That puts us in a position to meet this burgeoning demand.”

By October 2017, more than 8,500 educators had registered for Checkology in all 50 U.S. states and 65 other countries, potentially reaching more than 12.8 million students, Miller told PEN America. “We are not able to track the actual reach, though we’re working on this,” Miller said. “But thousands of teachers are using the platform with hundreds of thousands of students.”

Christian Armstrong, a former student at Leo Catholic High School in Chicago, is one such student. Armstrong grew up disconnected from the news, thinking it was all negative and had nothing to do with him. Then he took a news literacy course in high school. “This class has definitely changed my life,” said Armstrong, according to an article that Miller wrote for the Catalogue of Philanthropy. Students from the class, Armstrong said, “prize news literacy over all else. The newspaper is considered to be our Holy Grail.” He began reading the Chicago Tribune and corresponding with one of its columnists via Twitter.

At the college level, Howard Schneider, dean of the journalism school at Stony Brook University, is one of the pioneers in the news literacy field. A former editor of Newsday, he created the first news literacy class in 2005 and began teaching it at Stony Brook’s journalism school.

Gradually, Schneider realized that “it was not sufficient for us to simply train the next generation of journalists,” he told Columbia Journalism Review. “We had to train the next generation of news consumers, too.” Since the program began, over 10,000 undergraduates across the university have taken the literacy courses, as well as almost 7,000 students at 18 other universities in the United States and 11 other countries.

News Literacy Classes are Effective—But They Need to Reach More People

Studies of the impact of news literacy education show that it is effective, although more research needs to be done to determine its long-term impact and which skills it is best at imparting to students. A study published in May 2016 analyzed survey data, comparing Stony Brook students who had taken the three-credit news literacy course with those who hadn’t. The study found that “those who had taken a news literacy course had significantly higher levels of news media literacy, greater knowledge of current events, and higher motivation to consume news, compared with students who had not taken the course.” Researchers also found that “the effect of taking the course did not diminish over time.”

In 2012, Harvard’s Joan Shorenstein Center on the Press, Politics and Public Policy documented the positive impact of the Stony Brook course while also noting that it appeared to be more successful at increasing students’ engagement with news media and appreciation for the role of the press than at improving their ability to “spot flaws in news reports.” Meanwhile, de-Americanized for implementation abroad, the Stony Brook course has experienced reported success in Hong Kong, Vietnam, and Myanmar—three nations with drastically different press freedom environments from the United States but where news literacy educators nonetheless have reported “positive” outcomes “because of the emphasis on developing critical thinking skills about information.”

Other studies of news literacy courses have also reported positive results: A study of University of Maryland students who took a news literacy class found that the course “increased their ability to comprehend, evaluate, and analyze media messages in print, video, and audio formats as compared to the control group.”

A 2012 study of California high schoolers published in the International Journal of Communication found that digital media literacy education “is associated with increased online political engagement and increased exposure to diverse perspectives.” News literacy education folded into more generalized “media literacy” training has also proven successful in helping students parse fact from fiction. Joseph Kahne, the lead author of the California high school study, co-authored a more recent report that investigated media literacy and democracy in our highly partisan era. Using data from a national survey of young people ages 15 to 27, Kahne found that media literacy training made people significantly less likely to believe a factually inaccurate claim, even if that claim aligned with their political views.

Kahne’s findings are encouraging, given the political polarizations currently entrenched among America’s news consumers, and could offer a glimmer of hope to experts who despair of news literacy programs ever cutting through the noise of our current digital era. Stanford’s Sam Wineburg argues that taking a news literacy class or two isn’t enough and that news literacy education must adapt wholesale to the current moment. “We are in a freaking revolution,” Wineburg has pointed out. “We bank differently. We date differently. We
shop differently. We choose a Chinese restaurant differently. We do our research differently. We figure out what plumber to come to our house differently. But school is stuck in the past. What we need to do is ... think hard about what the school curriculum really needs to look like in an age when we come to know the world through a screen.\footnote{899}

Taking these considerations into account, news literacy courses are a potentially powerful tool in fighting the spread of misinformation online and equipping young people to be savvy and healthily skeptical news consumers. While there are a variety of online resources available for interested educators, librarians, and others in public service, they represent a piecemeal effort to solve a national problem. In addition to NLP’s Checkology, Stony Brook now offers a Digital Resource Center, with lessons, videos, and curricula, that teachers at all levels across the United States are free to use.\footnote{900} The university created a six-week, free college-level class on Coursera with the University of Hong Kong, available with Chinese and Spanish subtitles.\footnote{901} Other institutions have also joined the effort to create resources for teachers and make them available for free. The New York Times began offering a news literacy curriculum in April that includes a quick game and scavenger hunt.\footnote{902} The Newseum in Washington, D.C., a popular field trip destination, offers free 50-minute on-site labs, called Fighting Fake News: How to Outsmart Trolls and Troublemakers, that are tailored for students from seventh grade to college.\footnote{903}

After teaching thousands of college students, Howard Schneider has concluded that news literacy programs should target students before they reach high school or college. The long-term solution is to teach news literacy to every 12-year-old before they leave middle school, he said.\footnote{904} “They are just emerging and beginning to think about the greater world,” Schneider said.\footnote{905} “They’ve had some experience with the internet and social media. But haven’t been overwhelmed. The moonshot for me is to inoculate all the 12-year-olds in America against misinformation. That would be a huge step forward long term on dealing with these issues, which are not going to go away.”\footnote{906}

Some teachers are taking the initiative to introduce news literacy skills at a young age. Scott Bedley, of Irvine, California, teaches his fifth graders not to take everything at face value.\footnote{907} He was thrown for a loop when one student thought that Columbus crossed the Atlantic in 1972; he had Googled the information. “I was determined to change the way I help students critically analyze the information they were finding on the internet,” Bedley said in an article for Vox.\footnote{908} He now teaches his students to check the date of the article to see how current it is, to verify the information by going to other web pages to double check, and to look into the expertise and background of the author.

“The challenge for my students comes back to understanding the difference between someone who is sharing their opinion and someone who is creating news that is meant to mislead, either as clickbait or to influence those who don’t take the time to verify accuracy,” Bedley wrote. “We talk about how facts can be verified, whereas opinions typically can be supported with evidence, but are far more debatable.”\footnote{909}

Funders have a key opportunity to support news literacy initiatives and enable them to scale up their work to reach more people. Funders can also provide crucial support to help news literacy experts develop new tools for a broader range of ages, both younger and older than the high school and college-aged groups that existing programs tend to focus on.

Many adults are as ill-equipped to navigate the digital information era as kids. Adults too are often confused by false news, according to a December 2016 Pew Research Center study.\footnote{900} Almost one in four adults admitted to sharing fabricated news, both knowingly and unknowingly.\footnote{901}

“Right now, you have young people who have grown up with the internet and had no instructions because the adults in charge didn’t know,” Jane Elizabeth, senior manager of American Press Institute’s Accountability Journalism Program, said.\footnote{902} “They’ve had no one teaching them how to judge information. The gullibility gap will continue until this generation of learners is caught up by teachers so they come into the workforce prepared.”\footnote{903}

Local and university librarians play a key role in news literacy efforts, especially for adults. “Librarians can play a vital role in helping everyone, of any age, become critical and reflective news consumers,” journalist Marcus Banks wrote in American Libraries magazine. “One positive outcome of the current furore about fake news may be that information literacy, for media and other types of content, will finally be recognized as a central skill of the digital age.”\footnote{904} Initiatives are already under way at some libraries. The Dallas Public Library and The Dallas Morning News teamed up in 2016 to offer workshops teaching research and journalism skills to high school students.\footnote{905} A Knight Foundation-funded partnership between the American Library Association and the Center for News Literacy at Stony Brook University\footnote{906} won a $50,000 grant to develop an adult literacy program at five public libraries that will be chosen through a competitive bid process.\footnote{907}

News literacy training doesn’t have to take the form of an instructional class. American University students created an online Tinder-like game, Factitious, to develop a taste for truth seeking by creating scenarios in which players swipe left and right to determine whether news is fraudulent.\footnote{908} The Washington, D.C.–based digital agency ISL built Fake News: The Game and has introduced it as an app and a traveling arcade game in some bars.\footnote{909} Amanda Warner, a learning designer, created the game Fake It To Make It to show how easy it is to make a fraudulent-news site.\footnote{910} The fact-checking site Politifact has also created a game, PolitiTruth.\footnote{911}

“The games share roughly the same setup of presenting a player with a headline, article, or claim and asking them to guess its truthfulness,” according to Nieman Lab. “None of the items are made up—they’re all published online somewhere,
“The fake-news phenomenon has made the time right for news literacy,” Schneider told PEN America. “We need political and funding momentum. This is worthy of a major investment. This problem is not going to go away.”

either a website known for promoting fake news or an actual news organization’s site.”

Efforts to Require States to Teach News Literacy Skills
State legislators are getting into the act, too. Through the advocacy of Media Literacy Now (MLN), which advocates for schools to incorporate media literacy programs, there were recently 10 media literacy-related bills moving through 10 state legislatures across the country. Five bills passed this year, while two died after legislatures adjourned, according to MLN. (News literacy refers specifically to the news business, while media literacy is a broader term that includes the ability to access, analyze, evaluate, and create media in various forms.) 

“The concept of media literacy is not widely known, and we see it as a solution,” Erin McNeill, president and founder of MLN, told PEN America. “It’s taught sporadically. There are a lot of educators who see the need and are trying to get media literacy in some form, whether in English, social studies, art, or civics. But they need help. They need resources. The media landscape is changing so fast that everybody is out of their depth. It’s been bottom up at this point. If we could bring in some top-down solutions, we can help to reach more students. So we are going state by state as opposed to school by school.”

According to McNeill, Florida and Ohio “led the pack” in terms of early action to address media literacy in legislation, while Washington is leading on taking action from legislation through implementation. Connecticut, New Mexico, Rhode Island, Utah, New Jersey, Illinois and New Mexico have all taken some sort of legislative action on media literacy with MLN’s direction.

In Washington state, legislators, librarians, educators, and media literacy advocates banded together to pass bipartisan legislation requiring schools to teach media literacy and internet safety. The new law calls for a statewide survey of educators to determine what is currently taught on these subjects, to inform any new policy that addresses what students should know “before they read or write an article on the web.” About a dozen other states are using Washington state as a model, according to Kavitha Cardoza, a special correspondent for Education Week.

Illinois’s civics requirement, added in 2015, was the first time in a decade that the state required an additional course for graduation, according to the Chicago Tribune. “What is written into the course requirement is discussion of current and controversial issues,” Shawn Healy of the Illinois Civic Mission Coalition explained to PEN America. Within this requirement is a framework “where students ask questions on the front end and evaluate sources, including news. We think that inquiry arc overlays with news literacy.” Healy added, “The course requirement took effect last fall, so incoming freshmen will have completed one course of civics over high school.”

The goal is for all 50 states to pass media or news literacy legislation, McNeill of Media Literacy Now told PEN America. But, she said, there is no way to track their implementation.

With 50.7 million students in public elementary and secondary schools, teaching news literacy skills to a majority of those students is a tall order and will require financial investments as well as statewide commitments. “The people working in news literacy are doing great work, but it doesn’t scale,” Dan Gillmor told PEN America. “We have an emergency now and have to figure out how can we make this scale. The first place it should it scale is in the news organizations. They should have made news literacy a core part of their mission.”

Now is the time, said Schneider of Stony Brook. “The fake-news phenomenon has made the time right for news literacy,” he told PEN America. “We need political and funding momentum. This is worthy of a major investment. This problem is not going to go away.” Alan Miller feels similarly: Today, the News Literacy Project has a small (albeit fast-growing) staff and no marketing budget. Nearly a decade since founding the organization, Miller only recently moved out of his basement office.

Scaling up is the biggest problem, but another challenge will be getting agreement on which news organizations are credible. Both the News Literacy Project and Stony Brook’s program often use traditional mainstream news sources as examples of journalistically fair and accurate news. NLP’s partners, too, are mostly mainstream news outlets, including the Los Angeles Times, The Wall Street Journal, CNN, The Philadelphia Inquirer, Bloomberg, and Politico, although they also work in partnership with newer media companies like BuzzFeed, VICE, Vox, and Mic.

At a time when the sources of news consumption are increasingly seen as a political question, or an indication of political attitudes, families around the country may balk at having mainstream news outlets, which they may personally consider biased in their coverage or focus, held up as the
baseline for objective news. While these concerns may be misplaced, educators looking to implement news literacy programs in their communities should remain sensitive to the need to focus their programming on the standards and methods that make for good news and take pains to explain that news literacy is an issue of civics, not politics. Alan Miller notes, “We don’t tell students what or who to trust but rather give them the tools to make those judgments for themselves. None of our partners has any influence over the content in our resources, and we are rigorously independent as well as nonpartisan.” Miller also points to the fact that NLP has support from both liberal and conservative groups. The Dow Jones Foundation has been a generous funder of NLP. Mollie Hemingway, a senior editor at The Federalist and a contributor to Fox News, and Steve Schmidt, a Republican adviser to John McCain’s 2008 presidential campaign, are on the board. Michael Gerson, a Washington Post columnist and former speechwriter for George W. Bush, was previously on the board.

News literacy courses are not a matter of right and left. They are designed to help students determine sources’ reliability. State governments, in considering the implementation of news literacy efforts, must avoid even the appearance of enshrining certain news outlets as carrying governmental favor. This can easily be avoided by teaching from a wide array of journalistic sources and including sources from a diverse set of political viewpoints as long as they uphold journalistic standards. “Whether you’re a Democrat or a Republican, right or left, we want people to go into the voting booth educated and prepared to make the best decision for our communities,” Democratic Washington State Senator Marko Liias told PBS when discussing his support for media literacy initiatives. “And if people can’t discern fraudulent information from real information, that really corrodes the basic institutions of our democracy.”

“The key point is that in eight years, working with thousands of teachers and schools in every state in the U.S., including in urban and rural areas, not a single student, teacher, parent, activist, journalist or anyone else has suggested that anything about our program or resources is partisan or biased in any way,” said Miller. “Not a lesson, word of text, an image, or a video. We’re extremely proud of this track record in this day and age.”

The Road Ahead: Promising Approaches and Challenges

News literacy programs are among the most promising approaches to addressing the long-term harms posed by fraudulent news, because they hold the potential to reshape Americans’ attitude toward, and evaluation of, the news media. There will always be efforts to spread false news online as long as there is financial or political gain to be had from doing so. But if there is a concerted, widespread, systematic effort to educate people, especially younger generations, about how to be savvy and responsible news consumers, the toxic effects of fraudulent news may be substantially lessened.

News literacy programs are also appealing from a free expression standpoint. Instead of relying on the government or powerful private companies to decide how to prevent fraudulent news—decisions that inevitably raise important questions about free speech and transparency—news literacy programs enable people to make their own informed judgments as to what they wish to read and believe.

Support the Expansion of News Literacy Initiatives: Given the importance of news literacy programs in providing a sustainable and proactive solution to fraudulent news, far more funding is needed to support these efforts and allow them to scale up to reach larger audiences. Currently, a patchwork of NGOs, media organizations, and universities are carrying this burden. Both public and private funders should begin examining how they can support this work so that it is present in communities nationwide.

Conduct Additional Research on Efficacy, Methods, and Long-Term Impact: More research is needed to examine the effectiveness of news literacy programs, both collectively and individually: At what ages are news literacy courses best taught? Which models, formats, and lesson types resonate most with students? Which news literacy skills are students retaining after the end of the program? In states that require news literacy programs in schools, how effectively have they been implemented, and what are the results? Understanding the effectiveness of these programs, and the state laws that implement them, will require iterative data gathering and evaluation by researchers, which in turn will require additional funding to support these research initiatives.

Develop More Community-Level Programs for Adults: While schools provide the right venue for news literacy programs for children, there are ongoing questions about how these programs can best reach adults. Local libraries and community centers are natural partners for such initiatives. Indeed, libraries are well poised, given their historical role as educational centers and community resources, to play a meaningful role in teaching and fostering news literacy.

Remain Neutral and Independent: In an era of marked political partisanship, parents in communities across the country will be hyper-alert to any possibility that news literacy programs are encouraging a particular viewpoint or privileging certain news outlets. To forestall these criticisms, news literacy efforts should be sure to teach comprehensive and diverse criteria for assessing the credibility of the news sources, and should explain what they teach and why. News literacy efforts should include instruction on the best standards of journalism, including methodology and internal processes for fact-checking, adherence to a code of ethics, and other markers of good journalism.

Demonstrate Public, Bipartisan, Widespread Support: Educators, librarians, and public officials should stand up for news literacy programs and make the case for their value as a benefit to the entire country and the health of our democracy.
RECOMMENDATIONS

While much of the debate over solutions has focused on the role of government, news outlets, social media platforms, and civil society actors like fact-checking groups, the power of fraudulent news lies ultimately in the minds of the beholders—namely, news consumers. The inhabitants of a democracy must be empowered agents who consume information in intentional and sophisticated ways. Recognizing fraudulent news as a threat to free expression should not be employed as a justification for broad new government or corporate restrictions on speech, measures whose effects would be far more harmful to free speech. Unscrupulous profiteers and political opportunists may never cease in their efforts to infect the global information flow of information to serve their purposes. The best prescription against the epidemic of fake news is to inoculate consumers by building up their ability to defend themselves.

Accordingly, measures to address the crisis of truth should first and foremost center on enabling and equipping people to derive, discern, and digest information in ways that gird against the influence of mendacious publication. Based on our examination of the range of approaches to fraudulent news that have been employed by governments, social media outlets, news organizations, research institutes, and nonprofit groups, PEN America has identified six prongs of response that are critical to stemming the current crisis and averting the most dangerous harms.

For Policymakers, Educators, Educational Institutions, and Education Leaders

Educate the public and future generations by mounting a massive effort to create informed consumers of news across all platforms and mediums:

- Adopt news literacy education as a core part of school curricula.
- Conduct research on the most effective forms of news-related public education and empowerment.
- Engage teacher training programs and graduate education schools to equip teachers to teach news literacy.
- Leverage print, digital, television, and other media platforms with the reach to inform youth and citizens at large on news literacy.

For Technology and Social Media Platforms and Other News Intermediaries

Equip the public to distinguish fact from falsehood and to assess the credibility of information:

- Identify purveyors of fraudulent news—clearly and narrowly defined as the purveyors of demonstrably false information that is being presented as fact in an effort to deceive the public—and take steps to ensure that they are not able to sustain themselves and profit from access to advertising services on your platforms.
- Establish an appeal mechanism for owners of web pages or sites that are blocked from ad services or who suspect that their site has been de-emphasized in a platform’s algorithms, so that the grounds on which the page was blocked or deprioritized can be reviewed and, if appropriate, reversed.
- Develop additional strategies to ensure that fraudulent news is not presented to users in sections of platforms classified as “news” or that otherwise suggest that the information is credible (like Google’s “best answer” feature).
- Invest further in technologies to more quickly and comprehensively identify efforts to artificially boost content through the use of bots or other means, and flag these efforts in a manner that’s visible to users.
- Strengthen and expand partnerships with independent fact-checking organizations to feature their work, make it easily accessible to users, and collaborate to reduce duplication of effort in fact-checking particular items.
- Support news literacy initiatives through funding and partnerships.
- Develop additional ways to offer users content that may differ from their own beliefs or views, in ways that are transparent to users and sustain their control over what they see.
- Appoint independent ombudspersons to respond to concerns raised by users, the public, and policy makers, and empower them to publicly explain (and, when necessary, critique) the platform’s response to issues of public importance.
- Work in collaboration with academic researchers and civil liberties advocates to identify ways to share more information with researchers about the spread of fraudulent news on specific platforms and the efficacy of efforts to address it, consistent with appropriate privacy protections for users, and free expression rights for news media outlets.
• Allow employees to speak more openly with journalists about the challenges faced in combatting the spread of fraudulent news.

For News Outlets
Exemplify the values and tenets of credible news gathering and dissemination:
• Continue to emphasize transparency of operations as a high priority, including finding new ways to be more open with readers about the journalistic and editing processes and the handling of errors.
• Clearly label different types of content as reporting, commentary, opinion, analysis, etc.
• Establish, reinstate, and augment ombudsperson functions to underscore transparency, commitment to professionalism, and accountability to readers.
• Prioritize reporting on the harms posed by the spread of fraudulent news and the ways individuals can help.
• Engage proactively in civic and education initiatives to improve media literacy, including outlet audiences and communities.

For News Outlets, Social Media Platforms, Educators, Research Institutes, and Civil Society
Engage directly with diverse groups of citizens to better understand the drivers that influence their interest and trust in the news media:
• Support and conduct research to better understand the drivers of media distrust, the strategies that can foster an appetite for a broad range of news sources, and the skills to evaluate those sources among news consumers.
• Consider diverse readerships when covering polarizing topics or mounting campaigns to combat fraudulent news.
• Involve authoritative voices from across the political spectrum in efforts to defend press freedom and the role of truth.
• When offering fact-checking, emphasize transparency and objectivity of operations, including explanations of what is chosen to be fact-checked, the verification process, and the reasoning behind sometimes evolving conclusions.

For News Organizations and Civil Society
Expose those who deliberately purvey fraudulent information or baselessly foment distrust of what is true:
• Prioritize reporting on the purveyors of fraudulent news, the methods they use to manufacture and spread it, and the approaches under way to curb its spread.

For Policymakers, News Outlets, Social Media Platforms, and Civil Society
Empower individuals with a set of recognized rights that can help counter practices that interfere with informed news consumption:
• Publicly reject all efforts to denigrate the news media or undercut the legitimacy of their work and reaffirm commitment to freedom of the press.
• Explore ways to better protect journalists from being compelled to disclose sources, especially with respect to sensitive national security and criminal justice stories.
• Support efforts by diverse groups of news consumers to mobilize in defense of their own rights to receive and impart information.
• Educate news consumers to enforce their rights and fulfill their responsibilities.
• Publicly express support for press freedom and respect for journalists.
• Oppose government efforts that would impinge on free expression by penalizing online platforms for failing to remove fraudulent news from their platforms, or by otherwise requiring platforms to act as arbiters of fact.
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